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AUTHOR'S N OTE 

Some time ago, 1 declined an earlier in vitation by the University of Chi
cago Press to prepare a new edition of A Preface tn Democratic Theory, 
having concluded that if I began to change the text, it would turn into a 
different book and that there was certain historical value in keeping the 
text intact. However, I recently concluded that it might be useful, and 
would not require changing the text, ifl were to d raw on my recent writ
ings to add opening and closing essays that reflect on the book and how 
my thinking has subsequently developed. 

1 want to take this opportunity to express my deep appreciation to the 
University of Chicago Press not only f<>r their support in this effort but 
also for actively maintaining the book in publication for a half cen
tury-and, it now appears, for some years to come. 
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F OREWORD 

Reflections on A Preface to Democratic Theory 

A Prefa,ce to Democratic Theory bad its origins in a graduate seminar 1 
was teaching during the early I 950s in which I worked out much of the 
argument. When I was invited to give the Walgreen lectures a t the Uni
versity of Chicago, I realized that I already had a subject for the lectures 
and, better yet, a rather well worked-out argument 

Although democratic ideas and practices were of course a mainstay of 
political science to which innumerable essays, books, and courses had 
been directed, in 1955 "democratic theory" was not a particularly well
defined subject Even the term was far from being the commonplace in 
political science that it has since become. Henry B. Mayo's A11 Intro

duction to Democratic Theory appeared in 1960, and Giovanni Sartori's 
influential and pioneering work bearing the straightforward title Demo

cratic Theory was published in 1962. A new "field" of political science 
called democratic theory, embracing a very old subject, was on the way. 

Unlike Mayo and Sartori, I entitled my book a preface because it truly 
was, The opening lines of the book bear repeating: 

I have called these-essays tl Preface to Democratic Theory because for the most 
part they raise questions that would need to be answered by a satisfactory the
ory of democratic politics. They do not attempt to suggest a LJ the questions that 
need to be answered, or even aU the important ones, but only some 1 have found 
inte resting and, I hope, significant. 

1 had no idea at the time that this book was to be a preface to much 
of my own subsequent work. I certainly did not think of myself as a 
"democratic theorist" whose taSk was to labor in the vineyards ofudem-

.n 
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xii A PREFACE TO DEMOCRATIC THEORY 

ocratic theory." But sooner or later one book led me to write others. For 
example, even before I had finished correcting the page proofs of A Pref

ace, its level of abstraction made me feel that I would now like to do 
something less abstract, more descriptive, more immediately concerned 
with concrete political life. That impulse (combined, to be sure, with an 
interest in quite abstract aspects of "power") led to Who Governs? And 

so on. 
It was only much later, looking back, that I saw something of a pat

tern. (More pejorative terms would be obsession or repetitiveness.) T 
suppose it would not be far off the mark to say tha t off and on for the 
next three decades, I published essays and books to which A Pre] au was 
the preface. It was only when Democracy and Its Critics was published 
in 1989 that! felt I bad a t last approached something like a rounded pre
sentation of democratic theory- though even that book ra ises nearly as 
many questions as it answers. 

MADISONIA N DEMOCRACY 

To what extent do the views of Madison justify l11e specific constitu

tional a rrangements that came out of the Convention together with the 
political practices and doctrine that followed? I am now inclined to 
think that the connection was much looser than l ind icated in my chap
ter on Madisonian Democracy. For example, I be lieve that Madison ian 
doctrine would justify a political system that was considerably more 
majoritarian than the one that has developed; it could justify a parlia
mentary rather than a presidential system; and its central premises 
might not even require judicial review. 

Given the vigor of my criticism of Mad isonian democracy in the first 
chapter, it is ironical, I suppose, that since the publication of the Preface 

I have grown steadily in my admiration for the extraordinary talents, as 
political scientists and constitutional thinkers, of James Madison and 
several of his colleagues at the Convention, particularly James Wilson of 
Pennsylvania and Madison 's fellow Virginians, George Mason and 
Edmund Randolph. On further consideration of the records of the Con
vention and their later careers, I concluded in Pluralist Democracy in 

the United St11Jes (196i) that these men and several other fre.quent allies 
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at the Convention were more clearly and definitely committed to the 
democratic component of republicanism than I acknowledged in the 
Preface. They were at various times opposed not only by federalists who 
wanted to maintain greater constitutional powers for the states but also 
by delegates who shared their goal of strengthening the national gov
ernment but were a lso committed to a more aristocratic version of re
publicanism than Madison and his a llies upheld. 

Does Madison's belief that separation of powers is necessary to pre
vent tyranny necessarily require a presidentia l system or even judicial 
review? As I pointed out (p. 13), this reading makes Madison silly, or at 
least a casualty of historical developments, since almost all other demo
cratic countries have rejected the first and some the second. Of course, 
like all others of his time Madison had to make judgments about con
stitutional arrangements with very little directly relevant historical ex
perience to go on. Hindsight gives us the advantage of nearly two cen
turies of later experience, during which most of the s table democracies 
adopted a parliamentary system, only a few chose a presidential system, 
and none adopted the American presidential system. 

In the course of writing the chapters on the presidency in Pluralist 

Democra-cy, 1 re-examined the records of the Convention, paying partic
ular attention to the origins of that office. I came to see tbat: I) the dele
gates had to choose among alternative designs for the executive office in 
the utter absence of tested models; 2) the Virginia delegation, of which 
Madison was a member, proposed that a national executive "be chosen 
by the national legislatu re"; 3) this proposal was twice adopted, once 
unanimously, once by a vote of 6 states to 3; and late in the Convention 
(24 August) a proposal to substitute choice "by the people" was defeated. 
4) 1\vo weeks la ter, by a vote of 9-2 the Convention adopted the solu
tion of electors chosen by each State "in such manner as its legislatures 
may direct." 5) The records a re too incomplete to allow a firm judgment 
as to why a majority of delegates in nine states came to prefer that solu
tion to election by the national legislature. What the record does reveal, 
however, is that Madison supported and the Convention came within an 
ace of adopting a close approximation to a parliamentary system. 

We must conclude, then, that Madison's belief in the essential re-
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quirement of separation of powers did not necessarily entail the Ameri
can presidentia l system. At t11e Convention, Madison sometimes had to 
yield his own views, and even principles, to expediency. Thus while he 
consistently a rgued for constitutional principles that would reflect his 
vision of a national republic based directly on equal citizens (not equal 
states), in order to achieve agreement on an imperfect but satisfactory 
Constitution he also accepted compromises on certain features that he 
wholeheartedly opposed in principle-notably, equal representation of 
states in the Senate. 

I concluded also tha t Madison bad more confidence in majorities than 
I gave him credit for; or more accutely, that he was somewhat less dis
trustful and hosti le to majority rule than 1 had supposed. ' 

It is possible too, that later experience caused him to see the potential 
conflict between minority rights and popular majorities in a somewhat 
different light. At the Convention, when Madison explained how ma
jorities could harm the rights of a minority, he invariably alluded, as did 
his a llies and opponents, to the rights of property, specifically landed 
properly. Probably because experience with a strong national govern
ment based on a broad male suffrage was entirely lacking in 1787, at the 
Convention and in the Federalist Madison may have thought the dan
ger to landed property greater t11an he did later on, after be had experi
enced the first several decades under the new Constitution- when, after 
all, the Democratic Republicans depended on a broad suffrage and ma
jority support. 

A fuller statement of his views is partly displayed in a remarkable 
"note" that he made for a speech on the right of suffrage, more than 
thirty years after the adoption of the Constitution. T he note was "writ
ten about 182 1," Farrand tells us, "when Madison was preparing his De
bates for publication."z Madison begins his "note" by confessing that 

l . The angle of vision from which J approached Madison may also account for my 
misreading The Federalist, No. 49. I attributed to him three reasons why he believed 
thaL "'el<:ch)ral pr<:><.:es.ses" would he inadequate t.o prevent "t)·rnnny" in his sense (A 
P'l'cjace, p. 14). However, he was referring not LO elec:toraJ processe-s but to constitu
tional conventions. 

2. The Records ojllle Federal ComJeuliou of 1787, Vol. III, ed. Max Farrand (New 
Hnvcn: Va1e University Pr(:Ss, 1966(1911, 1937D, p. 450. 
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certain of his observations on the right of suffrage at the Convention·' 
"do not convey the speaker's more full & matured view of the subject ... 
He felt too much at the time the example of Virginia." 

He goes on to pose again, as he bad during and after the Convention, 
the possibility that the right of suffrage-"a fundamental Article in Re
publican Constitutions"-might conflict with the right of property. 
Should a conflict arise, which is the more fundamental right? Madison 
recognizes that the day may not be far off when freeholders, who are yet 
"a majority of the Nation," will be reduced to a minority. 

With his characteristic rigor and economy he considers alternative 
means by which property rights might still be protected. He immedi
ately rejects the most obvious solution: 

Confining the rights of suf£ra.ge to freeholders, & to such as hold an equivalent 
property, convertible of course into freeholds . . . v iolates the vital principle of 
free Govt. that those who are bound by the-laws, ought to have a voice in mak~ 

ing them . .. 

Confining the right of electing one branch of the legislature to free
holders may be worth trying "for no inconsiderable period; until [sic) in 

fact the nonfreeholde-rs should be the tnajority." (My italics.) However, 
"should Experience or public opinion require an equal & universal su f
frage for each branch of the Govl., as prevails generally in the U.S." then 
larger election districts and longer service for one branch of the legisla
tu re might work. 1f not, then 

the security for the holders of property when the minolity, can only be derived 
from the-ordinary influence possessed by property! & the-superior information in~ 

cident to its holders; from the popular sense of justice enlightened & enlarged by 
a diffusive education; and fback to Ped~ral-ist, No. LO!_I from the difficulty of 
combining & effectuating unjust purposes throughout an extensive country .. . 

If it should come to a straight choice, the superior right is suffrage, not 
property: 

. . . Jl]f the-only alternative be between an equa) & universal right of suffrage for 
each branch o f the Govt. and a confinement or the entire right to a part o f the 
Citizens, il is better that those who have the greater i ntcrest at stake namely that 

3. The note failed to specify them. It refers only to observations ''in the Sl>eC-c::h of 
j . ?\'f. Sec cld)att:s in the Convention of 1 iSi on the ... d~LY or ... " ibicl. 
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of property & persons both, should be deprived of half their share in the Govl; 
than, that those having tl\e lesser interest, that of personal rights only, should be 
deprived of the wholc.4 

It seems to me, then, that Madison's republican views wou ld have 
been, and are, perfectly compatible with constitutional arrangements 
and political practices substantially different from those of the Ameri
can political system as it developed from 1789 onward. 

ELUSIVENESS I N POLITICAL THEORY 

Every a ttempt to develop systematic democratic theory has to confront 
the elementary fact that democracy can be, and in practice has been, in
terpreted as an ideal political system, perhaps (or probably, or certainly) 
unattainable in full, and also as an actual, historically existing system, a 
set of political institutions or processes that are a ttainable at least under 
some limiting conditions. What is more, both as an ideal and as an ac
tuality, over two millennia and more democracy has changed. Today, 
many of us wou ld reject as "undemocra tic" a political system that ex
cluded a half or two-thirds of the adult population from full citizenship, 
as did the Athenians'; we would do so, moreover, in full knowledge of 
the fact that it was the Athenians, after all, who first applied the word 
democracy to their own polis. An un-brainwashed Athenian would 
probably be dismayed by universal suffrage (male and female, of all 
things, not to say natura lized foreign-born residents as well as natives), 
political parties, and the delegation of legislative power to elected repre
sentatives, not to mention the outrageously gigantic scale of a modern 
democratic country. 

Considerations like these were the background for my attempt. to for
mulate theoretical accounts of populistic and polyarcbal democracy in 
chapters 2 and 3. T hese accounts provided me with an agenda of issues 
that I continued to wrestle with over l11e next decades, during which I 
began to see more clearly what I was trying to do and how to go about 
it. My best, clearest, and most complete formulation is, I believe, in 
Democracy and Its Crit·ics. Even there, however, I left some issues un-

4. Ibid., pp. 454-S.S. 
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settled. For example, my exploration of the justifications for the major
ity principle reaches something less than the full closure I evidently 
thought I had achieved in chapter 2 of A Preface. 

Another part of the background t hat is more directly evident in those 
chapters was a certain attraction to the idea of developing a more for
mal, explicit, propositional presentation of theory than was customary 
at the time. (Little did I foresee then how formal modeling and theories 
of rational choice would, years la ter, come to occupy their present 
prominent place in American political science!) Mainly, T was discon
tented with the elusiveness of many arguments in political theory. Try
ing to come to grips with an argument in political theory was often like 
digging for soft-shell clams: the harder I dug the more the a rgument 
seemed to disappear into the sand. 

During this period I also came-across Ke.nneth Arrow's now famous 
Social Choice a11d Jndividttal Valttes5 Although I hardly did fu ll justice 
to that pioneering work,6 it emboldened me to take a s tab at a much 
more formal presentation than r had encountered in political theory. ' 
The form of my two chapters certainly owes something to my having 

ploughed my way thH)ugb that book. 
For better or worse, Arrow's book must also have influenced my de

cision to present parts of the argument in a formal notational system 
(though only in footnotes and appendices). How helpful to the reader 
that bas been now seems to me more than doubtful, as I might have an
ticipated from my experience during the germination period of A P·ref

ace when I determinedly inflicted innocent graduate students in politi
cal science with blackboard demonstrations of the a rgument, using the 

5. That classic work was even harder going for me than it would have been later 
on b«ausc J had to read it in the orig-inal edition (Nc,.,.. York: john Wilc:y & Sons, 
1951), where the presenta tjon was somewhat more complex than in his second edition 
(New Haven: Vale University Press, 1963). Unfortunately, too, I couJd not consult. the 
beautifully d ear expositions in such later works as Alfred f . MacKay, Arrow~ 1'/t.to
rtm: The ParatUJ:r of Social Choice (New Haven: YaJe Ullivers.ity Press, 1980). 

6. Arrow's paradox, as it came to be called, is reduced to two sentences in the text 
and two footnotes, one quite lt~nt;tl'IY (pp. 42-43). 

7. A notable exception was provided in the work of a colleague, Harold D. Las,s.. 
well, and a philosopher, Abraham Kaplan, in Power and Society (r\ew Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1950). 
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notational system I later employed in the book. In that prequantitative, 
premathcmatical era of political science, when the almost exclusive lan
guage of political science was words, I fear the students were often mys
tified. All the more so, since neither then nor later was) highly adept in 
symbolic logic or mathematics. 

POLYARCHY 

During the writing of Politics, Economics, and Welfare (1953), Lind
blom and T sketched out a theory about modern democracy as a process 
of control over leaders (as distinguished from hierarchy, or control by 
leaders, and bargaining, or control among leaders). After consulting the 
OED and a colleague or two in the Classics Department we settled on 
the word polyarchy as an appropriate term for modern approximations 
to democracy. In A Preface I returned to the theme of polyarchy. 

Subsequently, however, I concluded that neither presentation was al
together satisfactory. It seemed to me that the theory could do with a 
sharper separation between the ideal requirements ru1d the modern ap
proximations, and also needed a more empirically grounded statement of 
the conditions in a country that would favour the emergence and stability 
of modern democracy. Ultimately I formulated the ideal requirements as 
a set of live criteria for "procedural democracy" (or "the democratic pro
cess").8 As for modern attempts to approximate these ideal criteria, I real
ized what probably should have been quite obvious, that one could nicely 
characterize actually existing modern democracy by a set of political in
stitutions or practices. Taken as a whole, I realized, this set of institutions 
rather sharply distinguished "polyru·chy" not only from all earlier demo
cra tic and republican systems but also from all other contemporary 
regimes. T his way of thinking about polyarchy helped me in turn to ex
amine the experience of different countries in order to tease out hypothe
ses and evidence as to the conditions most favourable, or unfavourable, 
for the development and persistence of the ins titutions of polyarchy.9 

I finally concluded also tha t I should not leave the ideal criteria stand-

8. '; Procedural Ocmocrac;.y"' in Peter Laslct and James Fishkin (cds.), Philosophy, 
Politirs & Sodety (New Havc:n: Yn1e University Press, 19i9), pp. 9i-133. 

9. ln Polyardry: Participation and Opposil"ibn (197 1), "Polyarchyl Pluralism, and 
Sc..<tle~ (1984}, Democracy a11d /ls Critics {1989). 
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ing by themselves. Of course one has to start somewhere, and any start
ing point is to some extent arbitrary. But it seemed to me that it should 
be possible to explicate more fully some assumptions that would justify 
the criteria for a democratic process. Although l hinted at what these 
foundations might be in "Procedural Democracy" in 1979, it was not un
til Democracy mtd Its Critics that I arrived at what seemed to me a sat
isfactory formu la tion. 

A NEW LOOK AT THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION 

While my appreciation for the abilities of Madison and his a llies has 
grown since I wrote A Preface, so also has my concern that the Consti
tution they did so much to create, and the "American hybrid" that was 
shaped by the constitutional matrix, no longer serve us well. Although 1 
allude to some of the reasons in the final chapter, in at least two respects 
my discussion there suggests a blander appraisal than I would now 
think just. The first was in defining 

the 01normal11 American poJitical process as one in which the re is a high proba
bility that an active and legitimate group in the population can make itself heard 
e ffectively at some crucial stage in the process of decision. 

Even now, I think that characterization is roughly correct. But it is lam
entably imprecise and inadequate. To be sure, I immediately appended 
qualifications (which !later discovered some readers completely ignored): 

'lb be "heard'' covers a wide range of activities, and 1 do not intend to define the 
word rigorously. Clearly, it does not mean that every group has cquaJ control 
over the outcome. 

I went on to stress the existence of inequalities in controlling potitica.l de
cisions, and to point out how "1the constitutional rules" benefited some 
groups and handicapped others. But I failed to remark on inequalities 
stemming from sources other than "the constitutional rules," such as 
race, education, information, and socio-economic institutions. Although 
l would tu rn more explicitly to some of these in later work, 10 l regret 
their omission from A P.rejace. 

JO. Particularly d ifferences in access to information, in Co,JtroUing Nut.lear 
Weapons: Democracy versus Guardians/rip (1985) and in property and work, in A 
Pr~!face to Eco-nomic DemocYacy (1985). 
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XX A PREFACE TO DEMOCRATIC THEORY 

Secondly, the concluding paragraphs sound more complacent to my 
ears now than they must have then. I was, I suppose, trying to strike a 
balance. If the American political system 

. . . is not the very pinnacle of human achievement, a model for the rest of the 
world to copy or to modify at its peril, neitherJ I think, is it so obviously a defec~ 

Live system as some of its critics suggest . . . 
Probably this strange hybrid . . . is not for export to others. But so long as the 

social prerequisites of democracy are substantially inract in this coun~ry, it ap
pears to be a relatively efficient system for reinforcing agreement, enc.ouraging 
moderation, and maintaining social peace in a restless and immoderate people 
operating a gigantic. powerful, divcrsiJied, and incredibly complex society. 

Again, true enough. But today I would want to emphasize more 
sharply some problems resulting from the evolution of the American 
presidency." And 1 wou ld call attention to the fact that other stable 
democracies appear to do very well with a constitutional system quile 
unlike our own, which indeed has not proved to be a popu lar American 
export. If we count as stable democracies all twenty-one countries in 
which the institutions of polyarcbal democracy have existed uninter
ruptedly since 1950 or earlier, then a ll save three-France of the Pifth 
Republic, Finland, and Costa Rica- rejected a presidential system en
tirely, while two of these three exceptions chose a blend of presidential 
and parliamentary systems. 

If the Madisonian democratic republicans had been able to f<>resee 
the later experience with constitutions in democratic countries, includ
ing the experience of the United States, would they have made the 
choices they made in 1787? I very much doubt it. 

11. As 1 had stressed earlier in Congress and Foreign Policy (l950) and LO which t 
returned in 4 The Pseudodemocratization of Lhe American Presidency~" in Tile Tanner 
U c/.ttrel Qn. Humcm V(llue.s X, 1989 , and a slightly shorter version "'Myth o f the Pres
idential Mandai(:," Politica-l Scie11ce QmJrlerly, Autumn 1990. 
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Introduction 

I have called these essays A Preface w Democratic Theory because for 
the most part they raise questions that would need to be answered 
by a satisfactory theory of democratic politics. They do not attempt to 
suggest all the questions that need to be answered, or even all the im
portant ones, but only some I have found interesting and, I hope, 
significant. 

It is anomalous, perhaps, that after so many centuries of political 
speculation, democratic theory should continue to be-if I am right in 
my basic assumption-rather unsatisfactory, whether the theory be re
garded as essentially ethical in character or essentially an attempt to 
describe the actual world. 

One of the difficulties one must face at the outset is that there is no 
democratic theory- there are only democratic theories. This fact sug
gests that we had better proceed by considering some representative 
democratic theories in order to discover what kinds of problems they 
raise; such a procedure is followed in these essays, although I have 
made no effort to survey all or most of the traditional theories about 
democracy. 

That there are so many different approaches to democratic theory is 
partly, although not wholly, a result of the fact that there are so many 
possible approaches to any social theory, and in dealing with de
mocracy a good case can be made out for almost all of these possibili
ties. A list of some of the alternative ways by which one might attempt 

1 
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to develop a theory about democracy is quite intimidating. I list some 

of tbem simply to indicate the appalling range of possibilities: 

I. We might try to construct a maximizing theory, one that takes some 
state of affairs (such as political equality) as a value or goal and asks: What 
conditions are necessary to attain the maximum achievement of this goal? 
Or, alternatively we might try to construct a descriptive theory, one that in 
effect states something like this: Here is a set of social organizations that 
ha.ve this and that characteristic in common. Now what conditions are 
necessary in order for social organizations like this to exist ? 

2. If we choose o. maximizing theory, we might try to construct one that 
is essentially ethical, in the sense that it seeks to justify, explain, or rational
ize the values or goals to be maximized. Or we might try to construct one 
that is ethically neutral, in the sense that the goals or values are taken as 
given, at least for the purposes of the theory. 

3. If we choose to construct an ethically neutral theory, we might seek an 
axiomatic theory or one that asks in effect: What logical prerequisites can I 
deduce from the description of the goal itself? Or we might seek an empirical 
theory, one that asks in effect: By observing the real world in some sense, 
what can I discover as necessary conditions (in the real world) for the 
maximization of the postulated goal? 

4. We might be satisfied with a non-operational theory or demand that it 
be operational. (By operational I mean that the key definitions in the theory 
specify a set of observations about the real world, or a set of operations to be 
made upon the observations, or both.) 

5. We might be satisfied with a theory that does not require any measure
ment, or we could demand that some of the phenomena be measurable. (By 
measurement I mean, at a minimum, the establishment or an order among 
the phenomena, so that A can be said to be greater than, equal to, or less 
than B, or some equivalent logical relation.) 

6. We might construct a theory that lays down only constitutional pre
requisites, or we could try to build one that includes the necessary social 
and psychological conditions. 

I hope no one will be frightened off by this rather formidable set of 
alternatives, for I have no intention of subjecting the reader to a 

critique of each. Instead I shall take up a few representative types of 
democratic theory, beginning with one that is familiar to Americans: 

Madisonian theory. In the course of examining each of these types I 

shall also consider a few of the advantages and shortcomings of tbe 

principal a lternatives mentioned above. 
I do not propose to define "democracy" rigorously, for each of the 

chapters is to some extent an essay in definition- although each is, I 
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INTRODUCTION 3 

feel, considerably more than that. But at a minimum, it seems to me, 
democratic theory is concc.rned with processes by which ordinary citi
zens exert a relatively high degree of control over leaders; this is a 
minimal definition that can be easily translated into a variety of more 
or less equivalent statements, should the reader not care for the par
ticular language I choose to use. 

Certain details that I find interesting and believe to be important, 
but which would mar the development of the argument for the reader 
concerned with the key points, I have put in the footnotes or in ap
pendixes. In clarifying the argument to my own satisfaction, I found 
symboliza tion helpful, and because others may also find it helpful, 
I have included some of this material in the footnotes or appendixes. 
Like the other footnotes and appendixes these too may be ignored by 
the reader without significant loss to his grasp of the main argument. 

I wish to express my deep appreciation to the Charles R. Walgreen 
Foundation for the Study of American Inst itutions for indudng me to 
prepare these chapters which were originally presented as Walgreen 
Lectures. I wish also to note here my debt to C. E. Lindblom, who not 
only read tbe manuscript in draft but gave me the benefit of many 
detailed criticisms and suggestions, all of which I benefited from, most 
of which I have tried to meet, and some of wltich I have rejected only 
at my great per il. Finally, I wish to record my thanks to Mrs. Suzanne 
Kernan, who did the typing and the seemingly endless retyping with 
skill and unlimited patience. 
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CHAPTER 1 

I 

Madisonian 
Democracy 

Democracy, it is frequently said, rests upon compromise. But demo
cratic theory itself is full o£ compromises-compromises of clashing and 
antagonistic principles. What is a virtue in social life, however, is not 
necessarily a virtue in social theory. 

What I am going to call the "Madisonian" theory of democracy is an 
effort to bring off a compromise between the power of majorities and 
the power of minorities, between the political equality of all adult 
citizens on the one side, and the desire to limit their sovereignty on the 
other. As a political system the compromise, except for one important 
interlude, has proved to be durable. What is more, Americans seem to 
like it .. As a political theory, however, the compromise delicately 
papers over a number of cracks without quite concealing them. It is no 
accident that preoccupation with the rights and wrongs of majority 
rule has run like a red thread through American political thought since 
1789. For if most Americans seem to have accepted t he legitimacy of 
the Madisonian political system, criticism of its rather shaky rationale 
never quite dies down; and as a consequence, no doubt, the Madisonian 
theses must themselves be constantly reiterated or even, as with Cal
houn, enlarged upon. 

It would be misleading to ascribe all the propositions that follow 
directly to James Madison himself. For though Madison articulated 
most of the basic elements of the theory, before and at the Constitu-

4 
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lolADISONIAN DEYOCRACY 5 

tional Convention and later in certain of the "Federalist Papers," his 
relation to the propositions that follow must be qualified in three ways. 

First, despite dissents of varying sorts, much of what he set forth or 
implied was widely shared by other political leaders of bis time. Madi
son, however, had the rare gift-doubly rare among political leaders
of lucid, logical, and orderly exposition of his theoretical argument; per
haps in no other political writing by an American is there a more com
pactly logical, almost mathematical, piece of theory than in Madison's 
The FttkraUst, No. 10. Hence it is both convenient and intellectually 
rewarding to turn to Madison to discover a basic rationale for the 
American political system. 

Second, even Madison did not always articulate his assumptions as 
to fact, definition, or value. I have therefore found it necessary from 
time to time to supply what seem to me these implied assumptions. 
This is a risky business, and in defense I can only say that in every 
instance I have sought to make his position as orderly and coherent as 
possible and not to weaken it. In brief, I rely on Madison where he 
seem.~ to make his own case most logical, consistent, and explicit, but 
in all other cases I try to formulate a proposition that seems to me 
more logical, consistent, and explicit. It is a style of argument I am 
concerned with, not a perfect reproduction of Madison's words. 

Third, it is a little unfair to treat Madison as a political theorist. He 
was writing and speaking for his time, not for the ages. He was up to 
his ears in politics, advising, persuading, softening the harsh word, 
playing down this difficulty and exaggerating that, engaging in debate, 
harsh controversy, polemics, and sly maneuver. He was a great man, 
intelligent, principled, successful; and he built well. To take his ideas 
apart and examine them piece by piece is, undoubtedly, a little unfair. 
As an admirer of Madison the man and statesman, I would be content 
to let Madison tbe theorist lie in peace-if it were not for the fact that 
be so profoundly shaped and shapes American thinking about de
mocracy. 

The central proposition of the Madisonian theory is partly implicit 
and partly explicit, namely: 
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6 A PIU!:I'ACE TO DEI&OCIIATIC THEORY 

Hypothesis 1: If unrestrained by external checks, a ny given individual or 
group of individuals will tyrannize over others. 

This proposition in turn presupposes at least two implied definitions: 

DEYINlTION 1: An "external check" for an individual ccnsists of the ap
plication of rewards and penalties, or the expectation that they will be ap
plied, by some source other than the given individual himself.' 

DEFINITION 2: "Tyranny" is every severe deprivation of a natural right. 

Three comments need to he made about the definition of tyranny 

supplied here. First, it is not the same as Madison's explicit definition 

of tyranny in The Federalist, No. 47, where he states that "the ac

cumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the 

same hands, whether of one, a few, or many, may justly be pronounced 

the very definition of tyranny."' It seems to me that Madison's 

explicit definition has been derived from Definit ion 2 by the insertion 

of an empirical premise, i.e., the accumulation of all powers in the same 

bands would lead to severe deprivations of natural rights and hence to 

tyranny. It seems reasonable, therefore, to reconstruct Madison's 

explicit argument into the following Madisonian reasoning: 

Hypothesis 2: The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and 
judiciary in the same hands implies the elimination of external cht-cks (em
pirical generaliza tion) . 

The elimination of external checks produces tyranny (from Hypothesis 1). 
Therefore the accumulation of all powers in the same hands implies tyr· 

anny. 

As it stands Madison's explicit definition is unnecessarily arbitrary 

and argumentative, and since it can be derived from a definition that 

is not only highly congenial to the whole cast of Madison's thought 

1. Hypothesis 1 and Definition 1 are a paraphrase, but I think a reasonably ac~ 
curate paraphrase, of numerous references in Madison's writings. My language may 
be more modern, but the ideas are, I think, expre5sed by Madison, e.g., in his 
''Observations" of April, 1787, in The Complete Madison, B·is Ba.sic Writings, ed. 
Saul K. Padover (New York: Harper & Bros., 1953), pp. 27-29. Cf. also his letter 
to Jefferson, October 24, 1787, pp. 4()-43. 

2. TM- F«kroliJI, td. Edward Mead Earle ("The Modern Library" (New York: 
Random House, n.d.J), p. 313. For another analysis of Madison see Mark Ashio, 
"The Argument of M.adison's 'Federalist' No. 10?' College English, XV (October, 
1953), 37-45. 
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liADISONlAN DEMOCIVICY 7 

but, as will be shown in a moment, helpful to the logic of his argument, 
I propose to adhere to Definition 2. 

Second, the natural rights are not clearly specified. Among Madi
son's contemporaries as among his predecessors there was by no means 
a perfect agreement as to what "rights" are "natural rights." Such 
agreement as existed was on a high level of abstraction and left wide 
opportunities for disagreement in specific cases.• As will be seen, the 
absence of an agreed definition of natural rights is one of the central 
difficulties of the Madisonian theory. 

Third, I have used the expression "severe deprivation" to cover an 
ambiguity in the thought of Madison and his contemporaries. How far 
could governments go in limiting natural rights without becoming 
tyrannical? Here again, neither Madison nor any other Madisonian, 
so far as I am aware, has provided wholly satisfactory criteria. How
ever, Madison no doubt agreed with his contemporaries that, at a 
mimmum, any curtailment of natural rights without one's "consent" 
was a sufficiently severe deprivation to constitute tyranny.' The am
biguity is so deep-seated, however, that I doubt whether any phrasing 
can patch it up. 

As corollaries of Hypothesis 1 two additional hypotheses need t.o be 
distinguished: 

Hypothesis 3: If unrestrained by external checks, a minority of individu
als will tyrannize over a majority of individuals. 

Hypothesis 4: If unrestrained by external checks, a majority of individuals 
will tyrannize over a minority of individuals. 

Or as Hamilton put it more succinctly, "Gi,•e all power to the many, 
they will oppress the few. Give all power to the few, they will oppress 
the many."' 

3. Clinton Rossiter has summarized the state of agreement on natural rights at 
the time of the Revolution in Seedtinu of the Republi' (Nev.· York: Harcourt, Brace 
& Co., 1953), chap. xiii. 

4. lbUJ., p. 383. Rossiter describes the conse,nsus on this point. 
5. The Debtues in lhe Several Stale Com•nlio.., on lit< Adoption of lhe Federal 

C(mslitution os Recommended by the Gem:rol Comxmtion at Philadtlph;,o, in 1787, To
r<~her with tit< Journal of Federal Con><ntum, etc., ed. Jonathan Elliot (2d ed.; 
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1941), V, 203. Hereafter this will be referred to as Elliot's 
Del>a~. 
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8 A PREFACE TO DEMOCRATIC THEORY 

Let us now turn to the proof of Hypothesis I, and hence also of 
Hypotheses 3 and 4. 

II 
Clearly Hypothesis I is an empirical proposition. I ts validity can 

therefore be tested only by experience. Madison's own methods of 
validating the hypothesis seem to be representative of the widespread 
American style of thought that in this book is called "Madisonian." 
Madison's first method of proof is to enumerate historical examples 
drawn, for example, from the history of Greece and Rome' His second 
method of proof is to derive the hypothesis from certain psychological 
axioms that were widely accepted in his day-and perhaps are now. 
These axioms are Hobbesian in character and run something like this : 
Men are instruments of their desires. They pursue their desires to 
satiation if given the opportunity. One such desire is the desire for 
power over other individuals, for not only is power directly satisfying 
but it also has great instrumental value because a wide variety of 
satisfactions depend upon it. The flavor of these axioms is conveyed in 
remarks at the state and federal conventions from both supporters and 
opponents of the Constitution: 

Lenoir, in the North Carolina debates: "We ought to consider the de
pravity of human nature, the predominant thirst of power which is in the 
breast of everyone, the temptations rulers may have, and the unlimited con
fidence placed in them by this system."' 

Franklin, at the Federal Convention: "There are two passions which have 
a powerful influence on the affairs of men. These are ambition and avarice; 
the Jove of power and the love of money.'" 

Hamilton, at lhe Federal Convention: a.Men love power.''9 

~{ason, at the Federal Convention: "From the nature of man, we may 
be sure that those who have power in their hands ... will always, when they 

" ' UIO can, . . . mcrease tt. 

III 
If Hypothesis 1 is accepted as validated by these two methods (or 

others), then Hypotheses 3 and 4, which are merely derived from 

6. E.g., Madison's remarks at the Convention, ibid., p. 162. 

7. Ibid., lV, 2()!. 

8. Ibid., V, 145 . 
• 

9. Ibid., V, 200. 10. Ibid., V, 294. 
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HADISONIAN DEMOCIUCV 9 

Hypothesis I, are also valid. Nevertheless, Hypothesis 4 seems to play 
a special role in Madisonian thought." 

Neither at the Constitutional Convention nor in the "Federalist 
Papers" is much anxiety displayed over the dangers arising from 
minority tyranny; by comparison, the danger of majority tyranny ap
pears to be a source of acute fear. The "Federalist Papers," for ex
ample, reveal no deep-seated distrust of the executive branch, which 
was regarded by the authors (wrongly, as it turned out) as the strong 
point for the minority of wealth, status, and power." By contrast, a 
central theme of Madison's is the threat from the legislature, sup
posedly the stronghold of the majority. Thus: " It is against the enter
prising ambition of this department that the people ought to indulge 
all their jealousy and exhaust all their precaut ions."" 

. .<\nd it follows from Definition 2, as well as from Madison's own ex
plicit definition of tyranny, that legislative or majority tyranny is not 
any less tyrannical than executive or minority tyranny. They are 
equally undesirable. Thus: "The founders of our republics . .. seem 
never to have recollected the danger from legislative usurpations which, 
by assembling all power in the same hands, must lead to the same 
tyranny as if threatened by executive usurpations.''14 Madison but
tressed his position by calling upon Jefferson, who in his Notes on 
Virginia had said, "One hundred and seventy three despots would 
surely be as oppressive as one ... an ti<Jctive despotism was not the 
government we fought for."" 

Both majorities and minorities, then, are weighed on the same scales. 
For the objective test of non-tyranny is not the size of the r uling group; 

11. For example, see Padovcr, o; . cit., pp. 28, 37-38, 41,4547. But see also 
Madison's "comment'' in 1833, ibid., p. 49. In later years MadisoD seems to have 
had a more tender regard for the majority principle. Like most Americans, Madison 
seems never to have felt any logical contradiction io hjs position. 

12. Hamilton appears to have written the relevant papers, Nos. 67- 7i; given his 
politic&! view$, he might be expected to deprecate the dangers of tyranny from this 
branch. Moreover. it must never be forgotten that the '"Federalist Papers" were 
polemical and propagandistic writing, reflecting a highly partis&n vie-..-point. 

13. The F..U,oli.st, No. 48, p. 323. 

14. Ibid. , p. 322. (Italics &dded.) 

15. Ibid., p. 324. 
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10 A PREFACE TO DEMOCRATIC TH>:ORY 

it is whether the ruling group, whatever its size, imposes severe dep
rivations on the "natural rights" of citizens. 

IV 
So far, the propositions in the 1\Iadisonian system are definitional or 

empir ical. With the admission of one more definition, it now becomes 
possible to state the goals to be used in guiding the choice among pos· 
sible political systems. 

What is needed at this point is a definition of "democracy." How· 
ever, in Madison's day the term "democracy" was less common than 
in ours. To some extent it was associated with radical equalitarianism; 
it was also ambiguous because many writers had defined it to mean 
what we today would call "direct" democracy, i.e., non-representative 
democracy. The term ''republic" was frequently used to refer to wbat 
we would be more inclined to call "representative" democracy." It will 
do no harm, therefore, to adhere to Madison's own term "republic," 
which he defined as follows: 

DEFINITION 3::\ republic is a government wbicb (a)derivesall of its powers 
directly or indirectly from the great body of the people and (b) is admin
istered by persons holding their off.ce during pleasure, for a limited period, 
or during good behavior." 

It is now possible to state the central e thical goal of the Madison ian 
system, which can conveniently be called the Madisonian axiom : 

The goal that ought to be attained, at least in the United States, is a non
tyrannical republic. 

This goal was taken as a postulate. Because it was not seriously 
questioned at tbe Constitutional Convention or elsewhere and has 
never been seriously questioned in this country since that time, the goal 
has pretty much remained an unexamined axiom.18 Hence one cannot 

16. On this question, however, sec the comment of Elisha. P. Douglas, Rebels and 
Democrals (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1955), p. viii. 

17. Tilt Fedtrali'st, No. 39. ''It is essential to such a government that it is derived 
from the great body of society, not from an unconsiderable proportion, or a favored 
class of it. . .. It is su.ffieietJt for such a government that the persons administering 
it be appointed, either directly or indirectly, by the J)d>ple; and that they hold their 
appointments by either of the tenures just specilied . . . . " 

18. Ci. Louis Hartz, "The \Vhig Tradition io America and E.urope," AmerieDn 
Polili<al S<iette• Rme-.v, XI. VI (December, 1952), 989- 1002. 
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!olADISONIAN DEYOCRACY 11 

state unequivocally the rationale that may lie behind this postulate. 
To Madison and many others, however, the axiom was probably de
duced implicitly from a more basic ethical postulate with the assist
ance of an empirical premise, as follows: (I) Natural rights ought to be 
attained (axiom); (2) attainment of natural rights is non-tyranny 
{from Defonition 2) ; (3) a republic is a necessary although not a suf
ficient condition for non-tyranny (empirkal generalization). Q.E.D.
the Madisonian axiom. 

Although the first t wo of these propositions were widely accepted, 
some well-known Federalists like Hamilton denied the validity of the 
third. Hamilton, who bad a frank but by then unrealistic preference 
for monarchy, said in effect that a republic might be a possible but it 
was assuredly not a necessary condition for non-tyranny; among the 
possible conditions for non-tyranny he would have included a constitu
tional monarchy. Fortunately for the stability of t he American po
litical system, but unfortunately for political theory, Hamilton's chal
lenge was treated as a gigantic irrelevancy. 

v 
After this short excursion into ethical theory, the remainder of the 

Madisonian system consists of predictive statements, definitions, and 
inferences derived from what bas been given so far. For, given the 
Madisonian axiom, the question now becomes: What conditions are 
necessary for attaining the goal of a non-tyrannical republic? 

Hypot!JMis 5: At least two conditions are necessary for the existence of a 
non-tyrannical republic: 

First Condition: The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, 
and judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many, and 
whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, must be avoided." 

Second Conditi®: Factions must be so controlled that they do not succeed 
in acting adversely to the rights of other citizens or to the permanent and 
aggregate interests of the community." 

VI 
In attempting to prove that the first condition is an essential pre

requisite of every non-tyrannical republic, the Madisonian system be-
19. The Ft<Uralist, No. 47, p. JIJ. 
20. The Ft<Uralist, No. 10, pp. 57 fl. 
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comes so deeply ambiguous that it is difficult to know precisely how to 
do justice to the argument. 

We are faced at the outset with two alternative possibilities. The 
first I rejected a moment ago as essentially trivial. For if we accept 
Madison's explicit definition of tyranny, and if we postulate that 
tyranny is to be avoided, then the first condition is necessary merely 
by definition: (I ) Tyranny means the accumulation of all powers, etc. 
(definition). (2) Tyranny is undesirable (axiom). (3) Therefore the 
accumulation of all powers, etc., is undesirable. Yet to solve the problem 
by definition leaves open many major questions. For example, if one 
asks, "Why is tyranny as you define it undesirable?" the explicit Madi
sonian system proves no answer. For surely "the accumulation of all 
powers, legislative, e~ecutive, and judiciary, in the same hands" is not 
obviously or intuitively undesirable. The undesirability of such a state 
of affairs must then flow from certain predicted consequences. What 
are these consequences? To keep the Madisonian system intact, I took 
the liberty of specifying what these consequences must be, namely, 
"the severe deprivation of natural rights."" 

Another possibility, therefore, is to accept Madison's implicit defini
tion that tyranny is every severe deprivation of natural rights and to 
propose the empirical hypothe.sis that the accumulation of all powers, 
etc., will eliminate external checks (Hypothesis 2) and hence produce 
tyranny (by Hypothesis I and Definition 2). 

Yet if we now attempt to retrieve the Madisonian system from a 
trivial argument by the addition of these implicit hypotheses and defi
nitions, we are faced with a dilemma. For if by "power" we mean con
stitutionally prescribed authority, then the First Condition is demon-

21. Although the definition is not erplicit in ~fadison's writiogs, so far a$ I can 
disco-.•er, it is clearly implied. For example, he argu~ in many places that in ·•a 
just and a free govt:rnmcnt . . . The rights both of property & of persons ought to 
be effectually guarded." But if there were universal suffmge and if the majority of 
citizens lacked property, then property rights might not be protected. Hence 
government must be oo contr-ived as to prevent property rights from being infringed 
by majorities (Padover, op. til., pp. 37-38}. Otherv•ise the government wou.ld not 
be "just & free." I have simply made "just & free" equivalent to "non·tyranny" 
and "tyranny" equivalent to non. ujus t & free," i.e., to deprivation of natural 
rights. If :b'ladison's concept o£ "01ajority tyranny" has any other possible meanlng 
than this, J have been unable to discover it. 
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strably false, for it is pretty clearly not necessary to every non-tyran· 
nical republic, as an examination of parliamentary, but certainly non· 
tyrannical, democratic systems like that of Great Britain readily 
prove. Let us suppose, then, that by "power" we mean to describe a 
more realistic relationship, such as A's capacity for acting in such a 
manner as to control B's responses. Then it is plain that "legislative, 
executive, and judiciary" by no means comprise all the power relations 
or control processes in a society. For example, electoral processes make 
it possible for some individuals to control others; certainly they assist 
non-leaders in controlling leaders. Hence it is not obvious that the mere 
accumulation of legislative, executive, and judicial power must lead to 
tyranny, in the sense of severe deprivation of rights. Popular elections 
(and competing parties) might be sufficient to prevent such invasions 
of basic rights. That is, Madison's argument now seems to require proof 
of at least one additional hypothesis, namely: 

Hypothesis 6: Frequent popular elections will not provide an external 
check sufficient to prevent tyranny. 

For if this last hypothesis is false, and frequent popular elections 
will provide an external check sufficient to prevent tyranny, then 
Madison's argument about the need to keep the legislative, executive, 
and judicial powers constitutionally or otherwise separate in order to 
prevent tyranny is also patently false. 

Now the explicit Madisonian system in effect tries to prove the 
validity of this hypothesis by assuming the validity of Hypothesis 2, 
that is, that the accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and 
judiciary, in the same hands implies the elimination of external checks. 
If we assume this hypothesis, then Hypothesis 6 on the inadequacy of 
popular elections must be true. But having proved Hypothesis 6 by 
assuming Hypothesis 2, we cannot now turn around and prove Hy
pothesis 2 by assuming the validity of Hypothesis 6. 

The Federaliot, No. 49,'' to be sure, does attempt to prove that the 

22. Although the authorship of t.his paper was once contested. it is now estab
lished that Madison, not Hamilton, was the author. (Irving Brant, J amu M adiso", 
Vol. Ill: Falher of the ConstiJulion, 1787-18()() [New York: Dobbs-Merrill Co., 
1950}, p. 184.) 
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14 A PREP ACE TO DEMOCRATIC THEORY 

check provided by electoral processes is inadequate to prevent all 
powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, from accumulating in the 
same hands. Two observations can be made about this argument. First, 
even if the proposition is valid, it cannot establish the necessity of the 
First Condition except by the trivial definitional route rejected above. 
For, except by definition, it docs not follow that the accumulation of 
"all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary" leads to tyranny. 
Second, the specific arguments in support of the proposition in The 
Federalist, No. 49, seem to me patently invalid or highly inconclusive. 
They are (I) that frequent appeals would indicate defects in govern
ment and so weaken the veneration necessary to stability; (2) that pub
lic tranquillity would be dangerously disturbed by interesting public 
passions too strongly; (3) that being few in number, members of the 
executive and judiciary can be known only to a small part of the 
electorate; the judiciary are far removed, the executive are objects 
of jealousy and unpopularity. By contrast, members of the legislature 
dwell among the people and have connections of blood and friendship. 
Hence the contest for power would be an unequal one in which the 
legislature would swallow up the others." 

I am afraid, then, that the validity of the First Condition is not 
established. 

Yet the necessity for this condition for a non-tyrannical republic is 
an article of faith in the American political credo. From it Madison, 
and successors who out-Madisoned Madison, have deduced the neces
sity for the whole complicated network of constitutional checks and 
balances: the separate constituencies for electing President, senators, 
and representatives ; the presidential veto power; a bicameral Con· 
gress; presidential control over appointments, senatorial confirma
tion; and, in part, federalism. Over the years still other checks and 
balances witrun the political system have developed and have been 

23. Madlson also appends :m argument more common among antidcmocrats, 
namely, that issues in popular elections would not be decided on "the true merits of 
the question" but on a partisan basis. Unlike the first three, which seem to me plain~ 
ly false, this one is merely meaninglcss- a.t least without a very considerable 
philosophical and empirical inquiry not attempted by Madison. Ci. Tht Federalist, 
No. 49, pp. 327-32. 
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rationalized by the same arguments: judicia.! review, decentralized po
litical parties, the Senate filibuster, senatorial "courtesy," the power 
of committee chairmen, and indeed almost every organizational tech
nique that promises to provide an additional external check on any 
identifiable group of political leaders. 

VII 
Let us now turn to the Second Condition: Factions must be so con

trolled that they do not succeed in acting adversely to the rights of 
other citizens or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the com
munity. 

How is this state of affairs to be attained? In answering this ques
tion, Madison produced one of the most lucid and compact sets of po
litical propositions ever set forth by an American: the now familiar ar
gument of Tlu Ferkralist, No. 10." I shall here at tempt no more than 
to set forth the bare skeleton of his argument. 

Obviously a definition is needed at the outset : 
DEFINtTION 4 : A faction is Ha number of citizens, whether amounting to a 

majority or a minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some 
common impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other 
citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community."'~ 

Given this definition, it is easy to show from Hypothesis I that a 
faction will produce tyranny if unrestrained by external checks. Thus 
the Second Condition is proved to be necessary. 

How, then, can factions be con trolled? In brief, Madison argues with 
elegant rigor and economy that the latent causes of faction are sown 
in the nature of man: they stem from differences of opinion based on 
the fallibility of man's reason, from attachments to differen t leaders, 
and from differences in property, that are in turn a result of "the 
diversity in the faculties of men." If people cannot be made alike, the 
causes of fact ion could be controlled only by destroying liberty- a 
solution obviously barred to anyone seeking a non-tyrannical republic. 

24. This represents a refinement of ideas Madison had already e..lCpounded at 
the Convention and earlier. Cf. , for ex-ample, EJliot•s Debates, V, 242-43. 

25. Tk Fed<ralist, No. 10, p. 54. 
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Hence it follows that factions cannot be controlled by eliminating their 

causes. In this fashion Madison proves the validity of 

Bypotlum 7: II factions are to be controlled and tyranny is to be avoided, 
this must be attained by controlling the effects ol !action. 

Can the effects of faction be controlled so as to avoid tyranny? Yes, 

Madison tells us, provided two further conditions are present: 

Hypolhuil 8: lf a faction consists of less than a majority, it can be con
trolled by the operation of "the republican principle" ol voting in the legisla
tive body, i.e., the majority can vote down the minority. 

Byf>olhuis 9: The development of majority faction can be limited if the 
electorate is numerous, extended, and diverse in interests. 

The validity of Hypothesis 8 must have seemed self-evident to 
Madison, for he made no effort to prove it. Yet it is an assumption of 

crucial importance to the Madisonian system; for if it can be shown 
that the operation of the " republican principle" will not in aU cases 

prevent severe deprivations from being inJ!icted on the majority by the 
minority, then the Madisonian system will not produce a non-tyran

nical republic. We shall return to this point. 

Hypothesis 9 is proved by an argument that contains a number of 
exceedingly doubtful statements and some that, if true, raise serious 

questions as to the validity of other basic hypotheses in the Madisonian 

system. Madison argues that there are only two possible ways of con
trolling the effects of a majority faction. First, the existence of the same 

passion or interest in a majority at the same time must be prevented. 

But because in this case no majority faction would exist, Madison 
seems to have reversed his earlier argument that the causes of faction 

cannot be controlled. Second, even though a majority faction exists, 

its members must be made incapable of acting together effectually. 

Both ways of controlling the effects of a majority faction, Madison 

argues, are provided by a large republic. There ensues an extremely 

dubious and probably false set of propositions purporting to show that 

representation in a large republic will provide "better" politicians and 

reduce the probability of success of " the vicious arts by which elections 

are too often carried." Then Madison states a final and exceptionally 

important proposition: "Extend the sphere, and you Ul.ke in a greater 
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variety of parties and interests; you will make it less probable that a 
majority of the whole will have a common motive to invade the rights 

of other citizens; or if such common motive exists, it will be more 
difficult ... to act in unison."" Let us then paraphrase Madison: 

Hypot~sis 10: To the e1tent that the electorate is numerous, extended, 
and diverse in interests, a majority faction is less likely to exist, and if it does 
exist, it is less likely to act as a unity. 

VIII 

In the course of attempting to give meaning to the First Condition, 
it has already been necessary to examine its validity. Let us now turn 

to a brief appraisal of the validity of some of the other hypotheses and 

the utility of some of the definitions in the deliberately formalized 
Madisonian style of thought I have set forth so far. 

The first hypothesis, it will be recalled, is implicit rather than ex

plicit in the Madisonian argument, and it was formulated as follows: 

Hy~othesis 1: If unrestrained by external checks, any given individual or 
group of individuals will tyrannize over others. 

DEFINrttON I: An external check for any individual consists of the appli
cation of rewards and penalties, or the e:(pectation that they will be applied, 
by some source other than the given individual himself. 

Inter alia, the first hypothesis implies: 

1. That 'Control over others by means of governmental processes is 
a highly valued goal, i.e., such control is believed to be either directly 

or indirectly rewarding to those who exercise it. 

2. That it is impossible by social training to create through con
science a self-restraint sufficient to inhibit impulses to tyranny among 

political leaders. Madison in fact says as much: "Conscience-the only 
remaining tie-is known to be inadequate in individuals; in large num

bers, little is to be expected from it."" 
3. That the range of sympathetic identification of one individual 

with another is too narrow to eliminate impulses to tyranny. 

Many political theorists prior to Madison placed heavy emphasis on 
tlte role of social indoctrination and habituation in creating attitudes, 

26. TO. Fed<Yalist, No. 10, p. 61. Cf. also the last paragraph of To. Fed<Yalist, 
No. 51, pp. 339 ff. 

27. EJii<>t's V.bolos, V, 162. 
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habits, and even personality types requisite to a given type of political 
system. Machiavelli, who on the whole was not a soft-headed observer 
of human behavior, evidently believed that the basic check to tyranny 
was not so much a set of legal formulas about the prescribed distribu
tion of certain controls-i.e., a formal constitution- as a network of 
habits and attitudes inculcated in the society. Surely this view is more 
in keeping with modern concepts of behavior than the one implicit in 
the Madisooian system. A contemporary social scientist would be in
clined to assume that the prevailing type of family relationship, for 
example, would be at least as important a determinant of political be
havior as the constitutionally prescribed system of governmental con
trols. Family structure, belief systems, myths, heroes, legitimate types 
of behavior in primary groups, prevailing or modal personality types, 
these and other similar factors would be cr ucial in determining the 
probable responses of leaders and non-leaders and hence the probabil
ity of tyTanny or non-tyranny. Although scientific inquiry into this 
area has barely begun, it is clear that some personality types or predis
positions are much more likely than others to lead to favorable or un
favorable attitudes toward authoritarian leaders. In the United States 
these predispositions may be related to such factors as class, education, 
and age.'8 

In other words, present evidence suggests that "internal cbccks"
thc conscience (super-ego), attitudes, and basic predispositions-are 
crucial in determining whether any given individual will seek to 
tyTannize over others; that these internal checks vary from individual 
to individual, from social group to social group, and from t ime to time; 
and that the probability of tyranny emerging in a society is a function 
of the extent to which various types of internalized responses are 
present among members of that society. 

Yet we should make Madison and his present-day followers seem 
28. Morris Janowiu and Dwaine l.farvick, ''Authoritarianism and Political Be

havior," Public Opinion Quari<'IJ, XVII (summer, 1953), 185; also T . W. Adorno 
<1 al .. T/r$ Aut/wrilo.ri4n PersoruJiily (New York: Harper & Bros., 1950). I am in
debted to my colleague, Professor Robert Lane, for calling my attention to the fact 
that if socioeconomic class is held constant, the other correlates do not appear to be 
statistically significant. Cf. his uPoliticaJ Personality and Electoral Choice," 
Ameri<an Pol iJi<al S<unco R..,;.,, XLIX (March, 1955), 173-90. 
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fools if we were to assume that they were oblivious to these or similar 
facts. Long before modern inquiry on authoritarian and democratic 
personality types, Jefferson, for example, insisted on the importance of 
a predominantly agricultural milieu for creating the kinds of behavior 
necessary to t he operation of a democracy. Pre-Revolutionary writers 
had insisted upon moral virtue among citizens as a necessary condition 
for republican government. Virtue in the citizenry, they felt, in turn 
required "hortatory religion, sound education, honest government, and 
a simple economy."" In his explicit argument, however, Madison 
seems to have ignored or played down what must have been a common 
assumption of his time; no doubt here, as in many other points of the 
argument, we a re confronted by a position oversimplified for purposes 
of debate and controversy. (Madison had more importan t tasks at 
hand than to satisfy t he logic of critics a century and a half later.) Thus 
we might try to save one of Madison's basic implicit hypotheses by 
casting it in probability terms: 

Hypothesis 1': The probability that any given individual or group wiU 
tyrannize over others if unrestrained by external checks is sufficiently high 
so that if tyranny is to be avoided over a long period, the constitutionally 
prescribed machinery of any government must maintain some external 
checks on all officials. 

That is, it seems reasonable to propose that even if internal checks 
might frequently inhibit impulses to tyranny, they may not always do 
so with all individuals likely to be in a position to tyrannize. Hence, 
if tyranny is to be avoided, external checks are required. And these 
external checks must be constitutionally prescribed. 

IX 
Before we accept the reasonableness of the last sentence, however, 

let us examine some of the kinds of external checks that are used to 
control behavior. Let us assume that behavior is a product of one's 
conscious or unconscious expectations of rewards and penalties for 
one's socially modified drives. •o What kinds of external checks does the 
Madisonian have in mind as restraints on tyranny? 

Z9. Rossiter, op. cit., pp. 429-32. 
30. Note that when cast in psychological terms, the distinction between internal 

and external controls over behavior becomes somev.·hat hazy. Even in the case of 
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A mere demarcation on parchment of the constitutional limits of the 
several departments [he tells us) is not a sufficient guard against those 
encroachments which lead to a tyrannical concentration of all the powers of 
government in the same hands." 

To what expedient, then, shall we finally resort, for maintaining in prac
tise the necessary partition of power among the several departments, &s laid 
down in the Constitution? The only answer that can be given is, that as all 
these exterior provisions are found to be inadequate, the defect must be 
supplied, by so contriving the interior structure of the government as that 
its several constituent parts may, by their mutual relations, be the means of 
keeping each other in their proper places . 

. . . The great security against a gradual concentration of the several 
powers in the same department, consists in giving to those who administer 
each department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives 
to resist encroachments of others ... . Ambition must he made to counteract 
ambition. The interest of the man must be connected with the constitutional 
rights of the places. n 

Now the more we examine these passages, the more they seem to 
dissolve before ou r eyes like the Cheshire cat. Why is the separation of 

powers necessary to prevent tyranny? Because it provides an external 

check on the tyrannical impulses of officials. Why does it provide an 

external check? Because it guarantees that t he ambitions of individuals 
in one department will coun teract those io another. Why will these 

countervailing ambitions be effective? Presumably because individuals 
in one department can invoke the threat of rewards and penalties 

against tyrannical individua ls in another department. What then a re 

these rewards and penalties? 

Here we come to the core of the q uestion. Presumably they are 
not such things as loss of s tatus, respect, prestige, and friendship

unless it be argued that the mere fact of constitutional prescription will 

internal control by conscience, the cue that evokes the expectation of punishing 
guilt feelings or "an attack of conscience" ma.y well be an external object or action. 
Further, even when rewards and penalties are manipulated by a source outside the 
given individuaJ, e.g., in the case of income or respect, it is the inner expectation or 
actual sensation of gratification or deprivation that is controHing. Here again, 
Madison.ian theory probably cannot be satisfactorily converted into modern political 
science without such extensive surgery that the result would not be consistent with 
the style of thought we have here labeled uMadisonian." 

31. TIM FukraJist, No. 48, p. 326. 

32. Tile F.,U,alisl , No. 51, pp. 335-37. 
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itself convey legitimacy and illegitimacy to certain actions; that of
ficials who undertake illegitimate actions will suffer loss of status, re
spect, prestige, and friendship ; and that these penalties are sufficient to 
prevent tyranny. But certainly this is not Madison's argument. Nor 
can the rewards and penalties depend on money, for the Constitution 
was contrived to restrict this means of control, lest the legislature be
come all powerful. 

Do the rewards and penalties then involve the threat of physical 
coercion? In this category might be impeachment and conviction, and 
use of the armed forces. But in this case, a republic must always be on 
the verge of violence and civil war; for if physical coercion is the central 
restraint on tyranny, and if tyranny is the basic danger the argument 
assumes it to be, then the threat of physical coercion and therefore of 
violence can never be far removed from the operation of politics. 
Furthermore, if the main restraint is the threat of physical coercion, 
why would the leaders of a majority ever refrain from tyrannizing over 
a minority-at least if the majori ty were thought to be physically 
more powerful than the minority? Taking a more modern look at the 
way in which coercive control is distributed, why would a minority 
with control over the instruments of violence and coercion refrain 
from tyrannizing over a majority? 

The fact is that in some nations powerful minorities have not re
frained and tyranny has resulted; yet in other nations they have re
frained. And whether or not powerful minorities or mass-based dic
tatorial leaders have refrained from establishing tyranny is clearly 
not related to the presence or absence of constitutional separation of 
powers. Many variables are involved in such a situation, but the con
stitutional separation of powers cannot be established as one of them. 

Thus the Madisonian style of argument provides no satisfactory 
answer to the fundamental questions it raises. Madison evidently had 
in mind a basic concept, namely, that of reciproc.al control among lead
ers. But in several ways, the Madisonian argument is inadequate: 

1. I t does not show, and I think cannot be used to show, that recip
rocal control among leaders, sufficient to prevent tyranny, requires con-
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stitutionally prescribed separation of powers, as in the American Con
stitution. 

2. Either the significance of constitutional prescription as an exter
nal check is exaggerated or the argument misunderstands the psycho
logical realities implied by the concept of a check on, or control over, be
havior. And the inferences from either type of incorrect premise to 
propositions about political behavior or the requisites of a non-tyran
nical democracy are false. 

3. The Madisonian argument exaggerates the importance, in pre
venting tyranny, of specified checks to governmental officials by other 
specified governmental- officials; it underestimates the importance of 
the inherent social checks and balances existing in every pluralistic so
ciety. Without these social checks and balances, it is doubtful that the 
intragovemmcntal checks on officials would in fact operate to prevent 
tyranny; with them, it is doubtful that all of the intragovernmental 
checks of the Madisonian system as it operates in the United States are 
necessary to prevent tyranny. 

X 
In the preceding discussion I have assumed that "tyranny" in the 

Madisonian system is a mea.ningful term. By assuming it to be mean
ingful, it has been possible to show that Hypothesis 1 leads to false 
conclusions. Now, however, we must ask whether the concept of 
"tyranny" implicit in the Madisonian system, and basic to the usual 
rationale of the American constitutional framework, has any opera
tional meaning. 

Tyranny, it will be recalled, was defined above as meaning every 
severe deprivation of a natural right. I have already explained why this 
definition seems to be required; indeed the idea of majority tyranny, 
against which the Madisonian system is erected, can only mean that a 
majority acting through regular processes of elections, legislation, and 
majority rule may nevertheless act in such a way as to deprive a 
minority of its natural rights. 

Now I wish to avoid here a discussion of the concept of "natural 
right" and its utility in political theory, for this would take us very far 
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afield into a voluminous and almost endless subject. Nevertheless, if 
I am right in thinking that by "tyranny" Madison meant to include 
"every severe deprivation of a natural right," then we cannot very well 
appraise the utility of this definition without considering the concept of 
natural right. I think, however, that we can get ourselves out of this 
dilemma in the following way. 

We do not need to settle the question whether individuals have 
natural rights or, if they do, what these may be. All we need to know 
is whether anything roughly equivalent to the definition of tyranny I 
have supplied (the only alternative seemed to lead us into an essential
ly trivial defense of Madison's key First Condition) provides a useful 
concept in Madison's system. If it does not, then the idea of tyranny, 
which of course is central to Madison's argument, will have to be left 
in a highly unsatisfactory state. 

It is self-evident that the definition of tyranny would be entirely 
empty unless natural rights could somehow be defined. It can be shown, 
I think, that we must specify a process by which specific natural rights 
can be defined in the context of some political society. To specify this 
process creates some dilemmas for the Madisonian. 

If a natural right were defi.ned, rather absurdly, to mean the right of 
every individual to do what he wishes to do, then every form of govern
ment must he tyrannical; for every government restrains at least some 
individuals from doing what they wish to do. For example, in this sense 
every government tyrannizes over criminals, whether these are defined 
by our own government or that of the U.S.S.R. A non-tyrannical re
public would therefore be impossible. So U1is meaning of tyranny must 
be excluded. 

It follows that tyranny must be defined to mean that severe penal
ties are inflicted only on some kinds of behavior. How are these kinds 
of behavior, which it is tyrannical to restrain, to be specified in prac
tice? One possibility is to restrain only those kinds of behavior that 
every individual (or every adult) in the community believes to be un
desirable. But this would require unanimity for governmental actions 
and would thereby make government impossible. For example, under 
this rule, if one murderer were to deny that murder is undesirable, 
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the community could not punish murder. The unanimity rule of the 
United Nations Security Council would be the rule of all republics. 
Clearly the Madisonian system does not demand this. 

The typical political situation is one in which individuals in a group 
or a society disagree as to the desirability of penalizing or rewarding 
certain kinds of behavior. Governmental processes arc then employed 
to adjudicate the dispute. But when individuals disagree, what rule is 
to be employed to determine whether the punishing of some specified 
act would or would not be tyrannical? One possibility is to permit the 
majority to decide. I will examine some of the problems associated 
with this rule in chapter 2. Yet since this operating rule is precisely 
what Madison meant to prevent, and moreover would make the con
cept of majority tyranny meaningless, we must reject it. The only 
remaining possibility, then, is that some specified group in the com
munity, not defined as the majority, but not necessarily always in 
opposition to it, would be empowered to decide. But if Hypothesis l 
is correct, then any group in the community with such a power would 
use it to tyrannize over other individuals in the community. Hence, in 
practice, no one could have the power to decide this question. Hence 
this definition of tyranny seems to have no operational meaning in the 
context of political decision-making." And, of course, it follows further 
that, if tyranny has no operational meaning, then majority tyranny has 
no operational meaning. 

Lest it be said that I have first rejected Madison's definition of 
tyranny and then deliberately substituted a definition that leads to 
foolish consequences, and have thus only set up a straw man in order 
to demolish him, let me say in defense: first, that for the reasons al
ready given, Madison's own definition is a trivial one; second, that the 
definition I have given is implicit in his system; and third, that no 
alternative definition consistent with and necessary to the argument of 
his system as a whole can, I believe, escape the difficulties involved in 
the definition I have supplied. 

33. It might be said that each individual would decide himself, upon coosulting 
his own value system, "·hether or not a given act was tyrannical But this is merely 
a prescription for individual behavior and provides no rule for a collective decision. 
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XI 
If we turn to Madison's explicit concept of faction, we find that it 

suffers from the same difficulties as the implicit concept of tyranny. It 
would hardly be worth while to examine Madison's explicit concept of 
faction, however, if it were not for the fact that some such thought is 
implicit in many other attempts to defend the idea of constitutionally 
prescribed checks on "majorities."" The reader will recall Definition 4: 
A faction is "a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or 
a minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some common 
impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, 
or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community." 

The difficulty with this definition of a faction is similar to the diffi
culty encountered with " tyranny." How can one use this concept? We 
can read it to mean that a faction is any group of citi1-ens bent on 
invading the natural rights of others. Because such an action is tyran
nical (by definition, even if the definition is a troublesome one), then 
obviously factions must be restrained if a non-tyrannical republic is 
to exist. A republic that avoids tyranny must avoid tyranny. 

The definition would cease to be redundant if it could help us in 
some way to distinguish a " number of citi1-ens" who make up a " fac
tion" from any other number of citizens. Unless we can make such a 
distinction, the important subsequent propositions that depend upon 
the distinction are meaningless. Do factions have recogni1.able stig
mata? 

It is easy to see that so long as we do not know either the " rights of 
other citizens" or the "permanent and aggregate interests of the com
munity," we are helpless. In the face of this difficulty, one might sug
gest a different approach. Instead of asking for the definitional char
acteristics of a faction, we might try to imagine some political process 
by which factions could be designated as situations arose. Admittedly 

34. The quotation marks rc8ect my belief that in the usual sense intended, 
majorities rare)y, if ever, rule in any country or social organizatioo at any ti.me. 
Thus the fear of majority rule, as well as the advocacy of it, is iounded upon a mis
conception of the probabililie. permitted by pnlitic.•l reality. For discussion of this 
point, se~ chap. 5. 
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this is not what Madison had in mind, but it may be helpful to pursue 
this path, since Madison himself has left us without a guide. 

Now if everyone always agreed what specific actions were "adverse 
to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate 
interests of the community," then a faction could be specified by un
animity. But both of these criteria are highly ambiguous, and unanim
ity is most improbable. Nearly all governmental actions deprive some 
individuals of legal rights they had previously possessed, and nearly 
all political groups seek some kind of governmental action that will 
deprive some individuals of certain existing legal rights. Hence rights 
must be read to mean natural righ\s; but as we have shown, consensus 
is lacking on what kinds of behavior are included in natural rights, 
particularly in concrete instances. As to the "permanent and aggregate 
interests of the community," so far as I am aware no political group has 
ever admitted to being hostile to these. 

But if unanimity is not required, then something less than unanimity 
be sufficient. Yet if a majority is permitted to decide what constitutes a 
faction, and to invoke the appropriate machinery against that faction, 
then in practice a majority would never be a fact ion. For example, in 
practice a legislative majority migh t be permitted to determine what 
policies are "adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent 
and aggregate interests of the community." It might then simply vote 
down any such proposed policy. But it is highly improbable that a 
majority in favor of a given policy would ever decide that its own policy 
was factional and thereupon vote it down. Indeed, such an action is 
entirely inconceivable within the Madisonian framework of political 
behavior, and it is hardly conceivable within any other. Hence if 
majority factions arc held to be a gcnuii1e danger, as Madison and his 
contemporary followers insist, then the determination of the meaning 
of faction by the majority itself would make the concept useless within 
the Madisonian context. 

If determination by unanimity and by majority vote are both ruled 
out, it follows that the only remaining alternative is determination by 
the decision of some minority. Eut the preced ing argument against 
rest ing this power in a majority certainly applies to any minority; if 
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Hypothesis I is correct, then we should expect any minority with this 
power at best to employ it in its own favor and at worst to tyrannize 

over other minorities and any majority. 

XII 
It is not part of my purpose to examine every detailed aspect of the 

l\'ladisonian viewpoint. Yet one more major point is worth considering. 

Protection against factions and therefore aga inst tyranny, it will 
be reca lled, requires two conditions: 

Hypothesis 8: If a faction consists of less than a majority, it can be con
trolled by the O!"'ration of "the republican principle" of voting in the legisla
tive body, i.e., the majority can vote down the minority. 

llypothesis 9: The development of majority faction can be limited if the 
electorate is numerous, extended, and diverse in interests. 

Because, as we have seen, the terms " factions" and "tyranny" have 

been given no specific meaning, as they stand these two hypotheses also 

have no specific meaning, i.e., no conceivable way exists by which we 
can test their validity. Hence they remain mere untestable assertions. 

To dispatch them in this ruthless way would no doubt leave 

many readers as unsatisfied as it does me. For one cannot escape the 

feeling that these propositions are at least worthy of examination if 
they could somehow be recast so as to overcome the deficiencies of 

their key terms. What repairs can we ma ke i11 these concepts in order 

to test Hypothese-s 8 and 9, so far as they may be tested at aU? 
It might be thought that the difficulties could be escaped in the fol

lowing way. Let us first postulate that deprivations of freedom should 

be minimized. Let us then define the " freedom" of an individual as the 
opportunity to achieve bis goals without external restraints. We now 

propose the following rule : the process of governmental policy-making 
will be so constructed that every group of a "significant" size will have 

an opportunity to veto threatened deprivations of its freedom. In this 

way no group's freedom is likely to be curtailed, except through igno

rance, guile, etc. 
This formulation involves several difficulties, one of the most im

portant of which is that probably very few people would regard it as 
reasonable to concede the veto to every group of significant size. Most 
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people, for example, would not grant the veto to criminals even if 
criminals were a group of significant size. If exceptions must be made, 
some individuals must make the exceptions; and we then find ourselves 
running through the maze of dilemmas already witnessed in the pre
ceding discussions of tyranny and fa.ction. 

Let us suppose, however, that this problem could somehow be 
solved and made consistent with liiadisonian principles, and that some 
but not all minorities could be given an effective veto. (As will be 
seen in chapter 5, something like tbis actually seems to operate in the 
American political system.) We may now test the validity of Hypoth
esis 8. According to this hypothesis, a minority bent on imposing 
severe deprivations on some majority could simply be voted down in 
the legislative body. Hence no minority could ever curtail the freedom 
of a majority through governmental action. 

If we leave to one side the difficulties arising out of the majority's 
customary polit ical passivity about issues at the policy-making stage, 
then Hypothesis 8 is valid provided that it is narrowly interpreted. 
By narrowly interpreted, I mean the hypothesis must specify that the 
majority needs to be larger than the minority by only one person. If a 
qualified majority is required to pass legislation-that is, a majority 
greater than the minority by more than one, as when a two-thirds or 
a three-fourths majority is necessary-then it can easily be shown that 
Hypothesis 8 will meet threats to the majority only if these threats 
arise from proposed govcrnmcr.t action. For if more than a bare major
ity is required to enact policy, then a minority of the appropriate size 
can veto any policy it dislikes. If the freedom of some majority is al
ready curtailed in a such way that only positive governmental action 
will eliminate that deprivation, and if a minority with a veto dislikes 
the measures proposed to increase majority freedom, then by exercis
ing its veto a minority can maintain deprivations of the freedom of a 
majority and hence can tyrannize over it." 

35. Although Madison seems never to have distinguished this situation clearly, 
I think he understood it and assumed the narrower meaning of Hypothesjs 8. Thus 
in 1830 he opposed the nullification doctrine if it meant that "the decision of the 
state is to be presumed valid, aDd that it overrules the law of the United Statts. 
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Thus a majority might believe that child labor, low wages, bad hous
ing, and the absence of effective trade-unions, social security, and slum 
clearance all represented severe deprivations of t heir freedom. In this 
case, the immediate deprivations would be inflicted by private individ
uals rather than governmental officials. Therefore if action by govern
mental officials is one necessary condition to eliminate child labor, low 
wages, and bad housing and to create effective trade-unions, social 
security, and decent housing; and, if, further, a minority, consisting, 
say, of employers {or officials responsive to or sympathetic with em
ployers) can veto every government action intended to eliminate these 
privately imposed deprivations, then Hypothesis 8 is false. For in this 
case the " republican principle" would not be sufficient to protect a ma
jority against the deprivations imposed by a minority. 

XIII 
Hypothesis 9 asserts that the effects of majority faction can be con

t rolled if the electorate is numerous, extended, and diverse in inter
ests. Here again, the absence of any definite meaning of the word 
faction is an obstacle to testing the prediction. Yet if we examine the 
arguments that Madison himself used to prove the validity of this 
hypothesis, it is clear that the hypothesis must be read to mean that the 
effectiveness of any majority whatsoever is severely limi ted if the 
electorate is numerous, extended, and diverse in interests. Whether or 
not the majority is factional is irrelevant to the operation of the re
strictions imposed by the existence of a numerous, extended, and 
diverse electorate. Furthermore, so far as I am aware, no modern 
Madison has shown that the restrain ts on the effectiveness of majori
ties imposed by the facts of a pluralistic society operate only to curtail 
"bad" majorities and not "good" majorities; and I confess I see no way 

unless overruled by Lhree.fourths o( the states." For, he argued, "to cstahlish a 
posi tive and permanent rule giving such a power to such a minority, over such a 
majority, would overturn the first principle of free government . . . . " (Padovcr, op. 
eiJ., pp. 157-58.) The concept of "minority veto" or "concurrent majorities" is not, 
strictly speaking, of ?tfadison's creation. This view associated with the name of 
john C. Calhoun nevertheles.\ seems to have become a fundamental element in the 
American ideology, and it is frequently defended in essentially Madison ian language. 
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by which such an ingenious proposition could be satisfactorily estab
lished. •• 

Hence the net effect of Hypothesis 9 seems to be this: because 
majorities are likely to be unstable and t ransitory in a large and 
pluralistic society, they arc likely to be politically ineffective; and 
herein lies the basic protection against their exploitation of minorities. 
This conclusion is of course scarcely compatible with the preoccupa
tion with majority tyranny that is the hallmark of the Madisonian 
style of thought. 

XIV 
The absence of specific meaning for terms like "majority tyranny" 

and " faction" coup!ed with the central importance of these conL-epts in 
the Madisonian style of thinking has led to a rather tortuous political 
theory that is explicable genetically rather than logically. Genetically 
the Madisonian ideology has served as a convenient rationalization for 
every minority that, out of fear of the possible deprivations of some 
majority, has demanded a political system providing it with an op
portunity to veto such policies. 87 

At the formation of the Constitu tion, the Madisonian style of argu
ment provided a satisfying, persuasive, and protective ideology for the 
minorities of wealth, status, and power who distrusted and feared their 
bitter enemies- the artisans and farmers of inferior wealth, status, and 
power, who they thought constituted the " popular majority." Today, 
however, it seems probable that for historically explicable reasons a 
preponderant number of politically active Americans believe them
selves to be members, at least part of the time, of one or more minori
ties- minorities, moreover, whose goals might be threatened if the 
prescribed constitutional authority of majorities were legally unlimited. 
Hence, whatever its defects of logic, delinition, and scientiJic utility, 
the Madisonian ideology is likely to remain the most prevalent and 

36. Cf. chap. 4. 
37. Calhoun's transparent defense of the southern slavocracy by his doctrine of 

concurrent majorities seems to me prone to all the weaknesses of the Madisonian 
system, which in many respects it parallels. But I have not tried to de.·\1 specifically 
with Calhoun's !ipecial var-iant on Madison. Ct. his Disquisition on GO't:ermnent, ed. 
R. K. Cralle (New York: Peter Smith, 1~3), csp. pp. 28-38. 
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deeply rooted of all t he styles of though t that might properly be 
labeled "American." One would be foolish indeed to suppose that an 
examination of its illogicality would significantly diminish its ac
ceptance. Ideologies serve a variety of needs- psychological, socio
economic, political, propagandistic-that transcend t he need of 
pedants for scientific cogency. 

Never theless, as political science rather than as ideology the Madi
son ian system is clearly inadequate. In retrospect, the logical and em
pirical deficiencies of Madison's own thought seem to have arisen in 
large part from his inability to reconcile two different goals. On the one 
hand, Madison substantially accepted the idea that all the adult 
citit.ens of a republic must be a.ssigned equal rights, including the right 
to determine the general direction of government policy. In this sense 
majority rule is "the republican principle.'' On the other hand, Madi
son wished to erect a political system that would guarantee the liber
t ies of certain minorities whose advantages of status, power, and 
wealth would, he though t, probably not be tolerated indefinitely by a 
constitutionally untrammeled majority. Hence majorities had to be 
constitutionally inhibited. Madisonianism, historically and presently, 
is a compromise between these two conflict ing goals. I think I have 
shown that the explicit and implicit terms of the compromise do not 
bear careful analysis. Perhaps it is foolish to expect them to. 

I n searching for a theory about democracy that will bear up under 
examination, two alternatives suggest themselves, each centered on 
achieving one of the two basic goals so dangerously allied by Madison's 
compromise. One possibility is to concentrate one's argument on Madi
son's worry that the majority will prevent the minority--or a particu
larly worthy minority- from achieving what it has a " right" to 
achieve, whether this be property, status, power, or the opportunity to 

save mankind. Following this line of though t, one would postulate that 
the goals of some particular set of individuals are inherently right or 
good, and the process of making decisions should insure the maximiza
tion of t hese goals. Ironically the worry about the dangers of majorities 
has been shared not only by aristocratic elites but also by political ad
venturers, fanatics, and totalitarians of all kinds, so that this style of 
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thought takes many forms and finds advocates as different as Plato and 
Lenin. If we carry one aspect of Madison's argument to its logical limit, 
then, we can easily place him in the camp of the great antidemocratic 
theorists. But since ll-ladison recoiled from pushing his premises to 
their limits, it would be unfair, foolish, and pointless to force his argu
ment so far. Moreover, whatever one may think about the desirability 
of one or another of the political systems proposed by these theorists, 
it seems to me that unless we wish to eliminate some very useful dis
tinctions among political systems, we cannot regard these systems, 
centered on the goal of avoiding majority control, as democratic. 
Madison, it seems to me, goes about as far as it is possible to go while 
still remaining within the rubric of democracy. Because of this, I do 
not propose to explore t his alternative development out of Madison's 
argument. 

The other alternative is to Jay down political equality as an end to 
be maximized, that is, to postulate t hat the goals of every adult citizen 
of a republic are to be accorded equal value in determining govern
ment policies. If this were our objective, what basic conditions should 
exist for making government decisions? This is the alternative to which 
we now turn. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I 

Sumnwry of the M adisonum argu""'nt 

I. The basic definitions: 
DEFINITION I : An "external check" for any individual consists of the 

applicatio11 of rewards and penalties, or the expectation that they 
will be applied, by some source other than the given individual 
himself. 

DEFINITtON 2: HTyranny" is every severe depriva tion or a natural 
right. 

DEFINITION 3: A republic is a government which (a) derives all of its 
powers directly or indirectly from the great body of the people, 
and {b) is administered by persons holding th~ir office during 
pleasure, for a limited period, or during good behavior. 

DEFINITION 4: A faction is Ha number of citizens, whether amounting 
to a majority or a minority of the whole, who are united and 
actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, ad-
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verse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggre
gate interests of the community ." 

II. The basic axiom: The goal that ought to be attained, at least in the 
United States, is a non-tyrannical republic. 

III. The argument: 
Hypothesis 1: II unrestrained by external checks, any given indi

vidual or group of individuals will tyrannize over others. 
Hypothesis Z: T he accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, 

and judiciary, in the same hands implies the elimination of external 
checks. 

Hypothesis 3: Ii unrestrained by external checks, a minority of indi
viduals will tyrannize over a majority of individuals. 

Hypothesis 4: If unrestrained by external checks, a majority of indi
viduals will tyramtize over a minority of individuals. 

Hypothesis 5: At least two conditions are necessary for the existence 
of a non-tyrannical republic: 

First Condition-: The accumulation of all powers, legislative, execu
tive, and judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or 
many, and whether hereditary, sell-appointed, or elective, must 
be avoid~. 

Second Condition: Factions must be so controlled that they do not 
succeed in acting adversely to the rights of other citizens or to the 
permanent and aggregate interests of the community. 

Hypothesis 6: Frequent popular elections will not provide a n external 
check sufficient to prevent tyranny. 

Hypothesis 7: If factions are to be controlled and tyranny is to he 
avoided, this must be attained by controlling the effects of faction. 

Hypothesis 8: II a faction consists of less than a majority, it can be 
controlled by the operation of "the republican principle." 

Hypothesis 9: The development of majority factions can be limited if 
the electorate is numerous, extended, and diverse in interests. 

Hypothesis 10: To the extent that the electorate is numerous, e:~
tended, and diverse in interests, a majority faction is less likely to 
exist, and if it does exist, it is less likely to act as a unity. 
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I 

Populistic 
Democraci 

Madison spoke of majority decisions as "the republican principle." 

This was, as we have shown, one part of his great compromise. Running 

through the whole history of democratic theories is the identification 

of "democracy" with political equality, popular sovereignty, and rule 

by majorities. Here, for instance, is Aristotle in the Politics: 

The most pure democracy is that which is so called principally from the 
equality which prevails in it: lor this is what the law in that state directs; 
that the poor shall be in no greater subjection than the rich; nor that the 
supreme power shall be lodged with either ol these, but that both shall share 
it. For if liberty and equality, as some persons suppose, are chiefly to be 
found in a democracy, it must be so by every department of government 
being alike open to all ; but as the people are in the majority, ana wha t they 
vote is Jaw, it follows that such a s tate must .be a democracy. 

And numerous others have written iri the same vein. For example: 

For when any number of men have, by the consent ol every individual, 
made a community, they have thereby rnade that community one body, 
with a power to act as one body, which is only by the will and determ ination 
of the majority. 

The majority having . . . upon men's first uniting into society, the whole 
power of the community naturally in them, may employ all that power in 
making laws lor the community from time to time .. . [Locke, Second 
Treatise <m Cillil Gooernment). 

1. The term "populistic democracy., was suggested to me by Edward Sh..ils, 
in a paper uPopulism and the Rule of Law,'' read at the University of Chicago 
Law S<hool Conference on Juri!prudence and Politics, April, 1954. 

34 
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There is but one law which, from its nature, needs unanimous consenL 
This is the social contract. . .. 

Apart from this primitive contract, the vote of the majority always binds 
all the rest . ... 

This presupposes, indeed, that all the qualities of the general will still 
reside in the majority; when they cease to do so, whatever side a man may 
take, liberty is no longer possible [Rousseau, Social C01zlract]. 

All, too, will bear in mind this sacrt-d principle, that although the will of 
the majority is in all cases to prevail, that will, to be rightful, must be 
reasonable [Jefferson, First Inaugural, March 4, 1801). 

The first principle ol republicanism is, that the lezc-rnajoris partis is the 
fundamental law of every society ol individuals ol equal rights; to consider 
the will of the society enounced by the majority of a single vote, as sacred 
as if unanimous, is the first of all lessons in importance .. . [Jefferson, Letter 
to Baron von Hwnboldt, 1817). 

Unanimity is impossible; the rule of a minority, as a permanent arw 
rangement, is wholly inadmissible; so that, rejecting the majority principle, 
anarchy or despotism in some form is all that is left (Lincoln, First Inaugural, 
March 4, 1861). 

The very essence ol democratic government consists in the absolute 
sovereignty of the majority; for there is nothing in democratic stales which 
is capable of resisting it (De Tocqueville, Democracy in America). 

These prescriptions for, or descriptions of, the operation of demo
cratic governments are clearly at odds with the Madisonian view. In 

practice, however, the attempt to identify democracy with t he un
limited power of majorities has usually gone hand in hand with an at

tempt to include in the definition some concept of restraints on majori

ties. Lo<:ke left the argument sufficiently ambiguous to permit him to 

be regarded as the advocate both of unlimited majority government 

and of limited government. Jefferson was, after all, a "Madisonian" 

and supported the constitutional system erected during his absence. 

Lincoln found it useful in 1861 to insist on the divine right of majorities 

as an alternative both to secession and to Calhoun's "concurrent" 

majorities; but he did not essentially quarrel with the Madisonian 

constitutional system he sought to preserve. In referring to the absolute 

sovereignly of the majority, De Tocqueville was alluding to the United 

States: the very home of Madisonianism! The words quoted above are 
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the opening sentence of a chapter entitled, "Unlimited Power of the 
Majority in the United States, and Its Consequences." 

An examination of various statements of these incompatible posi
tions suggests two conclusions. First, t he assertion either of "absolute 
sovereignty of the majority" or of "absolute minority rights" en
counters a number of quite formidable objections, and hence ideologues 
have served a variety of purposes in maintaining both positions at t he 
price of logical consistency. In the United States the resulting logical 
confusion is almost incredible; but the long persistence of logical in
consistencies hints at the fulfilment of some deep-seated social need. 
In the United States this may be the minimization oi severe conflicts. 

Second, so far as I am aware, no one bas ever advocated, and no one 
except its enemies has ever defined democracy to mean, that a major
ity would or should do anything it fel t an impulse to do. Every advo
cate of democracy of whom I am aware, and every friendly definition 
of it, includes the idea of restraints on majorities. But one central issue 
is whether these restraints are, or should be, (I) primarily internalized 
restraints in the individual behavior system, such as the conscience and 
other products of social indoctrination, (2) primarily social checks and 
balances of several kinds, or (3) primarily prescribed constitutional 
checks. Among political systems to which the term "democracy" is 
commonly applied in the Western world, one important difference is 
between those which rely primarily on the first two checks, and those 
like the United States which also employ constitutional checks. 

II 

In what follows, I attempt to set forth an argument from which-to 
use De Tocqueville's phrase-the ' 'absolute sovereignty of the major
ity" is sometimes derived. I shall then appraise this argument. Even 
more than in the case of the Madisonian argument, the task here is 
to make explicit certain assumptions and chains of reasoning that are 
ordinarily left implicit or tangential. So much is this so, that I shall not 
attribute the argument to any specified theorist at all .' Hence what fol-

2. Wolodymyr Starosolskyz, Das Moj<>ritiJJs~intip (Vienna and Leipzig, 1916), 
represents one of the few attempts at systematic analysis o( the concepts involved 
in the prindple of majority rule. It is in the grand style of Germao sociology of the 
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lows can be regarded as one way-and, I would argue, a way quite 

frequently implicit in democratic theories- of deriving the proposition 

that majorities should have unlimited sovereignty. 

DEPI>IITION I: An organization is democratic if and only if the process of 
arriving at governmental policy is compatible with the condition of popular 
sovereignty and the condition of political equality. 

DErtNitiON 2: The condition of popular sovereignty is satisfied if and only 
if it is the case that IVhenever policy choices are perceived to exis t, the al ter
native selected and enforced as governmental policy is the alternative most 
preferred by the members. 

DEFI>IITION 3: The condition of political equali ty is satisfied if and only if 
control over governmental decisiO!IS is so shared that, whenever policy alter· 
natives are perceived to exist, in the choice of the alternative to be enforced 
as government policy, the preference of each member is assigned an equal 
value. 

Propositilm 1: The only rule compatible with decision-making in a popu
listic democracy is the majority principle.• 

DEFINITION 4: THE RuLE : The principle of majority rule prescribes that in 
choosing among alternatives, the alternative preferred by the greater num-

time, makes h~vy use of dubious anthropological material, and i~ not very useful. 
Perhaps the sing-le most succinct statement of the majority rule argument is in 
Henry Steele Commagcr, J~fojflfity Rule ond Minflfily Rights (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1943). T he most exhaustive analysis is Wilmoore Kendall1 John 
Locke and the Doctrine of Majority Rule (Urbana, 1941); d. also the uchange be
twc;cn him and Herbert McClosky in Tht Jmtf'nal of Polilics, XI (November,1949), 
637-54, and XII (January, 1950), 694-713. I am grateful to him·and 1\ustin Ranney 
for their generosity in permitting me to examine in manul:iC'ript the tiTSt four chapters 
of their forthcoming book, Dtmotraty and the Amtri€an Party Syskm, which also 
sets forth tbe theory concerning rule by majorities. Francis W. Coker has criticized 
the Kendall-Ranney position in "Some Present-Day Critics of Liberalism/' A maiean 
Politi<al ScieiiCe R.,iew, XLVII (March, 1953) , 1-27. Some of the elements in the 
populistic model and some of the weaknesses in the Madison ian model were set 
forth in my paper "Majority RuJe and Civil Right~,'' delivered at the annual meeting 
o{ the American Political Science Association in 1948. I have also leaned he-avily 
on the rele~·a.nt chapters of a. volume written jointly by Charles E. Lindblom and 
myself, Politi<s, Economi<s, and Welfare (New York: Harper & Dros., 1953). With 
his usual lucidity, George H. Sabine has eumined the origins and characteristics 
of the democratic tradition that emphasizes uliberty" and tbe tradition that empha
siz.es "equality." Madison ian theory is an instance of the 6rst, popuHstic theory is 
the essence of the second. See bis 11The Two Democratic Traditions/' Tlte PhilD
sophical Reriew, LXI (October, 1952), 451. For the notational devices used in the 
footnotes and in the Appendix to this chapter, and for many insights into the argu
ment, I am indebted to suggestions found in Kenneth Arrow, Social Choi'e ond 
Jndi•idual Values (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1951). 

3. A proof of this proposition will be found in the Appendix to this c.hapter. 
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ber is selected. That is, given two or more alternatives :t, y, etc., in order for 
x to be government policy it is a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
number who prefer :r to any alternative is greater than the number who prefer 
any single alternative to x. 

Proposili<m Z: l'opulistic democracy is desirable, at least for governmental 
decisions, as a final appeal when other specified processes have been ex
hausted, and among adult citizens (the condition of "the last say"). 

The Rule, as I shall call Definition 4 for the sa.ke of convenience, 
may be thought of as a norm actually governing the behavior of indi· 
viduals in a given system when governmental decisions are made. We 
do not have to decide whether it is or is not also a constitutional rule. 
All we need to speci fy is that whatever the const itutional rules may be, 
they must not lead to behavior incompatible with the Rule. Likewise 
we do not need to decide whether individuals agree to the Rule, or, 
if they do, what. proportion agrees. Again, all we need to specify is that 
whatever the state of agreement may be, it must not produce behavior 
incompatible with the Rule. Thus what is asserted in Proposition 1 is 
that if the conditions of popular sovereignty and political equality are 
to be satisfied, then the individuals in the political system must behave 
in accordance with the Rule. By putting it in this way, I think we avoid 
a number of t icklish problems that would otherwise delay us from 
moving direct ly to the central issues io the argument. 

III 
Objections to th is approach to democracy can be rather arbitrarily 

lumped into three groups, depending on whether they are technical, 
ethical, or empirical. 

Of the technical objections, we shall discuss four. First., the argu· 
ment has apparently assumed that each citizen does have a preference 
for one alternative. Yet in fact, it may be objected, many citizens might 
be and usually are indifferent as to the outcome. However, t his is not 
really a substantial objection, for given the assumptions of Proposi
tion I, the indifferent citizen may properly be ignored and only those 
with preferences need be considered' That is, the Proposition applies 

4. If we designate by the symbol NT uthe number of t-itiz.ens \\•ho are indifferent 
as to the outcome in a choice between two alternatives/' and if we designate the 
alternatives-as ux" and uy," theo we can write "the number of citizens indifferent 
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to individuals with preferences and not to individuals without prefer
ences. Hence the fact that many citizens are indifferent as to the 
alternatives does not affect the logic of the argument: to satisfy the 
Rule, it is sufficient to know the number who prefer each alternative, 
for to add the preferences of the indifferent would of course not influ
ence the outcome.• 

A second and correct technical objection is that the majority prin
ciple provides no solution for cases where each of the alternatives is 
preferred (or voted for) by an equal number of citizens. An inspection 
of Definition 4 reveals this to be so. It might be proposed that in all such 
cases an appropriate interpretation of Proposition l would require 
governmental indifference or deadlock. Certainly no other solution is 
formally compatible with the Rule.• 

Nonetheless, it is easy to be misled by the word " indifferent," for, 
psychologically speaking, the members of tbe community and therefore 
the community might be anything but indifferent. If deadlock occurs 
in a choice beween two alternatives tbat are very higbly ranked by the 
respective partisans, then violence and civil war may well result. His-

as between alternatives x and y" simply as N/(x, y). Likewise we can write 
NP(x, y) meaning {(the number of citizens who prefer x toy." Now by definition 
Nl - NI(x, y) = Nl(y, x). 

There(ore 
NP(x, y) ;;, NP(y, x) -+ Nl'(r, y) + Nl;;, NP(y, x) + Nl. ( I) 

(The connective symbols - and .-.will be used to mean "implies" and ll A implies 
Band conversely," respectively. They may also be read to mean "A is a sufficient 
condition forB" and uA is a o<.'Cessary and sufficient condition forB," respectively.) 

5. Assuming that indifference does not merely re6ect ignorance of the alterna~ 
tives and their consequences. In the real world, political ind ifference (apathy) is in 
fact inversely proportlona) to education and several other indices of knowledge. 

6. Symholically, the Rule may be stated as follows: 

NP (x, y) > NP (y, x) HXPgy, 

where x Pg y means t'x is preferred by government toy" or us rather than y is chosen 
u government policy." But obviously if NP(x, y) = NP(y, x), then tbe Rule gives 
no instructions for a solution; but it docs tell us that no solution must provide for 
x as the chosen policy, and also that no solution tnust provide for y, i.e., government 
policy must be indiffe,re.nt as between x and y. Or symbo)icaJly: 

Nl' (x, y) • NP (y, x)-+dgy. (2) 
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torically this may have been the situation that actually developed in 
the United States during the years 1850-60, when a substantial number 
of individuals with preferences about slavery became polarized around 
the two mutually exclusive alternatives: extension of slavery into the 
territories vs. exclusion of slavery from the territories. The deadlock 
became intolerable, and it was only broken by Lincoln's election and 
the Civil War. 

Hence, in any case where citizens are split into roughly equal groups, 
each preferring its own alternative and the reject ion of the other 
group's alternative to such values as social peace, avoidance of vio
lence, national cohesion, etc., no solution compatible with the Rule is 
possible. For in this case deadlock- the only formally compatible 
condition- will not be accepted, and one side will seek to impose its 
preferences on the other by any means at its disposaL Thus the major
ity principle would have to be set aside. 

Now it may be said that the objection is founded upon a case which 
is so unl ikely to occur as to make the objection triviaL' Nevertheless, 
the objection suggests several important conclusions. To begin with, 
the Rule presupposes the existence of certain empirical conditions (e.g., 
a high consensus on the Rule itself) that have not been specified; in the 
absence of these conditions, the Rule is irrelevant. And if one believed 
that the conditions w~re insufficiently present to make the Rule 
operable in the United States, for example, then it would be entirely 
consistent to argue that the goals of popular sovereignty and political 
equality, although strictly unattainable in the United States, might be 
most closely approximated there by some alternative other than the 
majority principle. 

i. So far as I know, no one has made an investigation of the occurrence of tie 
votes in various sized bodies. The task would be gigantic, and I do not propose it. 
If we assume that every possible arrangement of preferences among tv.·o alternatives 
were equally likely, e.g., that among 10 individuals, divisions of 10 for and 0 against, 
0 for and 10 against, and 5 for and 5 against are equally probable, then the probabil· 
ity of a SQ-50 division on any given issue would be only 1/(N + 1), where N is the 
number of votes cast. But a ~SO division ispo~ible only if N is even; if we assume 
an equal chance that N wiU be even or odd, t.bcn the probability of a. ~SO division 
in general would be 1/ 2(N + 1). These assumptions are arbitrary; in the American 
Congress or the House o( Commons one wou1d expect divisions to cluster around 
SQ-50 and close to unanimity. 
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Furthermore, in the real world, even in a constitutional system 
based upon the majority principle (as in France), deadlock or violence 
evidently do not require two groups of perfectly equal size. 

Finally, if deadlock is the only solution compatible with the Rule 
under the conditions given, then the possibility is at least suggested 
that the closer a group approached to an equal division the less valid 
the majority principle becomes. It is a necessary inference from the 
definition of the majority principle that even if the majority exceeds 
the minority by one vote, the majority principle nevertheless applies. 
Yet the application of the majority principle in such an extreme case 
where the group is large and the difference very slight might strike one 
at worst as doctrinaire absurdity and at best as a mere matter of 
convenience. 

A third technical objection to the Rule stems from the preceding 
one. As we have just shown, in cases of an equal division of preferences 
among citizens, the only solution compatible with the Rule is govern· 
mental deadlock. But in certain cases of an equal division of prefer
ences, even this solution is self-contradictory. Suppose that xis existing 
policy, andy is an alternative to it requiring governmental action, e.g., 
xis a policy of non-interference by the federal government in lynching 
cases andy is legislation requiring the federal government to intervene. 
If the deadlock solution is followed, then no governmental action is 
taken; but if no governmental action is taken, then in fact xis govern· 
ment policy. Thus, by prescribing deadlock in cases of equal division 
of preferences (votes), one is in fact biasing the policy-making process 
in favor of all individuals who prefer policies requiring government 
inaction and against all individuals who prefer policies requiring gov
ernment action. Yet if the deadlock solution is not followed the results 
would be equally arbitrary. Hence in such cases, the deadlock solution 
is self-contradictory, and no outcome can be shown to be compatible 
with Proposition 1 and the Rule. 

Here again, the main practical conclusion is that the closer a group 
approaches to an equal division, the more any rule seems to be a mere 
matter of convenience, given the values underlying Proposition I. 

The third objection can be generalized to cover all cases where 
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preferences (votes) are distributed among equal groups.8 In all such 
cases, not only is the Rule irrelevant but no satisfactory rule compatible 
with the conditions of popular sovereignty and political equality can 
be adduced' 

8. This aspect of the third objection and also the fourth objection are drawn 
from E. J. Nansen, "Methods of Election/' Transo.tlionsaml Pracadings of lhe Royal 
SocieJy of Victoria, XIX (1883), 197- 240. Kenneth Arrow bas called attention to the 
significance of the objection in his SDWJJ Choice and I ndi•idual VaJ..., (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, 1951), p . J . 

9. Let us suppose three alternatives, s, y, and:, and the body of citizens divided 
into three equal groups as fo llows: 

Group A prefers x to y, and y to J, and x to s. 
Group B preiers y to z, and z to x, and y to x. 
Group C prders z to :¥, and x to y, and : to y. 

Since Group A and Group B both prefer y to s, and since together they comprise 
two-thirds of the citizens, it might be thought that y should be the choice. Yet 
Group A and Group C both prefer x toy, and hence it might be thought that x should 
be the choice. nut Group B and Group c both prefer t to X . Thus each alternative 
is preferred by one combination of groups; and yet another combination of groups 
in each case prefers another alternative. Here no solut ion <:ompatible with the condi
tions of popular sovereignty and political equality is possible. Because Arrow, 
op. ciJ., assumes utransitivity of collective choice" as a criterion of rational social 
action, it is worth noting that under a lmost any theory of democratic politics, and 
certainly under the one in question here, the requirement of transitivity would be 
irrational in a great many types of collective choices. By "transitivity" we mean, 
on the analogy of inequalit ies in mathematics, that if an individual prefers z t o y 
and y to c he must also prefer x to :-at least, if he is to behave rationally. But 
whatever the case may be with individual choices-and even here the requirement 
is somewhat tendentious-clearly it would lead to irrational results in a democracy 
to require t ransitivity in collective choices. For example, among 101 individuals 
assume that 

1 individual prefers x toy, and y to s, 
50 individuals prefer z to r , and :e toy, 
SO individuals prefer y to z, and r to%. 

T hen 51 prefer :e toy, 51 prefer y to•. If we assume transitivity in colltetive choice, 
it would follow that a majority of at least 51 prefers :e to: also. But in fact, 100 
individuals prefer z to x . And the requirement of t ransitivity would produce the 
a.nornalous result that the preferences of the si.ng·ular eccent ric would be t rans
lated into public policy despite the fact that 100 individuals prefer the opposite 
policy. Arrow shows that il there are more than two alternatives, any method for 
making social decisions that insures transit ivity in the decisions must nece-ssarily be 
either dictated by one person or imposed against the preferences of every individual 
(pp. 51- 59) . T he only restraint on individual choices assumed is that they are (1) 
uconnected," i.e., no individual can prefer :c toy and at the same time prefer y to :c 
or be indifferent as between x and y~· and {2) utransitive," in the sense indicated 
above. However, given certain further restrictions on the possible orderings of indi· 
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The fourth objection is that even if a majority ex.ists, in the sense 
that more citizens or legislators prefer one alternative to another, it 
may be impossible to find a voting method that satisfies tbe Rule and 
at the same time meets certain practical requirements. It would be 
tedious to demonstrate the difficulties of various voting methods, 
particularly since these have been thoroughly examined by others.•• 
It is sufficient to say that whenever there arc more than two alterna
tives at issue, each of the following methods of voting can produce a 
collective choice that violates the preferences of a majority:" the 
single-vote method, whereby each voter casts one vote designating his 
single most preferred choice; the single-vote method followed by a 
runoff of the highest choices; the double-vote method, whereby each 
voter votes for two alternatives, and the alternative with the highest 
number of votes is selected; and Borda's method, whereby each elector 
has three votes, two being given to one alternative and one to another. 

The essential requirement of a system of voting that will satisfy the 
Rule is that voters, whether citi1.ens, lcgislatotS, or committee mem
bers, must have an opportunity to vote for each alternative paired 
with another of the alternatives in a series of pairs sufficiently complete 
so that the alternative most preferred by a majority, if one such exists, 
will necessarily be selected. In some cases, this requires that a vote be 
cast on every pair of alternatives." 

vidual choices (they must be "singl~peaked"), the method of majority rule will 
result in dec: is ions that are transitive, and at the same time are neither imposed nor 
dictatorial (pp. 75-80). This brilliantly developed and quite startling argument 
has, unfortunately, so far been totally ignored by political scientists. 

10. Especially by Nansen, op. cit., v.·hom the reader should consult for technical 
criticism of the single-vote method, the single vole with a runoff, the double-vote 
method, Borda's method, and for Nansen's own proposal. Cf. also Alfred de Gruia, 
"Mathematical Derivation of an Election System," Isis, VoJ. XLIV (June, 1953), 
for a. trd.nslation of and comment on Borda's ;4Memoir on Elections by Ballot," 
first published in 1781. 

11. Voting by proportional representation of course solves none-of the problems 
advanced here, for it simply pushes these problems and other ones as well into the 
lap of the legislature. 

12. For example, suppose there are three individuals or groups, A, B, and C, and 
three alternatives,::, y, and J; and let their preferences be as follows: 
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The requirement that a vote be taken on every pair of alternatives 
perceived to exist, whether in an election or in choosing among motions 
in a legislative body or committee, is rarely if ever followed in the 
actual conduct of democratic organi1-ations. Technical requirements 
for perfecting the arithmetical attainment of the Rule impose high 
costs in time, patience, understanding, and agreement that may well 
outweigh any perceived benefits in the real world. However , except for 
proportional representation, it is only fair to say that the practical ap
plication of rules necessary to achieve the majority principle is a sub
ject that has not been of much interest to political scientists and other 
technicians in the past half-century; it may be that further examination 
would reveal some practical methods for meeti.ng the fourth objection. 

IV 

In order to consider some of the ethical objections to populistic 
theory let us compare it briefly with the Madisonian argument. The 
essential assertion of the argument described in this chapter is that, 
given popular sovereignty and political equality as the only goals, it 

A prefers % to y and y to z. 
B prde:rS y to .a: and : to z. 
C prefers z to)' and y to %. 

Now if each group votes according to its preferen«s, on the pair (%, y) the altema~ 
tive"' wHl be favored 2- 1 i if y is now paired with z, y will be favored 2- 1 again. 
Clearly y is the most preferred alternative of a majority. Hence the choi~ of y vdll 
accord with the preferences of a 2- 1 majority. 

But now Jet us suppose that Group C does not vote on each pair according to its 
real preferences but rather to manipulate tbe final outcome in its favor. Thus, on 
the pair (x, y), although Group C actually prefers y to x, suppose that it casts it.s 
votes for x, which now wins tbis pair, 2-1. Then wben xis paired with .s:, Group C 
votes its real preference; now z wins, 2- 1. Ordinarily, since both x andy bave been 
defeated in the voting and: has emerged with a l majority, the voting would stop. 
Yet in this case a i majority actually prefer a defeated alternative, y, to the winner 1. 
Therefore, unless the body is given an opportunity to vote on the pair (y, J), the 
alternative that is selected, by a J majority, will actually represent a choice that a 
J majority would reject if given an opportunity to vote on the pair (y, :). Hence in 
this case, the Rule is not satisfied unless a vote is taken on eoclr (lAir of alternatives. 

Here again, transitivity leads to irrational conclusions, as just shown, and must 
be rejected in the real world. Cf. the discussion in Arrow, op. c;il ., pp. 80-81, n. 8; 
Duncan Black, "The Decisions of a Committee Using a Special Majority/' &ono-
""'lrus, XVI (July, 1948), 245-61; and "On the Rationale of Group Deci•ion· 
making," Journol of Political &onomy, LVI (February, 1948), 23-34. 
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ought to be a necessary and sufficient condition for government policy 
that it accords with the preferences of the greater number of citizens 
(voters, or legislators). As against this, the Mad.isonian argument as
serts, as an ethical inference from its basic assumptions, that accordance 
with the preferences of the greater number of citizens ought to be a 
necessary condi tion but not a sufficient condition for government 
policy. That is, the fact that a given policy is preferred by a majority 
to all known alternatives does not imply that the policy is actually 
adopted by the government; for external checks on the majority may 
prevent the alternative from being enacted as governmental policy. 

Now on what grounds could one defend the desirability of the Rule 
as against Madison's propositions? In effect the quest ion is: Why are 
political equality and popular sovereignty desirable? To undertake 
an exhaustive inquiry into these ethical questions, which in turn de
mands some theory abou t the validation of ethical propositions, is 
beyond my purposes here; for the examination of alternative demo
crat ic theories would soon turn into a subordinate element in a general 
critique of alternative ethical theories. Nevertheless, it might be desir
able to sketch the general outline such a critique might take. 

Historically the case for political equality and popular sovereignty 
has usually been deduced from beliefs in natural rights. But the as
sumptions that made the idea of natural rights intellectually defensible 
have tended to dissolve in modern times. Unless it is simply an el
liptical mode of argument that might be cast in more precise language, 
the logic of natural rights seems to require a transcendental view in 
which the right is "natural" because God directly or indirect ly wills it. 
God wills it as a right men ought to be (but not neces5arily are) per
mitted by their fellows to exercise in society. It is easy to see that such 
an argument inevitably involves a variety of assumptions that at best 
are difficult and at worst impossible to prove to the satisfaction of 
anyone of positivist or skeptical predispositions. 

The difficulty of deriving a more or less unchallengeable proof of the 
desirability of political equality and popular sovereignty directly from 
a transcendental ethic suggests the possibility of turning to proofs of 
an instrumentalist character . These at least postpone the problem of 
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an ultimate justification, although of course they do not eliminate it 
for those who believe in the need for such an ultimate. 

For example, if as a result of social indoctrination one feels anxie
ties in situations of political inequality; and if populistic democracy 
relieves these anxieties and does not create others of equal or greater 
severity, and if one prefers serenity to anxiety, then it would be ra
tional to prefer populistic democracy to Madisonian democracy (or, of 
course, to dictatorship or any other hierarchical system). Because this 
kind of hedonism, even in our culture, seems to lack the psychological 
authority or acceptability of a transcendental ethic, the argument 
would be unsatisfactory to many individuals. Certainly it would not 
postpone the basic ethical question for long. 

One might also attempt to demonstrate that in a given time and 
place, for historical and cultural reasons, no ethical rules other than 
those embodied in popular sovereignty and political equality would 
convey legitimacy to governmental decisions. And if legitimacy of 
governmental decisions could be shown to be necessary to a variety 
of goals, such as stability, then populistic democracy would be instru
mentally necessary. But if, as we have been assuming, Madisonian de
mocracy is the prevailing view in the United States, the argument 
would hardly apply to this country. The most that might be shown is 
that Americans have been indoctrinated to believe in both Madisonian 
and populistic democracy; that they have never fully reconciled the 
two; and that this failure robs governmental decisions of considerable 
legitimacy. It would be difficult to show, however, that a full shift to 
populistic democracy would therefore increase the legitimacy of gov
ernmental decisionsu 

A third instrumentalist argument might be based upon a broad 
strategy for achieving a variety of one's goals. It is derived from the 
prediction that at least for one's self or the groups one supports the 
probability of maximizing a variety of highly ranked goals is higher 
in a populistic democracy than in any alternative to it. This assumes, 
of course, some given time and place, such as the United States in 

13. Legitimacy is used here not in an ethical but in a psycboJogical sense, i.e., 
a belief in the rightness of the decision or the process of decision~making. 
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1956, and it assumes some data, impressionistic or otherwise, on which 
to base a crude estimate of the probabilities. In thls case one's commit
ment to populistic democracy is, from the logical point of view, entirely 
tentative; it is contingent upon the production of (or probability of 
producing) certain results. In actual practice, however, a viable system 
of democracy would undoubtedly require extensive social indoctrina
tion and habituation.14 Hence, although the commitment might be 
intellectually regarded as tentative, behaviorally it would need to be, 
and probably would be for most people, highly stable and powerfully 
anchored in the unconscious. In effect, then, it would be logically ten
tative but behaviorally much more rigid. 

Let us follow the third argument fur ther. Let as now rephrase our 
question this way. First, assume that Proposition 1 provides a rule with 
some positive probability of being used for governmental decisions, 
say in the United States. Next, assume that our sole criterion for 
choosing one rule or another is the probable effect of the rule on our 
goals or those of some other distinguishable group. Now, bow can we 
rationally decide whether a rule maximizing popular sovereignty and 
political equality is preferable to "limited popular sovereignty" ex
pressed in rules appropriate to Madisonian democracy? Tbe answer 
obviously requires a very considerable amount of prediction as to the 
consequences of each. But the relations established by Definitions 1-3 
and Proposition 1 are purely logical relations; they enable us to make 
no predictions whatsoever. That is, we have done no more than to 
establish a logical system which, however satisfying its logical sym
metry, tells us nothing about the real world. Yet we cannot sensibly 
decide whether we prefer populistic to Madisonian democracy without 
estimating the probable consequences of each alternative if applied at 
some given time to some given group in the real world. Consequently 
we must turn to empirical observation for our answer. But to turn to 
empirical observation is to alter the whole problem from one of estab
lishing purely logical relations to one of establishing empirical relations 
as well. We shall return to this point in Section V. 

To be sure, the philosopher will say that we cannot prove the desir-
14. Ct. chap. 3. 
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ability of Proposition 1 entirely from empirical propositions- sooner 
or later we must make some basic ethical assumptions. Nevertheless, 
we shall not pursue the ultimate ethics of political equality and popular 
sovereignty any further. Instead, let us turn to some prior questions. 

v 
Even assuming that the approach suggested by the last argument is 

valid, one object ion to populistic democracy is that it ignores differ
ences in intensity of preference. In the language of economics, it rejects 
interpersonal comparisons of utilities. Suppose that it is possible for us 
to measure or, at least to order , intensities of preference. Suppose that 
x is only slightly preferred toy by a majority, andy is strongly pre
ferred to x by a minority. The definition of political equality does not 
take this fact into account, and the Rule ignores it. Hence, in such a 
case even if the majority exceeds the minority only by one, populist ic 
democracy, as we have seen, would nevertheless require the majority's 
choice to be government policy. It is perhaps the fear that occasionally 
a quite highly ranked goal might be invaded by a diffident majority 
that causes even the most ardent American democrats so frequently 
to prefer MadisoDian to populistic democracy-at least for the 
United States. 

In order to deal with this problem, we must turn briefly to Proposi
tion 2, which we have so far ignored. T his, the condition of "last say," 
holds that "populistic democracy is desirable, at least for governmental 
decisions, at least as a final appeal when other specified processes have 
been exhausted, and at least among adul t citizens." The argument for 
this condition is as follows. Although the rules of populistic democracy 
can be extended to many types of organizations, government is the 
most crucial organilation. The condition is therefore intended to in
su.re that populistic democracy applies at least to government. Gov
ernment is crucial because its controls are relatively powerful. In a 
wide variety of situations, in a contest between governmental controls 
and other controls, the governmental controls will probably prove 
more decisive than competing controls. To be sure, the effectiveness 
of governmental controls is limited; it would be easy to exaggerate 
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their comparative strength; nevertheless, political history is a record of 
bitter and often sanguinary struggles to control t he controls we call 
governmental. It is reasonable to assume that in a variety of policy
making situations whoever controls governmental decisions will have 
significantly greater control over policy than ind.ividuals who do not 
control governmental decisions. Hence the argument for populistic 
democracy is initially, at least, an argument for populistic democracy 
in government. 

But the phrase "populistic democracy in government" can be mis
leading. "Government" includes many types of social process; the 
bureaus are hierarchical, some of them operate within a price system, 
and bargaining among hierarchical leaders is common. The demand for 
populistic democracy does not entail a demand for the elimination of all 
of these alternative control processes in government. Just as govern
ment is a crucial system of controls within a society, so within govern
ment the processes that allow a more or less final or decisive voice on 
policy are crucial. Hence the argument for populistic democracy ap
plies to these crucial processes within government where the "last say" 
may be bad. 

The restriction of the " last say" to adults is defended on a variety of 
grounds; although the most desirable lower age limit is moderately 
controversial the basic principle is so little contested that I do not pro
pose to review the arguments for it. 

Now let us turn back to the question of intensities. Even an indi
vidual who finds the Rule reasonable in cases where he believes the 
intensity of desire is about the same among the individuals in the 
minority and majority might find it intolerable in the type of case cited 
above, where x is only slightly preferred by a bare majority and y is 
very strongly preferred by a bare minority. I ndeed, probably no one 
would advocate the Rule for every situation. The real question is 
whether one advocates it (a) for government, (b) as a final appeal, (c) 
among adults, i.e., whether one wants it even in the "last say." 

Suppose someone denies the validity of the Rule even under the 
condition of last say, on the ground that it does not adequately reflect 
intensities of desire. To deny the Rule is to say either that no rule is 
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valid, which would be of little help in the real world, or that a contrary 
rule is valid. A contrary rule would have to assert that in some cases 
where the desire of the minority for y is more intense than the desire 
of a majority for x, governmental policy must follow minority prefer
ence rather than majority preference (the Qualified Minority Rule). 

To make this rule operational, one would need to specify a method 
for deciding when a particular instance falls within this category. Sup
pose one permits the majority to decide. At first sight this seems sense
less and indeed logically contradictory; but in fact, it happens frequent
ly in democratic countries, whether operating under Madisonian rules 
or something like the principle of majority rule. There is a variety of 
reasons why a majority that initially has only a slight preference for 
a policy might finally accede to the demands of an intense minority; 
the intensity of the desires of other people, and the probable political 
actions resulting from different degrees of intensity, are among the 
factors that many individuals, and certainly many political leaders, 
might take into account in deciding their own policy preferences. 

But suppose that this kind of solution, which is entirely compatible 
with the Rule, is held to be inadequate, since the final decision still lies 
with the majority. Then the Qualified Minority Rule must be made 
operational by specifying a particu lar minority that could be trusted 
to invoke it.s power in cases, but only in those cases, where the in
tensity of a minority's preference for y was significantly greater than 
the intensity of a majority's preference for x. Unfortu nately, as we 
shall see in chapter 4, in the real world it is difficult to construct de
liberately an official organization appropriate to this requirement. 
Philosopher kings are hard to come by. 

VI 
A final and I believe valid ethical objection to the theory of popu

listic democracy is that it postulates only two goals to be maximized
political equality and popular sovereignty. Yet no one, except perhaps 
a fanatic, wishes to maximize two goals at the expense of all others. 
Hence any political ethic that lays down rules suitable only to the at
tainment of one or two goals is inadequate for most of us. 
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For most of us- and this may be particularly true in countries that 
have managed to operate democracies over long periods of time--the 
costs of pursuing any one or two goals at the expense of others are 
thought to be excessive. Most of us are marginalists. Generally we ex
perience diminishing marginal utility the more we attain any one goal; 
or in the language of contemporary psychology, goal attainment re
duces the drive value of the stimulus. Political equality and popular 
sovereignty are not absolute goals; we must ask ourselves how much 
leisure, privacy, consensus, stability, income, security, progress, 
status, and probably many other goals we are prepared to forego for 
an additional increment of political equality. It is an observable fact 
that almost no one regards political equality and popular sovereignty 
as worth an unlimited sacrifice of these other goals. 

Would populistic democracy impose costs in, say, the kinds of goals 
listed above? This is a question to which the theory provides no answer. 
Yet surely a theory that docs not indicate the probable costs against 
which probable gains must be measured is too incomplete to assist us 
much in the real world. 

VII 
The last remark recalls a point made earlier: the theory of populistic 

democracy is not an empirical system. It consists only of logical rela
tions among ethical postulates. It tells us nothing about the real world. 
From it we can predict no behavior whatsoever. 

This is a point of cardinal importance in appraising the significance 
of the theory. For as we have seen, on a number of issues it is difficul t 
or impossible for us to decide what rule we would prefer to follow until 
we have predicted the probable consequences of employing the Rule 
in the real world. But here the theory of populistic democracy is of no 
assistance. It does not tell us how to approximate or maximize popular 
sovereignty and political equality in the real world. It simply tells us 
that perfect attainment of these conditions, assuming them to be at
tainable, would require us to pursue the Rule. But this is rarely if ever 
tbe shape of an ethical problem in the real world, and I believe it is 
never so in politics. 
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There is a great variety of empirical facts that one needs to know, 
or have some hunches about, before one can rationally decide on the 
kinds of political rules one wants to follow in the real world. Moreover, 
the factual situation might well vary from time to time and from one 
social organization to another. Thus, even if one's goals (values} re
main stable, a set of rules that will maximize the attainment of these 
goals in one situation might be entirely unsuitable in another. Surely 
there is no a priori reason for supposing that populistic democracy 
would maximize one's goals (or the goals of others) in every culture, 
society, and t ime. Hence even if one believes that political equality and 
popular sovereignty are desirable goals (among others), evidently the 
relevant question needs to be posed something like this: Would some 
specific proposal (e.g., elimination of judicial review, or unified po
litical parties, or changes in the lengths of terms of office, or adoption of 
a parliamentary system, etc.}, if adopted in, say, t he United States 
today, more nearly approximate to these two goals than existing or 
other alternative arrangements, and at the same time not impose ex
cessive costs to other values? To a11swer such a question it is clear 
that one must go outside the theory of populistic democracy to em
pirical political science. 

In chapter 3 we shall examine some of the most important empirical 
relationships that seem to exist in political systems that are called 
democratic (at least in the West). I n the remainder of this chapter, I 
shall concern myself with three objections to the theory of populistic 
democracy that raise significant empirical questions. 

First, the theory does not indicate what individuals or groups should 
be included in the political system to which political equal ity, popular 
sovereignty, and the Rule are to apply. No doubt some advocates of 
populistic democracy would like to see every human being living in 
such a system; bu t so far as I know, no political theorist has ever ad

vocated a single, world-wide system of populistic democracy. His
torically modern democracy and nationalism developed roughly during 
the same period, and modern democratic theorists have usually ex
plicitly or implicit ly proposed the system for 1he nation state. Some, 
like Rousseau, seem to have considered it suitable for small groups 
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about the size of a canton; Jefferson evidently though t of political 
equality and popular sovereignty as more workable at the state level 
than in the federal government, where in practice he accepted the 
Madisonian system. The question remains, however: Should one set of 
individuals be included rather than another? So far as I am aware, no 
democratic theorist has provided us with any systematic answer to 
this question. 

It might be said that the appropriate boundaries would include only 
individuals who agree to the Ru le. But surely this would make the 
system unworkable in the real world. For since geographical boundaries 
are probably required as a practical matter, is it likely that any sig
nificant geographical area includes only individuals who agree to the 
Rule? If it is then urged that the boundaries should include groups 
within which a majority agrees to the Rule, it turns out that this rule 
provides us with no operationally useful principle at all. For how is such 
a decision to be arrived at in the real world? Suppose the area known as 
Greater Wysteria is found to have a majority of adults who agree to 
the Rule; but of the minority who oppose the Rule, enough live in the 
section of Greater Wysteria known as South Wysteria to compose a 
majority in that section. Hence our tentative principle tells us both to 
draw the boundaries around Greater Wysteria and to exclude South 
Wysteria, that is, it is a self-contradictory instruction. 

Bounds of inclusion and exclusion for geographical governmental 
units are, in the real world, among the most rigid of po1itic.'11 phe
nomena. One does not need to call on the experiences of nation states 
for evidence; it is sufficient to note the difficulties that nearly always 
bar the way of proposals for urban consolidation. To a great extent, 
everyone must take the boundaries of his political world as given by 
prior tradition and historical events. Such boundaries are not often 
open to rational change. 

Even if they were open to rational change, for any individual with 
many values, rather than merely the two embodied in political equal
ity and popular sovereignty, the most rational rule to follow would 
appear to be something like this: Select a political society that contains 
individuals whose goals are sufficiently like your own to provide the 
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highest probability tbat you will maximize all your key values. Be
cause political equality and popular sovereignty arc only two values. 
it would be quite rational for an individual to sacrifice some of these to 
insure the attainment of others. Hence he might well find it rational 
to select boundaries that would include individuals, perhaps a majority 
of individuals, who favored Madisonian democracy or even some other 
alternative political system. Thus the Connecticut Compromise is not 
necessarily a foolish compromise even to those Americans who place a 
very high value on political equality and hence disapprove of equal 
state representation in the Senate. For it may well be far and away 
the best all-around bargain an American can get in the real world; i.e., 
any realistic alternative would be less satisfactory. 

Whether this is or is not the case, I am not arguing here; the point 
is that the theory of populistic democracy does not provide any satis
factory criteria for deciding who should be included in the system. To 
develop such satisfactory criteria requires careful attention to a host 
of empirical facts that are not specified in the system and, indeed, 
could not be without converting it from a system of pure logic to an 
empirical theory. 

VIII 
A second empirical problem is posed by Gaetano Mosca, whose ob

jection can be paraphrased as follows: Every society develops a ruling 
class. Widespread popular control (certainly rule by a majority) is im
possible. However, the extent to which a ruling class is sensitive to 
popular desires and responsive to election returns depends to some 
extent upon the constitutional system, the prevailing ideology, and 
social indoctrination. Doctrines and constitutional procedures provid
ing for absolute popular sovereignty and majority rule provide the 
weakest checks of all on the rulers. For, since the majority will not rule 
in any case, doctrines and procedures of this kind in effect grant un
limited power to the ruling minority, who of course claim to represent 
the majority. Hence nowhere is tyranny more likely than in a society 
where the constitutional system and the prevailing ideology legitimize 
the unlimited constitutional power of the majority. 

Mosca's objection, it should be pointed out, can scarcely give com-
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fort to Madisonian critics of populistic democracy. For the objection 
rests upon the explicit assumption that the whole idea of majority 
tyranny is preposterous; the majority never rules, and consequently it 
can never tyrannize; only minorities rule, and consequently tyranny 
is always carried on by minorities. 

I shall not attempt to decide in this chapter" whether or not Mosca's 
objection is valid. The important point is that Mosca's objection raises 
a host of empirical questions for which the theory of populistic de
mocracy provides no answer. 

IX 
A third empirical problem has been the source of considerable intel

lectual confusion, in large part, perhaps, because of linguistic ambigu
ities. This problem arises from the objection that under a system of 
popular sovereignty, political equality, and majority rule, a majority 
might well take actions that would destroy the system; hence some 
method of minority veto may be necessary to prevent this. In the 
United States a variety of elements in the constitutional system pro
vide a minority veto, including the Supreme Court, the composition of 
the Senate, the congressional committee system, the ftlibuster, and at 
times, perhaps, the presidency.'' 

15. Cf. chapter 5, pp. 124 fl. 

16. Because part of the problem is purely verbal, let me employ once more a 
s imple notational system to summarize the steps in the argument. The conditions 
of popular sovereignty and politicaJ equality 1 it will be recalled, are satisfied only if 

(I) 

In order to simplify the discussion that follows, let tbe symbol ma stand for the set 
of aU voters greater than N /2, and mi the set of all voters less than N /2. (For 
reasons already discussed, we shaU avoid situations where the majority is undefined, 
i.e., where NP(~. y} = NP(y, z}.} Now (I) can he written simply as 

% p,.,. y •-u Pg y . (2) 

L<:t us define the condili<>n of minority 1></o as follows: 

x Pma y - x Pg y if and only if x Pmi y. (J) 

It is important to distinguish (J) from a rather different situation which I shall call 
the conditiM of oligarchy; it is de6ned as follows: 
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Take x • as some key prerequisite to political equality and popular 
sovereignty, say, some measure of freedom of speech. Let us assume 
that y is an alternative that would reduce freedom of speech to the 
point where popular sovereignty is impossible and oligarchy inevi
table." It might be argued that a minority veto is necessary to prevent 
the enactment of y and with it the destruction !lOt merely of populistic 
democracy itself but of any real world approximation to it. 

The problem becomes complicated at this point by the need to take 
into account the time period within whieh popular preferences are 
expected to be translated into governmental policy. No advocate of 
populistic democracy, so far as I am aware, has ever demanded an 
instantaneous translation of majority preferences into government 
policies; that is, some time lag is assumed to exist between the first oc
currence of majority preference and the government action carrying 
it out. Advocates of democracy have generally supposed that the 

x Pmi y .- x Pg y even if y Pm<s x . (4) 

Minority veto and oligarchy art not identical, for it is not true that in all cases under 
the condition o( minority veto the minority preference becomes government 
policy. On the contrary, in some cases the preference of the minority becomes policy 
only when it coincides with the prefcreoce of the ma.jority, i.e., (3) may also be 
stated as follows: 

x p,.; y _, • Pg y if and ooly i£"' p,. y . (S) 

Now the objection which 9t'e are examining asserts that a minority veto over 
actions of a majority may sometimes prevent democratic government from slipping 
into pure oligarchy, as defined by (4) . There are, however, some serious difficulties 
in this argument. 

In the firSt place, although it is true tba.t the condition of oligarchy is not identical 
with the condition of minority veto, in all s.ituations where the minority with the 
veto prefers existing policy and a majority prefers an alternat ive to existing policy, 
the difference between oligarchy and minority veto vanishes. Let ,;• represent e:rist .. 
ing policy. Then, by (3) 

y PfiS(J %• __., y Pg % • if and ooly if y Pmi r• . (6) 

But if the minority with a veto does in fact prefer x•, which is existing policy, and 
can veto y, which is an alternative to it, then 

(7) 

Because (7) is identkal with (4} , in tbe$t' circumstances the condition of minority 
veto is identical with the condition of oligarchy. 

17. The questioo might property be raised: In whose opinion will these conse
quences occur? Here we encounter again some of the intellectual difficulties of the 
Macllionian system discussed above. 
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majority choice ought to be a reflective one; rational choice requires 
knowledge of one's own values, technical knowledge about the alterna
t ives, and knowledge about the probable consequences of each alterna
tive. Such knowledge, it has t raditionally been held, requires time for 
debate, discussion, hearings, and other time-consuming devices. 

How long a delay is compatible with the Rule? The theory of popu
listic democracy provides no answer; it is a static system, not one con-

TIME 

FtC. 1.- Three pOssible states of public opinion concerning alternative Y 

structed on a time sequence. If one month is compatible, why not two? 
Why not a year, two years, ten? To say that the delay should be long 
enough for a rational choice to be formed is useless because it is a 
counsel of perfection; or, if not that, it is operationally meaningless. 
Nevertheless, such a reply suggests several types of situations and a 
complete theory would need to account for them. 

One kind of situation exists when opinion in favor of y declines 
steadily from a majority to a minority; another exists when opinion is 

volatile-the majority in favor of y is short-lived; a third exists when 
opinion in favor of y increases steadily over time. The figure above 
represents these three possibilities (Fig. 1). 
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Now if opinion in favor of y (a policy that would lead to oligarchy) is 
declining or volatile, then the minority veto exercised in favor of x* 

produces oligarchy in the short run, but not necessarily in the long 
run." But if, after due reflection, a majority concludes that it has been 
mistaken and really prefers x• to y, then as a resul t of the minority 
veto it can continue to operate under the minority veto system, which 
is certainly not oligarchy." 

However, if opinion in favor of y is growing over the long run, then 
every solution leads to oligarchy. To operate under populistic de
mocracy will produce oligarchy; for under our assumptions the choice 
of y is a de facto choice for oligarchy. Alternatively, the minority veto 
will lead to oligarchy.'0 

It should be said, however, that whereas the first case might pro
duce oligarchy in all governmental decisions, in the second case the 
condition of oligarchy might be restricted to the particular case. Cer
tainly there is an important difference between these two situations, 
although neither is populistic democracy. 

So far in this argument we have been operating without facts. Ye t 
we cannot evaluate t he objection posed here until we have tried to 
predict the probability of the events which the minority veto is said to 
forestall. Moreover, we would want to know whether a minority could 
be found capable of exercising its veto in such cases and not simply 
using its powers to establish oligarchy in all situations where the status 
quo is being challenged. These predictions cannot be derived an
alytically. They require empirical study of a particular cul ture, time, 
and place. 

Americans are inclined to believe that the Supreme Court is the 
deus e:t mach ina that regularly saves American democracy from itself. 
T his view is difficul t to support by the actual decisions of the Court. 
The Court performs some indispensable functions by means of judicial 

18. ThM is, in the short run: 

(8) 

which is identical with (4) or oligarchy. 
19. ln the sense that 13) and (S) inn. 16 are not equ ivalent to (4) . 
20. The long~run situation is that of Proposition (7) inn. 16, which is oligarchy. 
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review, but preventing national majorities from destroying key pre
requisites of political democracy is not one of them. I assume that the 
"key prerequisites to political equality and popular sovereignty" are 
the right to vote, freedom of speech, freedom of assembly. and freedom 
of the press. I n its entire history, on seventy-seven occasions the Su
preme Court bas held acts of Congress unconstitutional. Of these, only 
twelve can be properly characterized as involving non-economic civil 
liberties. Of these twelve, six involved the efforts of the Congress to 
protect and extend the rights of Negroes. In all six cases the Supreme 
Court vetoed this attempt to convey to the freed slaves approximately 
the same formal rights as are enjoyed by white cit izens. Of the twelve 
cases, only four- all dealing with the rights of Negroes-may reason
ably be interpreted as involving one or more of t he key prerequisites 
referred to above. In the only four cases in the entire history of the 
Court where legislation dealing with the key prerequisites has been held 
unconstitutional, then, the decisions prevented Congress, not from 
destroying basic rights, but from extending them. Thus, there is not a 
single case in the history of this nation where the Supreme Court has 
struck down national legislation designed to curtail, rather than to ex
pand, the key prerequisites to popular equality and popular sov
ereignty'' 

In this instance, as in all others where factual information is re
quired, the theory of populistic democracy provides us with no knowl
edge about the real world. I may prefer political equality to inequality 
and popular sovereignty to oligarchy, just as I may prefer a society 

21. Ct. Library o( Congress, Provisions of Federal Law Held Unconstitutional 
by the Supreme Court of the United States, Washington, 1936. The only addilionaJ 
case since that time involving Congressional legislation has been United States v. 
Lm~ll, 328 U.S. 303 (1936). On the point made above, see especially Conunager, 
op. t it ., p. 55. John D. Frank comes to the same conelusion, although be tabulates 
the cases some\\·hal differently. lie finds nineteen cases that had to do with civil 
liberties. or these, eight we.re "peripheral"; of the remaining eleven cases, eight 
limited liberty, three aided it. The eight were decisions involving rights of Negroes. 
Frank, however, infers from these facts that the Court sbou.ld intervene more posi
tively in legislation involving civil liberties, an inference not involved in the argu
ment of this chapter. See "Review and Basic Liberties/' in Supreme Ccurt and 
Supreme Law, ed. Edmund N. Cabo (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1954). 
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without murder to one where. I live in "continual fear and danger of 
violent death." But until I have made a whole host of predictions about 

events in the real world, my preferences do not enable me to decide 

what, if a nything, I should do to reduce violent death in my society . 
Neither do they enable me to make rational choices among alternative 

political a rra ngemen ts, some of which may have a n impact on political 

equality and popular sovereignty. 
Does this mean, then, that we can wash our hands of political 

equality? Is it a stupid goal because much of democratic theory is, 
properly analyzed, irrelevant to the real world? Obviously this is 

not so. 

If the Madisonian compromise is unsatisfactory, we do not need to 
be driven back in desperation to an axiomatic body of theory that is, in 
the end, almost useless as a guide to action. For there is nothing in
herent in the concept of political equality that makes it devoid of 

meaning in the real world. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2 

The /lfO()f of Propositi01• I 
That the principle of majority rule (Proposition I) is already contained in 

the definition of populistic democracy (Definitions t -3) seems to me intui
tively obvious; it is only at the risk of presenting an essen tially trivial demon
stration of the logical relations involved that I submit the following proof. 

Following the notational system in the footnotes, we have already seen 
that the Definition of the Rule (Definition 4) may be stated as: 

DEFrNltlON 4': NP (x, y ) > NP (y , x) <-> x Pg y. 

Now let us see what our task is: We must somehow interpret the condi
tions of popular sovereignty and political equality so tha t they are com
patible one with the other . .Definition 2 tells us that the condition of popular 
sovereignty is satisfied if: 

xPcy+->xPgy, (I) 

where Pc means 11preferred by the members.'' 
But how shaH we decide what alternative- is "preferred, or 0 most pre. 

!erred" by the member.;? What rule shall we follow to give operational 
meaning to the e.'q)ression (x Pc y) or the concept "alternative most prclcrrcd 
by the members" ? Can we, for example, take differing intensities of prefer-
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ence into account? In chapter 4 we shall see what a host of formidable diffi
culties arise in any attempt to consider intensities. Meanwhile it is clear 
that the interpr~tation we give to ( t) must be cottsistent with the condition 
o£ political equality, else we shall not be able LO satisfy both conditions. 
It appears to be consistent with, and indeed necessary to, the condition of 
political equality that preferences should somehow be individually <ignified 
by citizens in such a way tha.t these preferences can be assigned values and 
counted. Historically the casting or a vote has been accepted as an appropri
ate indicator o£ individual preferences. But if voting, or some other individual 
action, is taken as an expn-ssion of prdcrcncc, bo·w arc the votes to be 
counted' Here the condition or poli tical equality evidently requires tha t we 
ignore intensities because the preference of each member is assigned an 
equal value. That is, we must count vo tes in such a way that: 

V' = V" = l''" . .. etc., (2) 

where V' stands for the vote of one individual, V" o£ another, etc. But in 
order to follow this rule, the ordinary propert ies or the real numbers must 
be invoked, so that the following condition is sa tis6ed by the process or 
counting: 

1 V < 2 V < 3 V < 4 V . . . etc. 

nV< (n+ I) V 

and 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

That is, to be compatible with Definition 3, "rnost preferred" must be com
patible with (2) to (5). llenee: 

N P (x, y) > N P (y, x) +-> x P c y. (6) 

But s ince, by ( I), 

then by substitution 

NP ( x, y) > NP(y , x)+->xPg y. 

But (7) is precisely the meaning or Definitions 4 and 4'. 

Dcfini t io" of majoriJy 

(7) 

It is worth noting tha t if (7) is adhered to in all situations, then even a 
bare majority would be sufficient to establish government policy, i.e., 

N+ I P( ) - 2- X, y and N- 1 
2 

P (y,x) -+ xPg y. 
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To correspond with reality, a bare majority can be differently defined de
pending on whether the total number of citizens (or votes) is odd or even. 
It is therefore convenie-nt to define "majority" as meaning: 

~ + 1 or greater in all cases where N is even. 

N i 1 
or greater in all cases where N is odd. 
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CHAPTER 3 

I 

Polyarchal 
Democracy 

Examination of Madisonian and populistic theory suggests at least two 
possible methods one might employ to construct a theory of democracy. 
One way, the method of maximization, is to specify a set of goals to 
be maximized; democracy can then be defined in terms of the specific 
governmental processes necessary to maximize these goals or some 
among them. The two theories we have been considering arc essential
ly of this type: Madisonian theory postulates a non-tyrannical re
public as the goal to be maximized; populistic theory postulates popu
lar sovereignty and political equality. A second way- this one might 
be called the descriptive method-is to consider as a single class of 
phenomena all those nation states and social organizations that are 
commonly called democratic by political scientists, and by examining 
the members of this class to discover, first, the distinguishing character
istics they have in common, and, second, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for social organizations possessing these characteristics. 

These are not, however, mutually exclusive methods. And we shall 
see that if we begin by employing the first method it will soon become 
necessary to employ something rather like the second as welL 

II 
We discovered in chapter 2 that the goals of populistic democracy 

and the simple Rule deduced from these goals do not provide us with 
anything like a complete theory. One basic defect of the theory is that 

63 
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it does no more than to provide a formal redefinition of one necessary 
procedural rule for the perfect or ideal attainment of political equality 
and popular sovereignty; but because the theory is no more than an 
exercise in axiomatics, it tells us nothing about the real world. How
ever, let us now pose the key question in slightly different form: What 
are the necessary and sufficient conditions for maximizing democracy 
in the real world? I shall show that the words " in the real world" 
fundamentally alter the problem. 

Let us begin, however, with a meticulous concern for precision of 
meaning. First, what do we mean by "maximizing democracy"? Evi
dently here, as in populistic theory, we must proceed by regarding de
mocracy as a state of affairs constituting a limit, and all actions ap
proaching the limit will be maximizing actions. But bow shall we de
scribe the state of affairs constitu ting the limit? 

The model of populistic democracy suggests three possible char
acteristics that might be made operationally meaningful: (I) Whenever 
policy choices are perceived to exist, the alternative selected and en
forced as governmental policy is the alternative most preferred by the 
members. (2) Whenever policy choices are perceived to exist, in the 
process of choosing the alternative to be enforced as government 
policy, the preference of each member is assigned an equal value. (.3) 
The Rule: In choosing among alternatives, the alternative preferred 
by the greater number is selected. 

To make the first of these operational we must either ignore the 
problem of different intensities of preference among individuals or find 
ourselves in so deep a morass of obstacles to observation and compari
son that it would be very nearly impossible to say whether or not the 
characteristic in fact exists. I shall return to this problem in the next 
chapter. But if we ignore intensities, then in effect we adopt the second 
characteristic as our criterion: that the preference of each member is 
assigned an equal value. It would appear at first glance that the ques-
tion whether the preference of each member of an organization is 
assigned an equal value is more or less susceptible of observation. Like
wise the third characteristic, the Rule, should be observable. But since 
the Rule is deducible from the first two characteristics, would it not be 
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enough simply to examine a social organization in order to discover the 
extent to which the Rule is or is not followed? That is, do we have in 
the Rule an adequate definition of the limit of democracy? Suppose we 
observe that a majority prefers x toy, and x happens to be selected as 
government policy. Yet it may be that among the majority is a dicta
tor; if he were in the minority, then y would be selected. The condition 
of political equality evidently requires "interchangeability," i.e., the 
interchange of an equal number of individuals from one side to an
other would not affect the outcome of the decision. But how can we 
observe whether interchangeability is present? Evidently no single 
decision provides us with enough information, for at best a single 
decision can only reveal that the Rule is not being followed and that 
political equality therefore does not exist during that decision. We can 
infer interchangeability only by examining a large number of cases. 
What can we actually observe even in a large number of decisions? 

Suppose we observe that when A is with a majority, the majority 
choice is made the policy of the organization; and when A is with a 
minority, the minority choice becomes policy. Evidently interchange
ability is violated. But what we have observed is nothing more than 
the extent to which the Rule is employed in more than one case. So 
far, then, the concept "political equality" does not suggest a set of 
observations other than those necessary to determine whether the Rule 
is or is not followed. 

Now let us suppose that A is always with the majority and the 
majority choice is always enforced as policy. Yet we suspect that if A 
were with a minority, the minority choice would be enforced. What 
observations must we now make to determine whether or not our hunch 
is correct? Here we come to an important conclusion: If we take any 
specific action, such as the outcome of balloting, as a satisfactory index 
of preference, then no operational tests exist for determining political 
equality, other than those necessary for determining whether the Rule 
is or is not being followed. That is, given the expression of preferences 
as adequate, the only operational test for political equality is the ex
tent to which the Rule is followed in a number of cases. Hence, assum
ing the validity of the expressed preferences, one can never properly 
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speak ol a particular decision as "democratic" but only ol a series of 
decisions. (One can, of course, properly specify a particular decision 
as not democratic.) Hence our key question now becomes: What events 
must we observe in the real world in order to determine the extent to 
which the Rule is employed in an organization? 

Unfortunately, the phrase "given the expression of preferences" 
harbors some serious difficulties. What kinds of activity shall we take 
as indices of preference? At one extreme we could rely on some overt 
act of choosing, such as casting a ballot or making a statement' At 
the other extreme, through deep and careful probing we could search 
for psychological evidence. If the first is often naive, the second is im· 
possible on a sufficient scale. In practice most of us adopt a middle 
course and take our clues from the prevailing environment in which 
the particular preference is expressed. In one environment we accept 
the overt act of voting as an adequate if imperfect index; in another we 
reject it entirely. 

Therefore it is of crucial importance to specify the particular stage 
in the decision process at which we propose to take the expression of 
preference as given. It is entirely consistent to say that at one stage the 
Rule is employed, and hence at that level the decision is definitionally 
"democratic"; and at the same time to say that at another stage the 
Rule is not employed and the decision at that stage is not democratic. 
In the actual world of governmental politics in the United States, the 
only stage at which the Rule is at all closely approximated seems to be 
during vote counting in elections and legislative bodies. In the prevot· 
ing stage many influences, including those of superior wealth and con
trol over organizational resources, so greatly exaggerate the power of 
the few as compared with the many that the social processes leading 
up to the process of voting may properly be spoken of as highly in· 
egalitarian and undemocratic, although less so than in a dictatorship.' 

l. More accurately, in using votes a.od opinion polls we generally rely oo some 
overt statements of individuals who compile the returns. 

2. It is conceivable that the converse could ezi..st, i.e., a dictatorship that rejected 
the Rule at the vot.ing level but organiud the society so that the prevoting stages 
of decision-making were highly democratic-. But I am unaware of such a society. 
Sympathetic Western interpreters of Soviet communism have sometimes suggested 
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Thus there is possible in democratic theory a kind of finite regression 

to different stages in the decision process; but so long as one is quite 
clear as to which stage one is describing, some of the common ambigu

ities can be avoided. 
III 

The effect of the argument so far is to divide our key question into 

two: (1) What acts shall we consider sufficient to constitute an ex
pression of individual preferences at a given stage in the decision 

process? (2) Taking these acts as an expression of preferences, what 
events must we observe in order to determine the extent to which the 

Rule is employed in the organization we are ex:amining? We are still 

looking, let us remember, for a set of limiting conditions to be ap

proached. 
At a minimum, two stages need to be distinguished: the election 

stage• and the interelection stage. The election stage in turn consists 

of at least three periods which it is useful to distinguish: the voting 

period, the prevoting period, and the post voting period. (ft would be 
possible to define the duration of these periods more precisely in par
ticular cases but no general definition is likely to be very useful. Hence 

in what follows the duration of each is unspecified.) 
During the voting period we would need to observe the extent to 

which at least three conditions exist: 

l. Every member of the organization performs the acts we assume to 
constitute an expression of preference among the scheduled alternatives, 
e.g., voting. 

2. In tabulating these expressions (votes), the weight assigned to the 
choice of each individual is identical. 

3. The alternative with the greatest number of votes is declared the 
winning choice. 

sucb a relationship there, but the evidence seems overwhelming tba.t both the social 
structurt: and the decision process in politics are utremely inegalitarian. Something 
like this, however, seems to permeate the Webbs' curious picture of the U.S.S.R. 
in Soviet Comm.uni.sm: A New Ci.nli.zalionf 

3. Election is used here in a broad sense. To apply the analysis to the internal 
operation of an organi1.ation that is itself constituted through elections, such as a 
legislative body, one would consider votes on measures as "the election stage." 
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The connec.tion between these three conditions and the Rule is self
evident. If the act of expressing preferences is taken as given, then 
these conditions appear to constitute necessary and sufficient condi
tions for the operation of the Rule during the voting period. • But it is 
equally sell-evident that we have thus far begged the first of our ques
tions. A totalitarian plebiscite might meet-and indeed in practice 
evidently often has met- these three conditions better than a national 
election or legislative decision in countries that most Western political 
scientists would call democratic. The crux of the problem is in our 
first question, what we take to constitute an expression of individual 
preference. Can it not be truthfully said that the peasant who casts his 
ballot for the dictatorship is expressing his preferences among the 
scheduled alternatives as he sees them? For, perhaps, the alternatives 
be sees are eitl1er to vote for the dictatorship or to take a journey to 
Siberia. That is, in one sen.se, every human decision can be regarded as 
a conscious or unconscious choice of the preferred alternative among 
those perceived by the actor. Likewise, the most corrupt urban po
litical machines in this country often meet these requirements when 
the ward-heelers do not actually stuff the ballot boxes or tamper with 
the returns; for they provide a sufficient number of unscrupulous 
hangers-on with a simple alternative: a few dollars if you vote our slate 
and nothing if you vote for the other side. 

In a rough sense, the essence of all competitive politics is bribery of 
the electorate by politicians. How then shall we distinguish the vote of 

4. Condition 1 must he interpreted with care, for the expression ua.ct.s" is open 
to ambiguity. Suppose tha.t tbc members of tbe organization must choose between 
alternatives x and y; every member has a preference for one or the other; and the 
ratio of those who prder x to those who prefer )' is a/ b. Then so long as those who 
actually vote do so in this ratio, the magnitude of the vote is not strictly relevant. 
All that is required lor tbe Rule is that the voters be fully representative ol all the 
members. Indeed, in a choice among only two alternatives, the Ru1e would be 
satisfied even more easily, for it would only require rhat if a/ 1> > 1, then atfb, > 1, 
and if a/b < 1, then aJ/b1 < t, where <his tlle number of voters who prefer x 3nd b1 
the number of voters who prefer y. However, in terms of observables, by what "actu 
do we know the ratio a/ b, if not by voting or some equivalent to it? So that if we 
are concerned with observables and do not require Condition 1 for the voting 
process itself, then we must require it for some prior act that we 11as~ume to con~ 
stitute an expression of preference among the scheduled alte.rnatives" and on which 
the outcome of the voting itself is partly dependent. 
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the Soviet peasant or the bribed stumble-bum from t he farmer who 
supports a candidate committed to high support prices, the business
man who supports an advocate of low corporation taxes, or the con
sumer who votes for candidates opposed to a sales tax? I assu me that 
we wish to exclude expressions of preference of the first kind but to 
include the second. For if we do not exclude the first, then any dist inc
tion between totalitarian and democratic systems is fatuous; but if we 
exclude the second, then surely no examples ot even the most proximate 
democracies can be found to exist anywhere. We can hard ly afford to 
read the human race out of democratic politics. 

This is a problem that calls for subtle distinctions, yet, so far as I am 
aware, it is not much treated in the literature. The disti11ction we seek 
is evidently not to be found in the magnitude of the rewards or dep
rivations result ing from t.he choice; the gain of the stumble-bum is 
paltry indeed, and by comparison with the gain of the large corporate 
stockholder it is microscopic. II we simply take as our criterion the 
magnitude of the possible deprivations for making a wrong choice,• 
then to be sure, one of the alternatives perceived by the Russian 
peasant may be more than human flesh and spirit were ever meant for; 
but by comp~.rison the Western voter who perceives the alternatives 
among candidates as nuclear war or cold peace is not far removed from 
the plight of the Russian peasant. 

What we balk at in accepting the vote of the Soviet citizen as an 
expression of preference is that he is not permitted to choose among all 
the alternatives that we, as outside observers, regard as in some sense 
potentially available to him. If he is faced with the alternatives: x vote 
for the ruling slate or y vote against the ruling slate, followed by living 
death in a concentration camp, his preference for x over y is as genuine 
as any you are likely to find in any election anywhere. But if he could 
schedule the alternatives to include z, vote against the ruling slate with 
no foreseeable punishment following, then we are more likely to accept 
the outcome of his choice among this set of alternatives, even if tne set 

S. Some might proPQSC that the test be based on the public v . private or social 
v. selfish quality of the choice. But analysis would show either that this distinction 
is meaningless or else that few, if any, cases of the former exist, i.e., if not meaning· 
les.s the distinc-tion is irrelevant to our problem. 
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is from our point of view by no means perfect. We might now expect 

him to prefer z to x and x to y; but if he stubbornly prefers x to z we 

are no longer on sound footing in rejecting the results of the plebiscite, 

if they otherwise conform to the three conditions set forth above. 
What we have done, then, is to formulate a fourth limiting condi

tion, one that must exist in the prevoting period governing the schedul
ing of alternatives for the voting period. 

4. Any member who PCiceives a set of alternatives, at least one of which 
he regards as preferable to any of the alternatives presently scheduled, can 
insert his preferred alterna tive(s) among those scheduled for voting. 

Even so, our problem is not entirely solved. For suppose that a 

group of voters is known topreier x to y andy to z. Bu t A, who prefersy 

to z and z to x, possesses a monopoly of information and persuades the 
other voters that xis not an available or relevant alternative. Hence no 

one proposes x and the voters choose y. All of our four conditions are 

complied with; yet most of us will not accept a prevoting period 
governed by this kind of monopoly control over information. Therefore 

we must lay down a fifth condition operating in the prevoting period. 

5. All individuals possess identical informa tion about the alternatives. 

Perhaps three remarks need to be made. If one is dismayed by the 
Utopian character of the last two requirements, it is worth recalling that 

we are looking for conditions that may be used as limits against which 

real world achievement can actually be measured. Moreover, even if 
the fifth condition were to exist in full, voters might choose an alterna

tive they would have rejected if they had possessed more information, 

i.e., the fifth condition is certainly no guarantee of cosmic rationality. 
At best it permits us to say that the choice has not been manipulated 

by controls over information possessed by any one individual or group. 

Finally, it must be admitted that the fourth and fifth conditions are 

by no means as easily observable as the first three; in practice the 

observer would be forced to accept some crude indices for the existence 

of these last two conditions, and, to this extent, the set of limiting con

ditions we intended to set out as observable must themselves be inter

preted by still other unspecified phenomena susceptible of observation. 
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At first glance it might be thought that these five conditions are suf
ficient to guarantee the operation of the Rule; but, at least in principle, 
it would be possible for a regime to permit these conditions to operate 
through the prevoting and voting periods and then simply to ignore the 
results. Consequently, we must postulate at least two more conditions 
for the postvoting period both of which are sufficiently obvious to need 
no discussion: 

6. Alternatives (leaders or policies) with the greatest number of votes 
displace any alternatives {leaders or policies) with fewer votes. 

7. The orders of elected officials are executed. 

These, then, constitute our set of more or less observable limiting 
conditions which when present during the election stage will be taken 
as evidence for the maximal operation of the Rule, which in turn is taken 
as evidence for the maximal attainment of political equality and popu
lar sovereignty. What of the interelection stage? If our argument so 
far is correct, then maximization of political equality and popular 
sovereignty in the interelection stage would require: 

8.1. Either that all interelection decisions are subordinate or executory to 
those arrived at during the eJection stage, i.e., elections arc in a sense con4 

trolling 
8.2. Or that new decisions during the interelection period are governed 

by the preceding seven conditions, operating, however, under rather differ
ent institutional circumstances 

8.3. Or both. 

IV 
I think it may be laid down dogmatically that no human organiza

tion- certainly none with more than a handful of people-has ever met 
or is ever likely to meet these eight conditions. It is true that the 
second, third, and sixth conditions are quite precisely met in some 

organizations, although in the United States corrupt practices some
times nullify even these; the others are, a t best, only crudely approxi
mated. 

As to the first, evidently in all human organizations there are sig
nificant variations in participation in political decisions- variations 

which in the United States appear to be functionally related to such 
variables as degree of concern or involvement, skill, access, socio-
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economic status, education, residence, age, ethnic and religious identi
fications, and some little understood personality characteristics. As is 
well known, in national elections on the average something like half 
of all adults in the United States go to t he polls; only a quarter do 
anything more than vote: write to their congressmen, for example, or 
contribute to campaigns, or attempt to persuade others to adopt their 
political views.• In the 1952 election, of one nationwide sample only 
II per cent helped the political parties financially, attended party 
gatherings, or worked for one of the parties or candidates; only 27 per 
cent talked to other people to try to show them why they should vote 
for one of the parties or candidates. 7 The effective political elites, then, 
operate within limits often vague and broad, although occasionally 
narrow and well defined, set by their expectations as to the reactions of 
the group of politically active citizens who go to the polls. Other organ
izations, such as trade-unions, where political equal ity is prescribed in 
the formal charter, operate in much the same way, although the elites 
and the pol itically active members are often even a smaller proportion 
of the total.• 

In no organi?.ation of which I have any knowledge does the fourth 
condition exist. Perhaps the condition is most closely approximated in 
very small groups. Certainly in all large groups for which we have any 
data, control over communication is so unevenly distributed that some 
individuals possess considerably more influence over the designation 
of the alternatives scheduled for voting than do others. 1 do not know 
how to quantify this control, but if it could be quantified I suppose 
that it would be no exaggeration to say that Mr. Henry Luce bas a 

6. For t:xtunple, see julian L. Woodward and Elmo Roper, upoJitical Activity of 
American Citizens/' Amen~an P()liJic.al Scie1tee Revie".u, December, 1950. 

7. Angus Campbell, Gerold Gurin, and Warren E. Miller, The Vola Dtcides 
(Evanston: Row, Peterson & Co., 1954), p. 30, Table 3.1. 

8. S. M . Lipset , "The Polit ical Proce!IS in Trade Unions: A Theoretical State
ment,., in Freedom and C(lntrol in .~{ odern Soci<Jy, ed. M. Berger, T. Abel, and C. H. 
Page (New York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1954). Joseph Goldstein, TMGot'trn
menJ of Briti-sh Trode Uniom: A Study of Apallty ondllt~ Democralit Proce.ss in the 
Tramporl and General Workers Un.ion (London: AHen & Unwin, 1952) . Bernard 
Barber, "Participation and Mass Apathy in Associations.'' Studie.s in LttJUrship, 
ed. A. W. Gouldner (New York: Hatper & Bros., 1950). 
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thousand or ten thousand times greater control over the alternatives 
scheduled for debate and tentative decision at a national election than 
I do. Although we have here a formidable problem that so far as I know 
has never been adequately analyzed, it is a reasonable preliminary 
hypothesis that the number of individuals who exercise significant con
trol over the alternatives scheduled is, in most organizations, only a 
tiny fraction of the total membership. This seems to be the case even 
in the most democratic organizations if the membership is at all large. 

Much the same remarks apply to the fifth condition. The gap in in
formation between the political elites and the active members-not to 
say the inact ive members-no doubt is almost always great. In recent 
times the gap has been further widened in national governments by 
growing technical complexities and the rapid spread of security regula
tions. As every student of bureaucracy knows, the seventh condition 
is the source of serious difficulties; however, the extent to which this 
condition is achieved is perhaps the most puzzling of all to measure 
objectively. 

If elections, like the market, were continuous, then we should have 
no need of the eighth condition. But of course elections are only 
periodic. It is sometimes suggested that the interelection pressures on 
decision processes are a kind of election, but this is at best only a 
deceptive metaphor. If elections with their elaborate machinery, pre
scribed legal codes, and judicially enforceable opportunities do not in 
fact maximize political equality and popular sovereignty for the 
reasons just outlined (as well as many others), then I do not think it 
can be seriously argued that the interelection process maximizes these 
goals to anywhere near the same degree. 

Because human organizations rarely and perhaps never reach the 
limit set by these eight conditions, it is necessary to interpret each of 
the conditions as one end of a continuum or scale along which any given 
organization might be measured. Unfortunately there is at present no 
known way of assigning meaningful weights to the eight conditions. 
However, even without weights, if the eight scales could each be 
metr icized, • it would be possible and perhaps useful to establish some 

9. This question is discussed briefly in Appendix B to this chapter. 
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arbitrary but not meaningless classes of which lhe upper chunk might 
be called "polyarchies."'" 

h is perf~tly evident, however, that what hu just been described 

is no more than a program, for nothing like it has, 1 think, ever been 

attempted. J shall simply set down here, therefore, the following obser
vations. Organizations do in fact d ifier markedly in the extent to which 

they approach the limits set by these eight conditions. Furthermore, 
"polyarchies" include a variety of organizations which Western po

litical scientists would ordinarily call democratic, incl uding certain 

aspects or t he governments of nat ion states such as the United States, 
Great Britain, the Dominions (South Africa possibly excepted), the 

Scandinavian count ries, Mexico, Italy, and France; slates and prov

inces, such as the states of this country and the provinces of Canada; 
numerous cities and towns; some trade-unions; numerous associations 

such as Parent-Teachers' Associations, chapters of the League of 
Women Voters, and some religious groups; and some primitive socie

ties. Thus it follows that the number of polyarchies is large. (The num

ber of egalitarian polyarchies is probably relatively small or perhaps 
none exist at all.) The number of polyarchies must run well over a 

hundred and probably well over a thousand. Of this number, however, 
only a tiny handful has been exhaustively studied by political sci

entists, and these have been the most d iff•cull of all, the governments 

of national states, and in a few instances the smaller governmental 
units. 

Some will be quick to insist that the differences among particular 

types of polyarchies, e.g., between nation states and trade-unions, are 
so great that it is not likely to be useful to include lhem in the same 

class. r do not think we have nearly enough evidence for such a conclu
sion. At any rate, given such a large number of cases to study, in prin

ciple it should be possible to answer the question: What are the neces

sary and sufficient conditions for polyarchies to exist? 

Thus we see that the first method of constructing a theory of de
mocracy, the method of maximization described in chapter I, merges 

here with what I have called the descriptive method. We started by 
JO. Appendix 0 to this chapter sugges ts a possible classification scbeme. 

ed 
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searching for the conditions that would be necessary and sufficient in 
the real world in order to maximize so far as may be possible popular 
sovereignty and political equality. We found that we could answer this 
question by measuring the extent to which the Rule is employed in 
an organization. But in order to measure the extent to which the Rule 
is employed, we had to lay down eight more or less observable condi
tions. These we interpreted first as limits, which we saw to be unat
tained in the real world and quite probably unattainable; and then we 
reinterpreted them as ends of eight continua or scales which, it was 
suggested, might be used io measurements. Now our question must be 
rephrased as follows : What are the necessary and sufficient conditions 
in the real world for the existence of these eight conditions, to at least 
the minimum degree we have agreed to call polyarchy? In order to 
answer the question, it would be necessary to classify and study a con
siderable number of real world organ izations. Thus we close the circle 
between the method of maximization and the descriptive method. 

v 
To carry out this program rigorously is a task far beyond the scope 

of these essays and quite possibly beyond the scope of political science 
at the present time. However we can set down some hypotheses for 
which considerable evidence exists. 

To begin with, each of the eight conditions can be formulated as a 
rule or, if you prefer, a norm. For example, from the first condi tion we 
can derive a norm to the effect that every member ought to have an 
opportunity to express his preferences. It would seem t ruistic that if all 
the members of an organization rejected the norms prescribing the 
eight conditions, then the conditions would not exist; or alternatively, 
the extent to which polyarchy exists must be related to the extent to 
which the norms are accepted as desirable. If we are willing to assume 
that the extent of agreement (consensus) on the eight basic norms is 
measurable, then we can formulate the following hypotheses, which 
have been commonplace in t he literature of political science: 

I. Each of the conditions of polyarcby increases with tbe extent of agree
ment (or consensus) on the relevant norm. 
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2. Polyarchy is a function of consensus on the eight norms, other things 
remaining the sa.me.11 

Unfor tunately for the simplicity of t he hypotheses, consensus 
possesses at least three dimensions: the number of individuals who 
agree, the in tensity or depth of t heir belief, and the extent to which 
overt activity conforms with belief. Nevertheless, it is worth sett ing out 
explici tly what may at first sight seem t rivial if not purely definitional, 
for it is a curious and possibly significant fact that despite the hoary 
respectability of the hypot heses among pol itical scient ists, so far as I 
know, no one bas assembled the empirical data necessary lor even a 
preliminary confirmation of their valid ity. We do have a reassuring 
amount of quite indirect evidence that agreement on the eight norms 
is less in, say, Germany than in England, but it seems to me highly 
arbitrary to leave our crucial hypotheses in such a careless state. 

The extent of agreemen t, in turn, must be functionally dependent 
upon the extent to which the various processes for social training are 
employed on behalf of the norms by the family, schools, churches, 
dubs, literature, newspapers, and the like. Again, if it were possible to 
measure the exten t to which these processes are used, our hypotheses 
could be stated as : 

3. The extent of agreement (consensus) on each of the eigh t norms in
creases with the extent of social training in the norm. 

4. Consensus is therefore a function of the total social training in all the 
norms. 

It also follows from the preceding hypotheses that: 

5. Polyarchy is a function of the- to tal social training in all the norms.'1 

As before, the variable "training" is a highly complex one. At a mini
mum one would need to distinguish favorable or reinforcing, com
patible (or neu tral) , and nega tive training. It. is reasonable to suppose 
that these three kinds of training operate on members of most if not 
all polyarchal organizations and perhaps on members of many bier-

t t. Appendix E to this chapter raises some questions about treating polyarchy 
as positive and increasing with both con~nsus and political activity. 

12. For a "Summary of the hypotbelical (unclions rd:tting pOiyarchy to its 
preconditions" see Appendix C to this chapter. 
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archical organizations as well. But very little reliable knowledge seems 
to exist on this question'' 

In principle we need not end the chain of relationships with train

ing. Why, one might ask, do some social organizations engage in ex

tensive training in the norms and others in little or none? The answer 
is apparently lost in the complexities of historical accident, but a useful 

subsidiary hypot hesis suggests itself, namely, that the extent to which 
training is given in these norms is not independent of the extent of 

agreement that exists on choices among policy alternatives." It is 

reasonable to suppose that the less the agreement on policy choices, the 

more difficult it will be in any organization to train members in the 

eight norms. For then, although the operation of the rules may confer 

benefits on some members, it will impose severe restraints on others. 

If the results are severe for relatively large numbers, then it is reason

able to suppose that those who suffer from the operation of the rules 

will oppose them and hence resist training in them. Thus: 

6. Social training in the eight norms increases with the extent of con
sensus or agreement on choices among policy alternatives. 

From 5 and 6 it follows that: 

7. One or more of the conditions of polyarchy increases with consensus 
on policy alternativt'S. 

Hypothesis 6 suggests, moreover, that the reverse of Hypothesis 4 

is a lso valid. We would expect that the extent to which social training 

in the norms is indulged in is itself dependent upon the amount of 

agreement that already exists on the norms. The more disagreement 

there is about the norms, t he more likely it is that some of the means of 

13. No doubt the pioneer work here is Plato's RepuMic. In modern times the most 
ambitious attempt to examine this problem seems to have betn that inspired by 
Charles Merriam, including his own The .4faking of Citizens (Chicago : University 
of Chicago Press, 1931 ). Cf. also Elizabeth A. Weber, Tile Duk-Du,., Primili•e and 
Hiswric Types of Citiwuhip (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929). 

14. A highly interesting, factual, and speculative examination of consensus on 
issues as revealed in Elmira., New York, is contained in B. R. Bcrclson, Paul F. 
Lazarsfeld, and WilJiam N. McPhee, Voting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1954), chap. ix. Indeed, the entire volume is relevant to the empirical study of 
polyarchy. 
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social training-the family and the school in particular-will train 
some individuals in conflicting norms. The relationship between social 
training and consensus is thus a perfect instance of the hen-and-egg 
problem. Hence: 

8. The extent of social training in one of the eight norms also increases 
with the extent of agreement on it. 

A relationship that gives rise to occasional confusion is that between 
polyarchy and soc ial diversity. One often hears it said that "democracy 
requires diversity of opinion." Certainly it is true that diversity of 
opinion is a fact of human society; in no known society do all members 
agree on all policies all the time, and this fact makes it necessary that 
all social organizations possess some means, however primitive, for 
settling conflicts over goals. The proposition might even be maintained 
that because some conflict over goals is inevitable in human organiza
tions, polyarchies are necessary to maximize human welfare-if that 
term could be suitably defined. In the opinion of many people, di
versity, up to some ill-defined point, has other values- aesthetic, emo
tional, and intellectual. It may also be true, as Mill contended, that 
some diversity of opinion is a necessary condition for rational calcula
t ion about alternative policies. But each of these propositions is quite 
different from the assertion that diversity of opinion, or conflict over 
goals, is a necessary condit ion for polyarchy." For if our argument so 
far is correct, then it cannot be altogether true that polyarchy requires 
disagreement either about the va.lidity of the eight basic norms or 
about particular public policies. At any rate, the relationship is not a 
simple one. 

In the United States we have glorified a historic inevitability as a 
virtue. (I hope that we shall continue to do so.) Yet the glorification of 
diversity should not be permitted to confuse us about important 
social relationships. Is there, then, nothing in our traditional view
point? What of Madison's often-repeated hypothesis in The Federalist, 
No. 10? 

15. The proposition is valid, of course, in the following trivial sense. Huma.u. 
S()('iety is n~ccss.'l~· ror polyarchr. A fundament.l\1 characteristic of human societies 
is conflict O\'er goals. Ergo . . . . 
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Extend the sphere, and you Lake in a greater variety ol part ies and inter
ests; you make it less probable that a majority ol the whole will have a 
common motive to invade the rights ol other citizens; or il such a common 
motive exists, it will be more difficult lor all who feel it to discover their 
OYm stren.gth, and to act in unison with each other. 

In order to grapple with this question of the relationship, if any, be
tween diversity and democracy, we need to distinguish carefully be
tween two rather different categories- or, as J prefer to think of t hem 
-continua. 

(a) One is the continuum from agreement to disagreement over goals. 
Here we must further distinguish between agreement on political goals 
and on non-political goals. A political goal is any objective which in
dividuals seek to forward or inhibit by means of governmeat action." 
In Hypotheses 1 to S we have, in effect, distinguished two kinds of po
litical goals: the goals embodied in t he eight basic norms and policy 
goals. The argument so far is t hat polyarchy requires a relatively high 
agreement on both kinds of political goals. 

(b) The other is a continuum from autonomy to control. A group is 
autonomous to the extent that its policies are not controlled by indi
viduals outside the group. 

Madison's argument in effect states that a relatively high degree of 
group autonomy combined with a relatively high degree of disagree
ment over goals will act as an important limitat ion on the capacity of 
any putative majority to control government policy. But if we are con
cerned, as we are in this essay, wi th the conditions under which the 
existence of the Rule may be maximized, we do not find this a very 
happy answer. Hence we need ~o reconstruct Madison's argument; 
and while be would have put the following reconstruction with an 
elegance, force, and precision that are beyond my powers, I do not 
believe that he would have disagreed with the analysis. 

Let us imagine two groups of individuals. Group A prefers policy x 

16. I do not want to pursue an endless regression in definitioM. Jn these essays 
the meaning of ugovernment'' can either be accepted as intuitively more or lfss clear 
or the following definition can be used, despite its limitations: Government is tbe 
group of individuals with a sufficient monopoly of control to enforce orderly settle· 
meats of disputes. 
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to policy y and the other prefers y to x. Now, remembering that the 
complete social autonomy of a group is (delinitionally) identical with 
the complete absence of control by any outside individuals or groups, 
if Group A and Group Bare completely autonomous with respec t to one 
another on all policies, then no governmental relation exists between 
them, and hence they cannot be members of the same polyarchy. 
Given these extreme conditions, no political question will arise be
cause of their disagreement." Conversely, if the members of Groups A 
and B are autonomous on no choices, including x and y, then, in prin
ciple, polyarchy is possible among them, i.e., the Rule may be applied 
to resolve the question of x or y. Aside from other difficulties that may 
be imagined, if there is no autonomy and if the disagreement over 
x andy is very strong-as, for example, in such a question as slavery 
which goes to the very essentials of :;ocial structu re and ideology
t hen, as has been suggested in connection with Hypothesis 4, agreement 
on and training in the eight basic norms necessary to polyarchy will 
probably be reduced, perhaps drastically. That. is, disagreement plus 
no autonomy undermines polyarchy. 

If, however, the two groups are autonomous with respect to one an
other, a t least on t he choice between x and y, then the decision is no 
longer a political one for which the machinery of polyarchy needs to he 
employed. It becomes, like religious toleration, a non-pol itical question, 
and different choices may be compatible with a high degree of agree
ment on and training in the basic norms necessary for polyarchy. Hence 
we formulate the following hypothesis: 

Beyond some poinL, the sharper the disagreement over policies within a 
social organiza tion, and the larger the proportion of individuals involved in 
the disagreement, the greater the amount ol social autonomy required for 
polyarchy to exist at any given level. 

Now the extent of agreement cannot be considered entirely inde
pendently of the extent of political activity in an organization. The 
extent to which some of the conditions for polyarchy-1, 4, and 5-are 
met is also a measure of the polit ical activity of members, t hat is, the 
extent to which they vote in elections and primaries, participate in 

17. Under the conditions stated even war is ruled out. 
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campaigns, and seek and disseminate information and propaganda. 
Thus by definition: 

9. Polyarchy is a function of tlte political activity of the members." 

A good deal is now known about the variables with which political 
activity is associated; indeed, the next decade should produce a rather 
precise set of propositions about these relationships. At present we 
know that political activity, at least in the United States, is positively 
associated to a significant extent with such variables as income, socio
economic status, and education, and that it is also related in complex 
ways with belief systems, expectations, and personality structures. We 
now know that members of t he ignorant and unpropertied masses 
which Madison and his collea-gues so much feared are considerably less 
act ive politically than the educated and well-to-do. By their propensity 
for political passivity the poor and uneducated disfranchise them
selves." Since they also have less access than the wealthy to the 
organi?.ational, financial, and propaganda resources that weigh so 
heavily in campaigns, elections, legislative, and executive decisions, 
anything like equal control over government policy is triply barred to 
the members of Madison's unpropertied masses. They are barred by 
their relat ively greater inactivity, by their relatively limited access to 
resources, and by Madison's nicely contrived system of constitutional 
checks. 

VI 
These, then, are some of the relationships that we political scientists 

need to explore with the aid of our colleagues in other social sciences. 
That they are only a few of the crucial relationships is hardly con
testable. For example, a relationship, even if a complex one, un
doubtedly exists between the extent of political equality possible in a 
society and the distribution of income, wealth, status, and control 
over organizational resources. Moreover, it is increasingly likely that 

18. For an important complexity in this hypothetical function, see Appendix E 
to this chapter, "A note on the relation between agreement aod political activity." 

19. Ct. especially B. R. Berclson, P. F. Laza..,;leld, and IV. N. McPhee, op. cit.; 
S. M. Lipsct el al., "The Psychology of Voting: An Analysis of Political Behavior, 
H•tuR>ook of Social Psy<lwlogy (Cambridge: Addison· Wesley, 1954). 
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some relationship exists between the extent of polyarchy and the per
sonality structures of the members of an organi.zation ; we now speak 
of authoritarian and democratic personality types, even if our knowl
edge of these hypothetical types and their actual distribution in differ
ent societies is still highly fragmentary. It is too early to say, I think, 
that a high correlation has been established between polyarchy and the 
relative presence or absence of particular personality types ; but cer
tainly the efficacy of social training in the basic norms, mentioned 
above, must partly depend upon the deepest predispositions of the 
individual. 

Because concern with the social prerequisites of different political 
orders is as old as political speculation, no claim can be made for the 
novelty of the hypotheses in this chapter. I have simply set forth, 
sometimes more rigorously than is customary, a body of propositions 
hinted at, suggested by, inferred from, and often enough openly staled 
by various political scientists from Socrates to the present. Neverthe
less, it may be useful to distinguish this approach, if only in degree, 
from the Madisonian and populistic. 

Madison's compromise between the power of majorities and the 
power of minorities rested in large part, although not wholly, upon the 
existence of constitutional restraints upon majority action. As dis
t inguished from Madisonianism, the theory of polyarchy focuses pri
marily not on the constitutional prerequisites but on the social pre
requisites for a democratic order. The difference is one of degree: 
Madison, as we saw, was not indifferent to the necessary social condi
tions for his non-tyrannical republic. But surely it is not unfair to say 
that his primary concern was with prescribed constitutional controls 
rather than with the operating social controls, with constitutional 
checks and balances rather than with social checks and balances. After 
all, the Constitutional Convention had to design a constitution; it 
could not design a society. The men at the Convention took human 
nature and social structure largely for granted; their job, as they in
terpreted it, was to create a constitution most fully consonant both 
with human nature and social structure and with the goal of a republic 
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respectful of natural rights, particularly the natural rights of the well
born and the few. 

Yet the bent given to American thought by the Constitutional Con
vention and the subsequent apotheosis of its product have, I believe, 
hindered realistic and precise thinking about the requirements of de
mocracy. It is significan t that right up until Fort Sumter fell, the dis
pute between North and South was, with only a few important ex
ceptions, cast almost entirely in the language of constitutional law. The 
tragedy of the Dred Scott decision was not so much its outcome as the 
state of mind it bespoke. 

Because we are taught to believe in the necessity of constitutional 
checks and balances, we place little faith in social checks and balances. 
We admire the efficacy of constitutional separation of powers in curb
ing majorities and minorities, but we often ignore the importance of 
the restraits imposed by social separation of powers. Yet if the theory 
of polyarchy is roughly sound, it follows that in the absence of certain 
social prerequisites, no constitutional arrangements can produce a non
tyrannical republic. The hjstory of numerous Latin-American states is, 
I t hink, sufficient evidence. Conversely, an increase in the extent to 
which one of the social prerequisites is present may be far more im
portant in strengthening democracy than any particular constitu
tional design. Whether we are concerned with tyranny by a minority 
or tyranny by a majority, the theory of polyarcby suggests that the 
first and crucial variables to which political scien tists must direct 
their attention are social and not constitutional. 

Populistic theory as it was outlined in the last chapter was found to 
be formal and axiomatic but lacking in information about the real 
world. To say tbat perfect attainment of political equality and popular 
sovereignty is, by defirution of terms, consistent only with the majority 
principle is not to enunciate a wholly useless proposition, but neither 
is it very helpful. For what we desperately want to know (if we are 
concerned with political equality) is what we may do to maximize it 
in some actual situation, given existing conditions. 

If we wish to tum our attention to the chaos of the real world with-
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out getting totally lost in meaningless facts and trivial empiricism we 
need theory to help us order the incredible and baffling array of events. 
The theory of polyarcby, an inadequate, incomplete, primitive order
ing of the common store of knowledge ~>bout democracy, is formulated 
in the conviction that somewhere between chaos and tautology we 
shall be able sometime to construct a satisfactory theory about po
litical equality. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER J 

A. T~ d,finiliuna/ ch~trtUicristi~s of poiyarchy 

Polyarchy is defined loosely as a political system in which the following 
conditions exist to a relatively high degree: 

Duri"g tlu Doting period: 
I. Every member of the organization performs the acts we assume to 

constitute an expression of preference among the scheduled alternatives, 
e.g., voting. 

2. In tabulating these expressions (votes), the weight assigned to the 
choice of each individual is identical. 

3. The alternative with the greatest number of votes is declared the win
ning choice. 

Dt<ring the trtDoting period: 
4. Any member who perceives a set of •lternatives, at least one of which 

be regards as preferable to any of the alternatives presently scheduled, can 
insert his preferred alterna tive(s) among those scheduled for voting. 

5. All individuals possess identical information about the alternatives. 

During the post•oting perW<I: 
6. Alternatives (leaders or policies) with the greatest number of votes 

displace any alternatives (leaders or policies) with I ewer votes. 
7. The orders ol elected officials are executed. 

During the intereleclion stage: 
8.1. Either all interelection decisions are sulxlrdina.te or executory to 

those arrived at during the election stage, i.e., elections are in a sense con
trolling 

8.2. Or new decisions during the interel&tion period are governed by the 
preceding seven conditions, operating, however, under rather different 
institutional circumstances 

8.3. Or both. 

B. The mtaSwement of polyarchy 

In order to arrive at a set of scales .. ith which to measure polyarchy 
quantitatively, each of these conditions may be considered as designating 
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certain actions the frequenC}' of which can, in principle, be determined. If fre
quencies can be determined then we may convert the conditions either into 
statements about past frequencies, say, a long a scale from 0 to 100, or about 
expected fu ture frequencies, that is, probabilities ranged along a scale from 
0 to I. 

Thus the first condition can be converted into the statement that poly
archy is a function of the following variable: The fraction of the total mem
bership who perform (or alternatively, the probability that any randomly 
selected member will perfonn) the act we assume to cons titute an expression 
of preference among the scheduled alternatives. (This fraction can be desig
nated as PI-) It happens, however, that the first condition is most amenable 
to this treatment, for excellentdaLa exist in most organizations on the ex tent 
of participation in voting, the act which ordinarily, no doubt, would be used 
as the index of preference. Unfortunately, however, as we proceed down the 
list a number o f difficulties present themsclves. For some conditions our 
knowledge is no t, as in the case o f elections, already in quantita tive iorm nor 
is it likely to be; we have no frequency tables, fo r example, for Condition 7, 
and it is clear that formidable problems would arise in the attempt to de
termine such frequencies. In these cases frequencies or probabilities might 
have to be assigned by the observer in an intuitive and rather arbitrary way. 
Moreover, some of the conditions are complex ones and would be meaning
less if their ordering were to ignore these complexities. For example, in 
Condition 2 we would wan t to Lake into accoun t more than the frequency 
with which, or the probability that, some votes or voters will be weighted 
more than others. Until recently in Great Britain, aoout 375,000 people had 
an extra vote (either because they held a university degree or because they 
had business premises in a constituency different from their residence). 
Hence Condition 2 was certainly v iola t.ed at every election; but it was a rela
tively minor violation if we consider the magnitude of the electorate, for in 
1945 those with extra votes were only about 1.2 per cent of the total electo
ra te. \Vhat this suggests, however, is tha t we would want a measure of 
Condition 2 to Lake into account ooth the proportion of votes or voters 
weighted excessively and the comparative weights. It might be possible to 
design a scale to take these factors into account, though it is worth mention
ing that out of a half-dozen or so which initially seemed to me promising, all 
proved to be defective in one way or another. The best might be something 
like the following: 
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where W is the weight of the vote, N is the number of citizens or voters with 
that particular vote, and W is the mean weighted vote. This formula would 
give values approaching 0 as the magnitude of the deviations increased and 
equaling 1 in the case where all citiuns had votes of equal weight. In the 
British case, mentioned above, the result would be about 0.98. 

Conditions 4 and S are perhaps even more formid!able, for while it is easy 
enotJt!'h to detect the gross presence or absence of these conditions, to order 
the difleren t possible, and indeed probable, states of affairs along the con
tinuum will present numerous problems; needless to say, to impose a metrical 
scale on any such ordering would be even more difficult-if not, indeed, 
.ludicrous. 

C. Summary of IM hypothetictJl funclions relating polyarchy and its pre
ctmditions 

The specific shape of the following functions is not known, except that 
the dependent variable is assumed to be a positive and increasing function of 
the independent variable when all other factors are fixed. Hence, let t 
signify this relation. 

( ! ) P1tC1 when p, is one of the definitional characteristics of polyarchy 
and C1 is the consensus on the relevant norm. 

P,tc, 

Pate, 
(2) Pt(C1, C, ... Ca, X), where X is all other preconditions on which 

·polyarchy is dependent. 

(3) C1tS,, where S1 is social training in that norm. 

c,ts, 

14) Ct(S,, S, .. . Sa, X) 

(5) P,ts., etc., 

c,ts, 

and Ft(S, X) 

(6) StCa, where Ca is consensus on policy alternatives. 

(7) PtCa 

(8) S,1(Ca, C,) 
s,t(Ca, c,) 

Sst(Ca, Ca) 

and 

St(Ca, C,, Co ... Ca) 



(9) Pt(A, X), where A is political activity. 

(10) Pt(Ca, c,_., S, A, X) 

D. A ~ossible classifiCation of polyarchiu 
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l. Polyarchies are defined as: organizations in which all eight conditions 
are scaled at values equal to or greater than 0.5. 

1.1. Egalitarian polyarcbies are defined as : polyarchies in which all eight 
condit ions are scaled at values equal to or greater than 0.75. 

1.2. Non-egalitarian polyarchies are defined as all other polyarchics. 
2. Hierarchies are defined as: organizations in which all eight conditions 

are scaled at values less than O.S. 
2.1. Oligarchies are defined as: hierarchies in which some conditions are 

scaled at values equal to or greater than 0.25. 
2.2. Dictatorships a re defined as: hierarchies in which no conditions are 

scaled at values equal to 0.25. 
3. M ixed polities are defined as : the residual, i.e., organizations in which 

at least one condition is scaled at a value greater than or equal to 0.5, and at 
least one at a value less than 0.5. 

E. A nok on the relationship between agreement and political actioily 

So far as I am aware, very little reliable knowledge exists on the relation
ship between agreement and political activity and therefore on the relation
ship of the variables of hypotheses (2), (7), and (10) above. Francis Wilson 
has argued, in effect, that political activity tends to be inversely related to 
agreemen t on policy alternatives'' Symbolically: 

(11) At-Co 
From which it would foUow, if our hypothesis (9) is correct, that 

(12) Pt-Ca 
But clearly (7) and (12) cannot be true, for polyarcby cannot both increase 
and decrease with the extent of consensus over the total range. 

V. 0 . Key has, I think, demonstrated that Wilson's hypothesis is not 
suppor ted by such empirical evidence as we now have; and that, indeed, the 
converse might be maintained wi th as much or better reason. Thus we can
not reasonably argue that consensus is less in New Zealand, where 90 per 
cent of the adult population frequently goes to the polls in national elections, 
than in the United States, where 50-60 per cent vote. 

Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to suppose that within a given nation 
or other social organization there is over time some discernible associa tion 
between the extent of political activity and the extent of disagreement on 

20. "The Inactive Electorate and S<Xial Revolut;.on," S011thwest«n Pblil.iud 
Sci<n<e Quarterly, XVI, No. 4 (19.36), 73-84, cited in V. 0. Key, PoiUics ...a p,.,..,, Grovts (3d ed. ; New York: Thoma• Y. Crowell, 1952), p. 58. 
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policy alternatives. In a hypothetical s ituation where only two alternatives 
arc perceived the simplest case would be one like the following: 

100 

OOL-------------------------------------~100 

GREATEST PERCENTAGE WHO AGREE ON A SINGLE ALTERNATIVE 

Of course the straight line is a rbitrary; so long as the slope of the curve is 
always positive, any increase in consensus or any increase in politica-l activity 
must be associate<! with an increase in polyarchy. Now, it i.• reasonable to 
suppose that where consensus is very low, that is, where there is little agree
ment on any alternative, and hence great difficulty in achieving any alterna
tive, apathy may result. Likewise, it is reasonable to suppose that where 
consensus is very high, many individuals will feel little need to vote or other
wise to influence political decisions. If these suppositions were correct, then 
we would expect, up to some point, activity to rise with increasing agree
ment and thereafter to decline, as in the following diagram. 

From A to B no problem arises. From B to C, however, political activity 
decreases as agreement on policy increases. But decreasing political activity 
means tbat the values of P., P,, and P. would decline, i.e., polyarchy would 
decrease. Yet accordmg to hypothesis ~7) polyarchy "ould tend to increase. 

If we had sufficien t data the contradiction could probably be resolved. 
In the first place, we could then specify the domains within which the 
various functions apply. In the second place, we could introduce the time 
factor, which is ignored in the hypotheses but is undoubtedly of crucial im· 
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porta.nce. Thus an increase or decrease in agreement may only slowly show 
up in increased or decreased social training, whereas it may show up in po~ 
litical activity much more quickly. Finally, we could determine whether the 
relationships are reversible; they need not be. An increase in agreement may 
not decrease political activity by as large an amoun t as a n equivalent de
crease in agreement will increase it. Here the problems of empirical knowl
edge are formidable and quite possibly insoluble in any except very loose 
form. 
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The same difficulties apply to the relationship between polyarchy, po
litical activity, and consensus on the basic norms. But here we may en
counter an added problem, lor current evidence suggests that in the United 
States the lower one's socioeconomic cJass, the more authoritarian one's 
predispositions and the less active politically one is likely to be. Thus if an 
increase in political activity brings the authoritarian-minded into the po
litical areota, consensus 011 the basic norms among the politically active cer
tainly must be declining. To the extent that consensus declines, we would 
expect from hypothesis ( I} that, alter some Jag, polyarchy would also decline. 

In the tight ofall this we cannot assume that an increase in political activ
ity is always associated with an increase in polyarchy, as indicated in hy
pothesis (9}. The relationship is evidently a highly complex one; it needs a 
great deal more careful research and theory construction. 
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CHAPTER 4 

I 

Equality 
Diversity 
and Intensity 

Is there no clear-cut solution to t he problem Madison wrestled with 
and for which he designed his compromise? Is it possible to construct 
a system for arriving at decisions that is compatible with the idea of 
political equality and at the same time protects t he rights of minori
ties? Madison's own solut ion, as we saw, was shot through with as
sumptions and arguments that do not stand up under criticism. In 
what I chose to call populistic theory- starting from the premises of 
popular sovereignty and polit ical equality-we deduced by strict 
logic that the only procedural rule compatible with these two goals is 
the majority principle. Ry making "most preferred" equivalent to 
"preferred by the most" we deliberately bypassed a crucial problem: 
What if t he minority prefers its alternative much more passionately 
than the majori ty prefers a contrary alternative? Docs the majority 
principle still make sense? 

This is t.he problem of intensity. And as one can readily see, intensity 
is al most a modern psychological version of natural rights. For just as 
Madison believed that government should be constructed so as to 
preven t majorities from invad ing the natural rights of minorities, so a 
modern Madison might argue that government should be designed to 
inhibit a relatively apathetic majority from cramming its policy down 
the tbroats of a rela tively intense minority. 

90 
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II 
Unfortunately, intensity is not easy to define. As a preliminary 

definition we might say that it is the degree to which one wants or 
prefers some alternative} If, however, we wish to restrict ourselves to 
what we can observe, what shall we agree to mean by saying that A 
prefers x to y? If A is Jones, :t "the company of blondes," andy "the 
company of brunettes," then we must mean that when Jones has an 
opportunity to choose, he chooses the company of blondes rather than 
brunettes. Or at a minimum, some part of his observed behavior-in 
this case, perhaps, what Jones tells us about himself-permits us to 
predict that he will choose blondes rather than brunettes. 

Note that we cannot say bow much he prefers blondes to brunettes. 
Jones himself has no need to know how much he prefers blondes to 
brunettes; yet the basic fact that we cannot measure the intensity of 
his preferences raises some interesting and indeed serious problems for 
democratic theory. For if we cannot measure how much Jones prefers 
blondes to brunettes, or how much Smith prefers brunettes to blondes, 
what can we possibly mean when we say that Jones prefers blondes to 
brunettes more than Smith prefers brunettes to blondes? Surprising as it 
may seem, in the general case (if not in this specific one), the question is 
highly troublesome.' For how can we ever know that some minority 
prefers its alternative more than the majority? Is the antithesis be
tween an intense minority and an apathetic majority meaningless? 

It may be argued that even if the antithesis is not meaningless, it is 
irrelevant. Yet there are two reasons why it would be important to 
estimate intensities-why one may want to know whether an altema-

1. The reader wiJl understand that wanting an alternative includes v.·anting not 
to have some specified alternative. That is, wanting not to be forced to take altema~ 
tive sis to want alternative unot-x." 41Want" and uprefcr" are used interchangeably 
iD the discussion that follows. 

2. Notice that we arc e.zcluding here two other questions of Jess relevance to 
democratic theory: 

(I) II A and B both prefer" to y, does A prefer " to 1 more than B prefers 
:r toy? 

(2) II A prefers s to y and B prefers p to g, does A prefer s to y more than B 
prefers p to q1 

A moment's reflection will, I think, show why these questions are not of great 
relevance to democr&tic theory. 
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tive is only slightly preferred by a majority and intensely distasteful 
to some minority. 

The first reason is essentially ethical in character, and not everyone 
will agree that it is important. Suppose that A prefers x toy, B prefers 
y to x, and the choice of one excludes the other. Many of us would like 
to know whether A prefers x toy more than B prefers y to x. All other 
things being the same, many of us would want A to have his alternative 
if his preference were considerably more intense. Of course all other 
things frequently are not the same, and then we may want to disregard 
intensities. But if the outcome is otherwise a matt.er of indifference, it 
might seem fair to establish the rule that the individual with t he more 
intense preference should get ltis way. 

If a collective decision is involved, one that requires voting, would 
it be possible to construct ru les so that an apathetic majority only 
slightly preferring its alternative could not override a minority strongly 
preferring its alternative? I shall not try to prove that such rules would 
be desirable; but if they could be designed, evidently t hey would 
answer a problem that, in one way or another, has frequently dis
turbed democratic theorists, particularly in the United States. The 
modern invocation of Calhoun's idea of "concurrent majorities" is per
haps an effort to prove the need for such rules and the manner in which 
they might be designed. 

The second reason why the comparison of intensities of preference 
is important arises from a desire to predict the stability of a demo
cratic system and perhaps even to design rules to guarantee its stabil
ity. As an illustration let us assume a simple bipolar situation where 
citizens must choose or reject some alternative. Let us suppose further 
that we have carefully polled samples of citizens in order to determine, 
after excluding those who are indifferent or have no opinion, t he pro
portions who are for and against the policy. Each of these major 
groups is, in tum, subdivided into those strongly, moderately, or sligh t
ly for or against. We can now imagine six different types of distribution. 

First, opinion may be overwhelmingly for (or against) the pol icy, 
with the greatest number feeling a strong preference, as in Figure 2. Or 
opinion may be overwhelmingly for (or against) t he alternative, with 
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the greatest number only slightly for (against) it, as in Figure 3. Third, 
opinion may be more or less evenly split for and against it but with the 
preponderant numbers only slightly preferring their alternative, as in 
Figures 4 and 5. 

Now in a polyarchal social organization that employs the Rule dur
ing the process of choosing policy, none of these distributions raises 

8 

A- STRONGLY 

8-MOOCRATE~Y 

C-S~IGHTLY 

- -FOR - -
C 8 A 
-AGAINST-

Frc. 2.-5trong consensus with strong preferences 

8 c 
--FOR--

A-STRONGLY 

8-MOOERATELY 

C-SLIGHTLY 

c 8 • 
-AGAINST-

Ftc. 3.-Strong consensus with weak preferences 
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any serious problems. In so far as we are concerned with intensities, 
application of the Rule is not ethically repugnant ' or is it likely to 
produce instability. 

40 

A - STRONGLY 

B -MODERATELY 

C-SLIGHTLY 

FIO. 4.- Modecate disagreement: symmetrical 

A- STRONGLY 

8-MOOERATELV 

C-SLIGHTLY 

Ftc. S.-Moderate di.s3sreement: asymmetrical 

3. In the limited sense of the problem under consideration here. That is, in 
these instances the majority, where one exists, contains at least as many individuals 
who are strongly for or against the policy as does the minority. 
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Although the data are very fragmentary indeed, it is a reasonable 
hypothesis that opinion on major issues in stable polyarchies tends to 
vary among these four types. Thus in response to the question "Do 
you think it would make a good deal of difference to the country 
whether the Democrats or Republicans win the election . . . or that 
it won't make much difference which side wins?" among a national 

2!1 

~ 15 
;= 
z ... 
~ ... 
Q. 10 

A-A GOOODEAL 

B-SOME,MINOII 

C-NONF 

Source: Angus Campbal, Gerald Cutin. and Wa.rren E. Miller, Tlu Voter Duitkt, p. JS. Table 
3.9. Tht response "It dtper!ds" .,..._ DOt more tbao I ptr ctat in aDy category. j"Doo'l k.o.ow or a.ol...., 
cc.ru.ined" V&rted from 4-J I per cent. Ntlt~r l$ ioc:luded i.n Fir. 6. 

Fie. 6.-Preferene<S of voters in the 1952 presidential eleclion. Responses to the 
question, "Do you think it would make a good deal of difference to the country 
whether the Democrats or Republicans win the elections . .. or that it won't make 
much difference which side wins? .. 

sample interviewed during the seven weeks before the 1952 election, 
only about a fifth thought it would make a good deal of difference to 
the country, whereas nearly a third thought it would make no differ
ence. The responses are distributed rather like our hypothetical distri
bution in Figure 5. That is, the election of 1952 was evidently a case of 
moderate,asymmetrical disagreement (see Fig. 6) . In this poll as in many 
others, however, the phrasing of the question makes a vast amount of 
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difference. Thus when the question was asked "Would you say you 
personally care a good deal which party wins the presidential election 
this fall, or that you don't care very much which party wins?" the 
distribution changes (see Fig. 7). Slightly more than a quarter say they 
"care very much" and only about one-eighth say that they "don't ca·re 
at all." However, the moderates who "care somewhat" (39 per cent) 
together with the relatively indifferent who do not care very much or 
not at all still constitute over two-thirds of the total. It seems likely 

A - VERY MUCH 

8 - SOMEWHAT 

C-NOT VERY MUCH 

0-NOT AT ALL 

B C 
PREFER 

EISENHOWER 

0 C B 
PREFER 

STEVENSON 

Source: Campbell et al, ot. dJ. Respoo:ses tabulated as "It depend-s" an<l"Don't lmow or not • .,.. 
ccrtalned" acx:ount I Of *• tbaA 5 per c:tut ia t.lllhree catt~oriet and were notlnduded In Pia. 7. 

Fro. 7.- Preferences of voters in the 1952 presidential election. "Would you say 
you personally care a good deal which party wino the presidential election this la.ll, 
or that you don't care very much which party wins?" 

that the first question would provide a more reliable basis for predict
ing possible postelection discontent and resistance than the second, 
but in either case as the proportion at the extremes increased we 
should expect that a peaceful acceptance of the election outcome would 
become less and less likely. 

That is, let us suppose that each side comes to regard the victory 
of the other as a fundamental threat to some very highly ranked values. 
In the decade before the American Civil War the struggle over the 
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disposition of the western lands became increasingly intense; while at 
the beginning of that fateful decade compromise solutions were still 
possible, by its end no acce1>table compromises could be discovered. 
For it had become more and more clear to southern leaders that if 
slavery were prohibited in the territories and these vast areas came into 
the Union as free states, then in time the free states would be able to 
control public policy and even to alter the Constitution itself. To be 
sure, many later writers have concluded that the institution of slavery 
would have been uneconomic in the western territories and therefore 
could not have survived there or perhaps even in the South. All that is 
relevant here, however, is that many people in the North evidently be
lieved that if slavery were permitted in the territories, this would alter 
the political balance against the free states and ultimately frustrate 
the rising pressure for free lands. Thus any election interpreted as a 

I 

clear-cut victory for one side was almost certain to be so il,ltolerable to 
the other that it would refuse to accept the outcome. We surmise that 
in 1860 such an election took place. This does not mean that many 
voters had this issue uppermost in their minds when they went to the 
polls, for it is entirely possible that the election of 1860 was decided 
mainly on issues other than slavery and free lands. Nevertheless, the 
election precipitated a series of decisions, each one of which evidently 
closed out certain alternatives; by the spring of 1861 the alternatives 
were rapidly narrowing down to a small number, aU of which were in
tolerable to one of the two sides. Civil war may not have been inevita
ble. But a stable polyarchy including both North and South had be
come highly improbable. 

Resistance to the operation of majority rule can ta.ke several forms, 
depending upon the relative size of the defeated minority and the 
victorious majority, their geographical location, their access to re
sources, their belief systems, and the nature of the issues between them. 
The Whisky Rebellion was not revolution; it was only resistance to 
tax collectors. Another possibility is a coup d'tl4t or revolutionary 
seizure of power as in Spain with Franco, in Czechoslovakia with the 
Communists, or in France with Louis Napoleon. Secession is a third 
possibility. We might even wish to include overt compliance and 
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secret rejection of the legitimacy of the political order as a fourth pos
sibility. In any event, where each side is large and each regards the 
victory of the other as a fundamental threat to some very highly 
ranked values, it is reasonable to expect serious difficulties in the con
tinued operation of a polyarchal system. 

This case is suggested in Figure 8. Whenever something approxi
mating to this distribution persists, no constitutional machinery is 
likely to guarantee the application of the Rule. Rejection of the Rule 
may appear in the shape of a refusal to comply with the law, revolu-

A- STRONGL. < 

8-MOOERATEL.< 

C-SLIGHTLY 

FIG. 8. -Severe disagreement: symmetrical 

tion, secession, withdrawal of legitimacy from polyarchal government, 
or other means. Of this much we can be. certain: the system of checks 
and balances in the Madisonian constitution did not prevent one of the 
bloodiest civi.l wars in the history of Western man. None of the numer
ous constitutional devices suggested at the time proved acceptable, 
and even in retrospect it is impossible to discover any purely constitu
tional solution for what was a profoundly rooted social conflict. 

Thus if the first four distributions raise no special problems for 
polyarchies, the distribution in Figure 8 may be said to lie outside its 
capacities; therefore, it too can be ignored in the discussion that fol-
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lows. However, let us now distinguish from the distribution in Figure 8 
a rather different kind of disagreement, namely, where a large minority 
has a strong preference for one of two alternatives and the opposing 
majority has only a slight preference for the other one (see Fig. 9). If 
there is any case that might be considered the modem analogue to 
Madison's implicit concept of tyranny, I suppose it is this one. Indeed, 
it is often held that the various features of the American political sys
tem that modify the straightforward operation of majority rule are of 
particularly crucial importance in resolving situations of this kind. 

40 

A- STRONGL~ 

8-MOO€RATELY 

C-SLIGHTLY 

Fto. 9.-Severe djsagreement: asymmetrical 

III 
I have now suggested two reasons why it would be helpful for the 

development of democratic theory if we could assume that some means 
exist for comparing intensities of preference. But do such means exist? 

If by "intensity" we mean the sensations of another person, then we 
are defeated at the outset. It is obvious that we can never directly ob
serve the sensations of another person; whatever we experience direct
ly, or whatever we observe by introspection, are always our own sensa
tions. In no conceivable way, then, can we directly observe and com
pare the sensate intensities of preference of different individuals. More 
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than that, since we can never directly observe the sensations of others 
we can never treat sensations as observable variable$ with which, given 
a sufficient number of cases, we could correlate changes in facial ex
pression, words, posture, or even the chemistry of the body. We can 
correlate chemical changes in the body with changes in the words our 
subject uses about his sensations, but the sensations themselves will 
always elude us. We can and do postulate that sensations do exist in 
others, but we cannot directly observe them. In this sense of measuring 
intensities of feeling or sensation, it is meaningless to say that A prefers 
x to y more than B prefers y to x. 

Yet most of us will continue to make such statements and to believe 
that they are meaningful. We shall argue whether Ellen really wants 
her dress more than Peter wants his transformer or Eric his bicycle, 
and we shall not for a moment doubt that our discussion is meaningful. 
We shall continue to believe not only that we can guess intelligently 
but that we must guess intelligently about such things. I think that 
the core of meaning is to be found in the assumption that the uniformi
ties we observe in human beings must carry over, in part, to the un
observables like feeling and sensation; to assume that sensation is 
autonomous and not reliably connected with overt behavior seems 
more arbitrary and less sensible than the alternative postulate. In a 
sense we are denying that every individual is unique and therefore 
unknowable; we are assuming that t here are uniformities. We assume 
further that some uniformities in overt behavior are roughly associated 
with some uniformities in inner states, al though we soon discover that 
a whole lifetime will be insufficient to explore all the subtle relation
ships between observable behavior and the inner life we postulate in 
others. 

Out of all the kinds of overt. behavior we observe, we select some as 
possible measuring rods. Even when we apply each with great care, in 
the end we still cannot escape the fact that we do not know whether 
these measuring rods really measure sensate intensity. However, since 
we must act somehow, we use these as guesses or postulates. Then we 
seek to reduce a sit uation of choice to these postulated measuring rod$. 
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If gross discrepancies show up on our measuring rods we conclude that 
intensities differ.' 

Suppose one group of citizens in a town wants more schools even if 
this means higher property taxes for themselves, and another group 
wants low property taxes, even if this means crowded schools. Members 
in both groups, let us suppose, believe they have about a so-so chance 
of winning at the town meeting if they do nothing at all before the 
meeting. Suppose that the partisans of more schools sacrifice time, 
energy, leisure, and convenience to make their case known; speech and 
manner are marked by tension, frustration, irritation, anger, anxiety. 
The partisans of lower taxes, however, are unexcited and even apa
thetic and are heard to remark in private that a rise in the tax rate is 
not going to hurt them, but they feel they had better protest just to 
keep the PTA people from running away with the town. I think most 
of us will conclude that, although a number of alternative explanations 
present themselves (such as the possibility that the school advocates 
really like to organize and agitate) , it is not unreasonable to say that 
the PTA group prefers schools over low taxes more than their oppo
nents prefer low taxes over schools. 

Several conclusions are, I believe, indicated by the discussion so far: 

I. Most of us appear to believe that we can make comparisons of intensi
ties. 

2. We do so by postulating certain types of overt behavior as crude 
measures of intensities. 

3. But we can do no more than postulate. We can never directly observe 
sensate intensities of want or preference; hence we can never know what the 
overt behavior we use as a measure really measures, unless it measures other 
kinds of overt behavior. 

4. Even in the best of circumstances, where a variety of our postulated 
measuring rods seem to reveal crude differences in sensate intensity, altern&· 
t ive e.planations are usually plausible. 

5. However, "intensity" can be defined simply by reference to some 
observable response, such as a statement of one's feelings, willingness to 
give up leisure, etc. 

4. For a more formal statement see Appendix C to this chapter. In some re
spects my argument parallels that of I. D. M. Little, A CNiique of W .Jfare &ntJmi<s 
(Oxford: Oxford University Pr.-s, 1950). However, compare pp. 55-59 with my 
argument above and in Appendix C. 
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6. If intensity is restricted to observable responses, then in principle A's 
intensity can be compared with B's. 

7. Whether this is a satisfactory disposition of the intensity problem, 
however, depends upon the kind of decision we are required to make. 

What, now, about our two problems? As to the first, the ethical 
problem, evidently the kind of intensity at stake is sensate. Hence, 
strictly speaking, we cannot construct any method for measuring or 
comparing difierent intensities in this sense. Only if we agree to regard 
some observable behavior as equivalent to sensate intensity can we 
begin to grapple with the problem at all. But many people will un
doubtedly feel that in this case a solution to the problem with which we 
began bas really eluded us and the use of overt behavior only begs the 
question. 

Our second problem, the problem of stability, is of a different kind. 
For we are concerned with how people in the political system "feel" 
only so that we can predict how they are likely to act If we can predict 
how they are likely to act from observations of other overt behavior, 
then we do not need to worry ourselves with the question whether we 
really know how they feel. In principle, then, the problem seems cap
able of solution,' though it must be recorded that social science has not 
yet caught up with this problem. How stability varies in a democratic 
system with difierent distributions of preferences and intensities is a 
question that has scarcely been touched, except perhaps in a highly 
speculative fashion. 

IV 
Let us now assume that: 

1. We can somehow determine overt intensities, that is, we derive a kind 
of "intensity scale" from overt behavior that will enable us to predict types 
of future political activity that influence the stability of the democratic 
system. 

2. A case of "severe asymmetrical disagreement" exists; that is, a major~ 
ity slightly prefers one alternative, and a minority strongly prefers a mutual
ly exclusive alternative. 

3. We wish to construct a set of rules or procedures that will facilitate a 
choice among the alternatives. 

S. Cf. S. A. Stouffer tl al., J{ ta.rurtnunt ond Prtdictt'on, Vol. IV of Studies in 
Social Psychology in World War]/ (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950), 
chaps. ii, ill, vi, vii, viii. 
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4. The rules must take not merely number.; of individuals into account
as in a pure majority rule-but also the intensity of their preferences. 

5. The rules must operate so as to permit a minority veto over the major
ity only in cases where a relatively apathetic majority would, under pure 
majority rule, be able to override a relatively more intense minority. That is, 
the rule must be designed to distinguish the case of "severe asymmetrical 
disagreement" from the other distributions and permit a minority veto in 
that case only. 

A word about the last requirement. If a decision carried by a rela
tively indifferent majority against the relatively strong preference 

of a minority is thought to be dangerous to stability (or ethically un

desirable) then surely we must also regard as dangerous (or ethically 
undesirable) any decision in which (1) the minority gets its way by 

blocking the majority and (2) the number of individuals in the majority 

with a strong preference is equal to or greater than the number in the 
minority with an equally strong preference. 

Without necessarily laying down a set of Utopian requirements, is 
it possible to design a set of rules to meet these specifications, at least 

in a crude way?' Since it is the Rule of populistic theory that creates 

the problem in the first place, it might be thought that an answer could 
be found in a kind of neo-Madisonian position. To the question, "How 

can we restrain a nearly indifferent majority from imposing its prefer
ence on a highly intense minority?" neo-Madisonian theory might be 
read as answering: 

First, by a system of prescribed constitutional rules supplemented 

by organizational practices and procedures at key stages in the de

cision process-in political parties, elections, legislative activity, and 
judicial control, for example-so that an influential minority at any 

of these stages may veto the alternative preferred by a majority. 
Second, by a social system of such diverse interests that instances 

of severe asymmetrical disagreement are unlikely to arise. 

6. The economist, concerned u he is with "maximizing" behavior, would prob-
ably begin the other way round, i.e., he would set out to describe perfe<:t attainment 
and then, perhaps, seule for some crude approximation. But as Herbert Simon has 
suggested, a more useful concept of rationaJ choice is to be discovered in the concept 
of "satisfactory payoff/' as distinct £rom a. maximum or optimum payoff. Cf. h.is 
"A Behavioral Model of Rational Choice," Qu<lrwly Journal of E<on-i<s, LIX 
(February, 1955), 99-118, eop. 108 fl. 
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Let us examine both of these briefly. As to the first, what guaranty 
does it provide that the fifth condition will be met-that the veto will 
be used only in cases of severe asymmetrical disagreement? 

It would be challenging to design alternative sets of procedures in 
an effort to discover whether any among them would distinguish the 
case of severe asymmetrical disagreement from all others. However, 
let us content ourselves with the more modest question whether the 
set of constitutional and political procedures used in the making of 
decisions in the national government of tbe United States does in fact 
operate to distinguish this case. The only way we can answer that 
formidable question-if, indeed, we can answer it at all-is to take a 
brief look at some of the basic arrangements and the beneficiaries 
thereof; we shall return to this problem in Section V. 

The second proposition has been defended in three ways. First, 
Madison's own defense seems to imply that, given sufficient diversity 
of interests and a large enough geographical area, no majorities can be 
organized and made effective in national decisions. But if this we~ true 
then no additional rules and procedures would be necessary; social 
checks and balances would be sufficient without superimposing addi
tional constitutional checks and balances. A second line of defense is, 
however, that while a social system of diverse interests makes persist
ent majorities very difficult to organize, it does not render them im
possible. Therefore a fuller guaranty is provided against majority 
tyranny if sufficient procedural checks are added so that any tentative 
majority will break itself against the successive constitutional and 
other political barriers. Here again we must ask whether these constitu
tional barriers distinguish the case of severe asymmetrical agreement 
from the others, or do they arbitrarily benefit some minorities at the 
expense of other minorities or possible majorities? We can only answer 
this by examining the particular arrangements and the particular 
beneficiaries. 

The third defense, a popular one among American political scientists, 
draws upon the hypothesis of overlapping memberships. If most indi
viduals in the society identify themselves with more than one group, 
then there is some positive probability that any majority contains 
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individuals who identify themselves for certain purposes with the 
threatened minority. Members of the threatened minority who 
strongly prefer their alternative will make their feelings known to these 
members of the tentative majority who also, at some psychological 
level, ide.ntify themselves with the minority. Some of these sympa
thizers will shift their support away from the majority alternative and 
the majority will crumble. 

Although, so far as I know, nothing except the most fragmentary 
evidence exists for this ingenious hypothesis, it is highly plausible; 
and I hope that before it becomes an unchallenged axiom of American 
political science it will at least be examined with some empirical rigor. 
For our purposes, it is important to note that if the hypothesis is true, 
then, in all the instances to which it applies, no further rules or pro
cedures are necessary. If, however, there are instances of severe asym
metrical disagreement to which it does not apply, then it is appropriate 
to ask whether the particular set of rules and procedures making up 
American politics will provide a solution. We now turn to this question. 

v 
Among the overt constitutional arrangements to which Americans 

accede, three suggest themselves as possible solu tions to our problem. 
The nrst is judicial review of legislation combined with a minority veto 
over constitutional amendments. The second is the structure of the 
Senate. The third consists of certain relations between the President, 
the two houses of Congress, and the electorate. We shall consider only 
the first two in this chapter. 

I t is appropriate to point out here that all three arrangements are 
usually defended by a style of argument so essentially Madisonian 
that I have, throughout these essays, named it as such. Nevertheless, 
at the Convention Madison himself was strongly opposed to the equal 
representation of states in the Senate, even if he finally acquiesced to 
it as the only possible compromise; and his suggestions for constitu
tional review provided for a council of revision that could have been 
overridden by a simple majority vote of Congress. Yet there is a cer
tain justice in speaking of the whole system of constitutional restraints 
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as Madisonian. For if Madison could grow indignant over the power of 
minorities when he thought of the great state of Virginia being set on 
a par with Delaware in t he Senate, because his nice distinctions were 
at bottom arbitrary it was inevitable that his general argument should 
in time add stature to all the defenses against unlimited majority rule 
that were written into and about the Constitution. 

Judicial review derives its strategic importance from the difficulties 
of altering the Constitution by formal amendment. As is well known, 
one-third plus one of the voting members of either bouse can prevent 
an amendment; if the amendment passes that barrier, one-fourth plus 
one of the states can veto it. Consequently if the Supreme Court vetoes 
legislation supported by even a substantial majority of the electorate, 
it by no means follows that the disappointed majority can then amend 
the Constitution. Conversely, if the Constitution permitted easy 
amendment by majorities, then most of the advantages of judicial re
view set forth by its advocates would also disappear. Hence we cannot 
consider judicial review independent of the amending power. 

Although we can rarely be sure that a majority of the electorate 
actually favors a given controversial policy, in the case of child labor 
legislation the evidence that a majority favored national legislation is 
about as good as we are likely to find. In 1916 a Democratic Congress 
passed the first child labor law in the nation's history by a vote of 
337-46 in the House and 52- 12 in the Senate. Two years later, the 
Supreme Court held the law unconstitutional by a vote of 5-4. Within 
eight months a newly elected Republican Congress passed a new child 

labor law by a vote of 312- 11 in the House and so-12 in the Senate.' 
Three years later the Supreme Court held that law unconstitutional by 
a vote of 8- 1. A constitutional amendment was thereupon introduced 

in t he Congress; in 1924 it passed the House by a vote of 297-69 and 

the Senate by a vote of 61- 23. After some initial rejections and some 
subsequent reversals, within twelve years the legislatures of twenty

four states with over 50 per cent of the population of the United States 

7. In the Senate the vote was on the child labor a.mendment to the Revenue BiU 
for 1919; the vote on the entire Revenue Bill was 41-22. In the House the vote was 
on the entire Revenue Bill; no separate vote on the amendment was recorded. 
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had passed the amendment. By 1938, twenty-eight states with 55.6 per 
cent of the population had passed the amendment.a In that year, 
Congress passed t he Fair Laoor Standards Act, which included pro
visions outlawing child labor. In 1942 the Supreme Court upheld the 
measure. Thus by all the tests we can possibly employ, it seems fair 
to say that for over twenty years a legislative majority favored child 
lalx>r legislation; and while the inference is more hazardous, it is likely 
that a majority of the electorate also favored child labor legislation. 
Yet because a minority of the national legislature, and probably a 
minority of the electorate, were supported by Supreme Court decisions, 
they were able to exercise an effective veto on child labor laws. 

Does the Supreme Court's veto over Congressional legislation pro
vide an answer to our problem of protecting the intense minority from 
the apathetic majority?' It should be said at once that the Court's 
defenders do not make this distinction. On the contrary, in the view of 
the Court and its partisans, it is precisely the intense law-making 
majority against which the rights of minorities must be defended . 
Joseph Choate enunciated a common conception of the Court's proper 
role when during his attack on the income tax in 1895 he said: 

... If it be true, as my learned friend said in closing, that the passions of 
the people are aroused on this subject, if it be true that a mighty army of 
sixty million citizens i.• likely to be incensed by this decision, it is the more 
vital to the future welfare of this country that this Court again resolutely 
and courageou~y declare, as .Marshall did, that it has the power to set aside 
an act of Congress violative of the Constitution, and that it will not hesitate 
in executing that power, no matter wha t the threatened consequences of 
popular or populistic wrath may be.•• 

Is it nevertheless reasonable to say that the process of judicial re
view of national legislation has in fact provided an effective protection 
for intense minorities against the invasions of apathetic majorities and 

8. Cl. Appendix A to this chapter lor a comment on the significance ol the 
amending process as a guide to the e.riste.nce of a majority. 

9. In what follows I have deliberately excluded the question of judicial veto of 
state legislation. This involves a rather different set of issues, and examination of 
the record might well Jead to a different set of conclusions. 

10. Quoted in Carl Brent Swisher, Am<ri<on c.,..tilutional Dmlopmenl (2d ed.; 
Booton: Houghton Mifllin Co., 1954), p. 448. 
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at the same time has not prevented relatively intense majorities from 
attaining their goals? If this were ~o, then the Court would constitute 
a nice solution to the problem of severe asymmetrical disagreement. 

Now it is clear that we cannot answer this question unless we can 
first distinguish an apathetic majority from and intense one. But how 
can we do so? In the first place, how can we be sure what constitutes 
majority preference? Until quite recently we have had no opinion 
polls- at least, no scientific ones. In the absence of scientific pre
election opinion surveys, popular votes cast in national elections pro· 
vide little guide, for issues entering into campaigns are always so com
plex that only by the wildest inference could we relate the percentage 
of votes cast for President directly to, say, a specific piece of legisla
tion." If even today- with the elaborate techniques of sounding public 
opinion now available to us-we cannot be at all sure of the relative 
importance of various issues, candidates, and voting habits in the im
mediately preceding election, how much more must this be so in the 
elections of a generation or a century ago? 

I believe, therefore, that at present we can rarely speak with any 
reliability abou t majority preference in national elections of preceding 
decades. Usually all that we can properly say is that a given piece of 
legislation passed or failed each house by a given percentage of the 
votes and was signed or vetoed by the President. Hence in what follows 
we shall only speak of a law-making majority in the very restricted 
sense just. indicated, i.e., a majority of the voting members of both 
houses plus presidential acquiescence. 

If it is difftcult to determine majority preferences on a specific piece 
of legislation, it is even more difficult to determine whether a hypo
thetical majority was relatively intense or apathetic. Perhaps the only 
available test is the extent to which efforts were made to repass the 
legislation, to amend the Constitution, to alter the Supreme Court's 

II. This point is further deve!OJ>ed in chapter 5, I'P· 124 fl. It should be said that 
careful election studies employlng census and other data, and using good if not 
elaborate statistical techniques, might do a great deal to give us a reasonably re· 
liable reconstruction o£ some of the key determinants of past elections. Some studies 
()j this kind are in progress at the Bureau of Applied Social Research1 Columbia Uni· 
versity. I doubt whether most of the standard historical explanatioos for electoral 
victory and defeat will stand up under this kind or inquiry. 
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jurisdiction, to pack the Court, and otherwise to bring about a new 
outcome. In this limited sense only, we may properly say that law
making majorities ior the income tax or against child labor were prob
ably not apathetic. 

In the same restricted sense we can speak of a law· making minority, 
without always knowing whether it expresses only minority preferences 
among the electorate, and we can try to determine its intensity by its 
activities and persistence. 

It is all too clear, I am afraid, that when we restrict ourselves to 
reliable inferences, we cannot talk with much confidence about our 
problem. This, in fact , is perhaps the most signilleant conclusion we can 
make. For if we are looking for a set of procedures to protect intense 
minorities against apathetic majorities; and if one possible set of ar
rangements is defended by an appeal to past experience; and if the past 
experience is shown to be irrelevant because we cannot interpret it 
with any reliability ; then we must regard the attempts to defend these 
particular arrangements as mostly arbitrary prejudices. 

Nonetheless, it may be useful to see what tentative conclusions we 
can derive from our historical experience with the Supreme Court. 
Over its whole history, the Supreme Court has held Congressional 
legislation unconstitutional in seventy-seven cases.11 In almost one
third of these cases the aims of the original Congressional legislation 
were subsequently achieved by other means; in one-fifth of the cases 
the subsequent action took place in four years or less.11 Jn at least four 
cases, more than twenty years were required. The most extreme in· 
stance of the judicial veto is child labor legislation, where twenty-six 
years intervened between the first law-mak.ing majority and the final 

t2. United States, Library ol Congress, Legislative Reference Service, Pro· 
.n.rums of Fttkral Law BtJd U.u;omlilulional by tho Sup..,., C""'t (Washington, 
1936), p. 95. Since this compilation, the only additional decision Is Uniud Stotu v. 
Lovl!fl, 328 U.S. 30J (1946). 

13. My computations here are aomewhat different I rom those on pages 135-36 
ol the Library ol Congress document cited in note 12. However, many or the cases 
which the author or that document includes under other headlnp should be really 
COitli<J<red as instancc:s where the ori&inal object was achieved. Thus v.hile it is 
technically correct to say that there was "no legislative action in retpOnse to de· 
cialon" after DrtJ Se$ v. SOJtJjHJ, It would be false to uy that t.he effects or that 
decision were not subsequently overcome. 
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consent of the Supreme Court. National legislation on workmen's com
pensation for longshoremen and harbor workers required twenty-five 
years and three different laws, one by a Democratic Congress in 1917, 
one by a Republican Congress in 1922, and the third by a Republican 
Congress in 1927. To attain our income tax took nineteen years, two 
different laws, and a constitutional amendment." 

ln the remaining two-thirds of the cases where the ends were not 
subsequently achieved by other means, a considerable number in
volved temporary legislation and a large number involved essentially 
trivial or minor aspects of the legislation. There is, I believe, no case on 

TABLE I 

TERMS OF OFFICE OF SUPREME COiiRT ]ITSTICES 

Yea.rs Perce.otage 
Cum. 

Ptrctotaxe 

1-4 . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. 9.2 9 .2 
s-s .. . . . . . . . . ' ...... 21 .8 31.0 
9-12 ...... . . .. .• . •.. 14.9 45 .9 

13- 16 . . . . ... . .... .. .• 14 .9 60.8 
17-20 . .... . . .. .• . . . . . 8 . 1 68.9 
21-24 . .. ... ......... . 11.5 80.4 
25-28 . ..... .. .. • . ... . 9 . 2 89.6 
29-32 . . .... . .. .. .. ... 5.8 95.4 
33-36 .... .. . .. . . . . ... 4.6 100.0 

100.0 

record where a persistent law-making majority bas not, sooner or later, 
achieved its purposes. 

The great assets of the persistent law-making majority are se
nescence and death . The Supreme Court endures; judges are merely 
mortal. In the history of the Court, on the average one new justice 
has been appointed every twenty-three months. Thus a law-making 
majority bas a reasonable chance of appointing two new members in 
one presidential term and four members in two presidential terms. 
Over 30 per cent of all justices have served eight years or less. The 
median is fifteen years (see Table 1). Since the President and the Senate 

14. For a discussion of the Civil Rights cases, see Appendix B to this chapter. 
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scrutinize carefully the views of appointees to the Court and since the 
appointees are usually members of the dominant party or sympathetic 
to its views, it is not surprising that sooner or later " the Supreme Court 
follows the election retums."1

' What is surprising is that the interval 
is, in some cases, so long. 

Turning back to the problem with which we began, what conclu
sions can we reasonably come to? I think the evidence indicates that : 

1. In about two-thirds of the cases where the Supreme Court has 
held federal legislation unconstitutional , we cao infer that the law
making majority was not intense. At any rate, it made no subsequent 
effor t to achieve the purposes of the legislation ill other ways. 

2. Even in these cases, however, we have no way of knowing 
whether the minority protected by the Court was in some sense more 
intense in its preferences, unless we are prepared to say that, by 
definition, carrying the case to the courts is a sufficient indication of 
relative intensity. 

3. In all the remaining cases, or about one-third of the total, the 
effects of the veto were overcome by other means- in one instance, by 
a civil war. 

4. But in some of these cases, including the income tax, child labor, 
workmen's compensation, the regulation of the hours and wages of 
women, and others, the Supreme Court effectively delayed an ap
parently intense law-making majority for as much as a quarter of a 
century. 

Thus we cannot conclude that the system of judicial review with 
restrictions on constitutional amendment constitutes a process that 
effectively prevents the preferences of relatively intense minorities 
from being overridden by relatively apathetic majorities without, at 

IS. Cf. Earl Latham, "The Supreme Court and the Supreme People," J ournalof 
Polili<s, XVI (May, 1954), 207; Cortez A.M. Ewing, Til< Judges of tJu St~Pf'e11U 
Courl, 1789-1937 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1938), chap. ii, 
examines the more controversial nominations. A thorough attack on judicial review 
as a means of protecting minority rights is Henry Steele Commager, Majority Ruh 
and Minorily Righls (New York: Oxford University Press, 1943). Fred CahiU, 
JudicW 1.-tgi.!lalion (New York: Ronald Press, 1952), examines the main intel
lectual efforts that have attempted to reconcile the patent fact that the Supreme 
Court is a legislative body with the theory that it is not; cf. especially chap. iii. 
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the same time, also restraining relatively intense majorities-that is, 
it fails to meet our fifth requirement. We cannot, then, look to the 
Supreme Court for a solution. 

VI 
Probably no one has argued with greater force against the desir

ability of equal representation of the states in the Senate than did 
James Madison at the Constitutional Convention; Madison said very 
nearly all that needs to be said about the fundamental contradiction 
between "the republican principle" and equal representation not of 
individuals but of geographical entities. In the end Madison accepted 
equal representation as a compromise necessary to secure the adher
ence of the small states to the new federal system. He viewed the com
promise entirely as a matter not of principle but of desperate ex
pedjence. In the intervening years an expedient compromise bas been 
converted into a principle, and Madison's own political theory has 
been used to justify it. Equal representation in the Senate, it is often 
said, is a device for protecting minorities against tyrannical majorities. 
In the context of these essays, can we interpret this to mean that equal 
representation in the Senate provides a solution for our problem of 
severe asymmetrical disagreement, where a relatively intense minority 
is faced with a relatively indifferent majority?" 

As in the case of judiciai review, the attempt to answer this question 
on the basis of the evidence runs into very formidable obstacles. It is 
clear at once that the criteria we used to distinguish intensity and rela
tive indifference no longer apply, and I am not at all sure that any 
suitable criteria can be discovered. Even the attempt to distinguish 
situations in which the Senate protects a minority (presumably against 
the policies supported by the President or by a majority of votes in the 
House) is very difficult. Thus one conclusion we can certainly arrive 
at is that whatever may be the facts of the case, the attempt to defend 
the Senate as a mechanism for solving the intensity problem is bound 

16. I am assuming that, as in the case of judicia) review, the attempt to defend 
the arrangement on the grounds ol natural right.s runs into the difficulties indi
cated iD chap 1. 
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to rest upon highly uncertain arguments incapable, even at best, of 
commanding more than the most tentative agreement. 

Perhaps the only way to proceed is by examining, so far as may be 
possible, the kinds of minorities that are in some sense "overrepre
sented" in the Senate in order to discover, if we can, whether equal 
representation does operate to solve, or at any rate to mitigate, the 
problem of severe asymmetrical disagreement. Three observations 
should, however, be made at once. In the first place, the argument for 
equal representation of states in the Senate frequently seems to rest 
upon a false psychological equation, in which small states are equated 
with "small interests" and small interests with "small" or defenseless 
persons. Our humanitarian desires to prntect relatively defenseless 
persons from aggression by more powerful individuals are thereby in
voked on behalf of small states. But states consist of people; and it is 
the interests of people we are concerned with. What we want to know, 
therefore, is what sorts of people are benefited or handicapped by equal 
representat ion in the Senate. 

I assume that we do not wish to indorse the principle that all small 
interest-groups must have a veto on policy. For then we could never 
specify any situations short of unanimity in which a law-making major
ity should be permitted to act. And thus we would make impossible 
not merely the operation of "the republican principle" but government 
itself. The first to exercise their vetoes might be the gangsters, the 
murderers, the thieves-in short, the criminal population. The rest of 
us would not be far behind: capitalists, laborers, farmers, even college 
professors, the exploiters and the exploited, the social and the anti
social, the sweatshop operator, the labor racketeer, the draft dodger, 
the income tax evader, and a thousand other groups, would exercise 
their veto on public policy. Certainly we should soon find ourselves 
with "no arts, no letters, no soci~ty, and which is worst of all, con
tinual fear and danger of violent death, and the life of man solitary, 
poor, nasty, brutish, and short." 

In the second place, we must also a void the fallacy of assuming that 
if the Senate represents or overrepresents some minori:.i~s situated in 
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TABLE 2 

Stat< Perceotare Cumulative lode• of 
£lee-ton.~ of Total 

(000) Electorate 
Perunta.&e Ad'¥utqt:t 

I. Nevada .. ..... .... 81 .14 .14 14. 8 
2. Wyoming .. .... . .. 127 .22 .36 9. 4 
3. Vermont. ......... 153 .27 .63 7. 8 
4. Delaware .... . .... 170 .30 .93 7.0 
5. North Dakota .. . .. 231 .40 1.33 5.2 
6. New Mexico .. . . ... 233 .41 1. 74 5. 1 
7. Maine ... . .. . .. . .. 234 .41 2.15 5.1 
8. Mississippi . .. .. . . . 240 .42 2.57 5.0 
9. Arizona ... ....... . 248 .43 3 .00 4 .8 

10. Montana . ... . .... . 256 .45 3 .45 4 .7 
II. New Hampshire . . . 258 .45 3.90 4.6 
12. Idaho .. .. ...... . . . 264 .46 4.36 4. 5 
13. South Carolina .. .. 284 .49 4.85 4.2 
14. South Dakota . .... 287 .SO 5.35 4 .2 
IS. Utah . . . . . ..... . . . 326 .57 5.92 3.7 
16. Alabama .. ..... . .. 342 .59 6.51 3.5 
17. Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . 361 . 63 7.14 3. 3 
18. Rhode Island ... . . . 407 . 71 7.85 2.9 
19. Louisiana . ........ 416 .72 8.51 2 .9 
20. Virginia. . . . . . . . . .. 447 .78 9. 35 2.7 
21. Georgia .... .. .. .. . 547 .95 1,0.30 2.2 
22. Nebraska .... . . . .. 566 .98 11.28 2.1 
23. Colorado ... . . ..... 606 1.06 12 .34 2.0 
24. Oregon .. . ..... .. . 666 1.16 13.50 1.8 
25. Tennessee . ...... . . 700 1.22 14.72 1.7 
26. Florida . .. .. .. . .. . 739 1.28 16.00 1.6 
27. Kansas .. . .. . ..... 824 1.43 17.43 1.46 
28. Maryland ........ . 841 1.46 18.89 1.43 
29. West Virginia .. .... 874 1.52 20.41 1.37 
30. Oklahoma . ........ 933 1.63 22 .04 1.28 
31. Kentucky .. ... .. . . 951 1.66 23. iO 1.26 
32. Washington ... ... . 1016 1.77 25.47 1.18 
33. Connecticut . ... .. . 1093 1.90 27 .37 1.1 
34. North Carolina .. .. 1122 1.95 29.32 1.08 
35. Iowa . ............ 1143 1 .99 31.31 !.OS 
36. Minnesota . .. .. . . . 1388 2 .41 33.72 0. 86 
37. Wisconsin . ........ 1568 2 . 73 36.45 0. 76 
38. Texas . .. ....... ... 1719 2.99 39.44 0. 70 
39. Missouri ......... . 1861 3.24 42 . 68 0 .64 
40. Indiana .. .... . ... . 1935 3.37 46.15 0.62 
41. Massachusetts ... .. 2289 3.98 50.03 0 .52 

• Votes cut for U.S. R.epresefttativa, 1952. Source: S~iu •I 1~ p,u-.UJ 4ff4 C~cu.w..J 
n =t'm •I N~ 4. 195l (WasbiD&too- D.C.~ U.S. Go<r~t Printi.QC Oftict:. 19-'3). 

t Indea. of ad.vu _ actual TeC)t"Ciel'ltation • 
ta&'e ptc>pOtUOM.tr rcpresentaboa. 

I f!t&t<t dec:torate 
• 481 iota! electorate 

mean stak dtttora.te 1,199,000 - -state: ckctorate state clec::tora.te 
U a.cWil rcpraaatatian• prop«tioute: rq>n~t11tatioa, tbc:D the indes of a.dno.tqt:-1. 
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TABLE 2-Conti•u.d 

State Perce.ata.re ClUllulativt Index of 
Electorate• of Toul Pereenta,ce Adva.ntqt t 

(0001 Eleetont.e 

42. New Je,...y . . . . . . . 2315 4 .03 54.06 0 .52 
43. Michigan . .... . . .. 2772 4 .82 58 .88 0 .43 
44. Ohio ...... .... . . .. 3382 5 .88 64. 76 0 .36 
45. Illinois ........... . 4352 7.57 72 .33 0 .28 
46. Pennsylvania . .... . 4507 7 .84 80. 17 0 .27 
47. California . ... .. . . • 4563 7 .93 88.10 0.26 
48. New York ..... .. .. 6910 12.01 100.1lt 0 . 17 

Total........... ... 57,559 
Mean . . .. .. .. ...... 1,199 

t The total Is more thaa tOO ptr c~t because of fO'J:Od.iJll . 

certain geographical areas in the United States, it necessarily repre
sents all minorities situated in those areas. This is clearly false. There 
are minorities within minorities. The dominant regional group may be 
represented in the Senate while the subordinate regional minority is 
excluded. Hence a Senate veto may merely preserve or extend the 
control of the dominant regional group over the subordinate minority. 
The Negroes in the South, the itinerant farm laborers of the West, the 
wetbacks of the Southwest; these are clearly not the minorities who 
benefit from equal representation in the Senate. It is worth remember
ing that even in a situation of full political equality, a regional minor
ity protected by equal representation of geographical units in a legisla
tive body would be a majority in its own area; and the defeated minor
ity in that region would be unprotected by equal representation. In
deed, if the minority in the region consisted of individuals with prefer
ences like those of the majority in the whole electorate, equal repre
sentation of geographical areas would, paradoxically, divest this 
regional minority of protection in all cases where positive government 
action was required to prevent the regional majority from tyrannizing 
over it. 

In the third place, equal representation of geographical units over
represents some minorities concentrated in sparse areas but under
represents those concentrated in heavily populated areas. Moreover, 
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to the extent that a minority is not geographically concentrated, it re
-ceives no protection per se from equal state representation. In a society 
in which all minorities were distributed io equal proportions among the 
voters of every state, no minority would receive any protection per se 
from equal state representation. Why, then, this special tenderness 
toward minorities concentrated geographically in SJ>!Irse areas? Al
though a perfectly good historical answer can be found, it is not an 
answer that can be easily rationalized as a solution to our problem of 
severe asymmetrical disngreement. 

If we are concerned s.imply with the extent to which the electorate 
rather than the whole population is represented then it is perhaps best 
to rank states by the number of votersY In Table 2 all the states are 
Tanked according to the number of votes cast for candidates for the 
United States House of !Representatives in the 1952 elect ton. It will be 
seen that the eight largest states with 54 per cent of the voters have the 
same number of votes in the Senate as the eight smallest states with 
less than 3 per cent of the voters. A majority of votes in the Senate can 
be cast by Senators representing less than 15 per cent of the voters. 
Thus a policy preferred. by the representatives of 85 per cent of the 
voters could be vetoed by the representatives of IS per cent of the 
voters. Nevada has nea:rly fifteen times as much representation as it 
would have if representation were apportioned strictly according to 
the number of voters. New York has only one-sixth as much represen
tation as it would have if voters were equally represented. Thus an 
average vote cast in Nevada has eighty-five times as much weight as 
an average vote cast in New York, other things being equal. Thirty
five states are overrepresented, 18 and thirteen are underrepresented. 
Twenty-three states have more than twice their proportionate repre
sentation, and each of the eight largest states has half or less than half 
~fits proportionate representation. 

So much for the extent of the discrepancy. What groups might be 
benefited or disadvantaged by equal representation? In Table 3 are 

17. The ran kings would not be significantly different. 

18. Meaning more representation than the atale would have if voters were 
represented equally. 
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three groups who, it is fair to say, have not been among the dominant 
forces in their states and have not been protected- they have even 
been disadvantaged- by equal state representation. However, in 
Table 3.1 are a number of groups whose interests may have been 
furthered by overrepresentation. In Table 3.2 is another set of groups 

TABLE 3 

{3) ( 4) 
{I) {2) Perc:eatase Relath-e (S) No. of Percel!ltase of Total Advac· Croop Stat« of State. Voten• urd 

9+D.C . . . 18.8 7.8 2. 4 Negroes 
11 ... .. . . .. 22 .8 13.2 1.7 Sharecroppers 
8. . . . . .. 16.7 12 .5 1.3 Migran t workers§ 

• Votes ca.5t for U.S. ROUK of R.epresentativts, November, 19S2. 

1 
Col. (2) 
Col. (J)" 

f Source: 1950 CUI$U$: Vital &latistics and «DSU$ of agriculture. 
i Those workiAB over ISO days o& the farm. 

TABLE 3.1 
-

Percentase 
Perce.ntage 

Relative 
No. of of Statn 

of Total Advantase Croup 
States Voters 

-
8 ... . ..... ' 16.7 9 .2 1.8 Farmers 
7 . .. .... . .. 14.6 6 .2 2.4 Wool shorn (lbs.) 
6 . . . . ... ... 12.5 5.0 2.5 Cotton £arms 
4 . . ..... ... 8.3 1.9 4.4 Silver mined 

Sources: 1950 census; census of agriculture; l:hu c:au of M:ioes, Jlitwtols Y.a.tld. 

TABLE 3.2 

No. of Per~eotage 
Percentage Relative of Total Croup States of States Vottrs Aduntase 

12 . . .. . . .. 25 .0 51.0 0.49 Wa~eeamers 
2 . . . ..... 4.2 9 .4 0.45 Co.a miners 

Sources: lOSO eU~SUS: Chuacteristies of the I)O()UlaliOil. 

(6) 

Perceotaae 
of Group 
i.a these 
Statesl 

50.0 
68.0 
33.0 

Percentage of 
lftoupiu 

These Statts 

35.4 
57.6 
67.0 
84 .4 

Perceot..ase 
of Croup in 

Tbue States 

53.7 
58.8 
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whose interests may have been disadvantaged by underrepresentation. 

Now the interesting thing about these tables is that the groups 

benefited and handicapped by equal representation seem entirely 
arbitrary. It would be difficult to argue that either natural rights or 

relative intensities requires the underrepresentation of Negroes, share
croppers, migrant workers, wage earners, and coal miners and the over

representation of farmers and wool, cotton, and silver producers. 
In sum: 

I. The only minorities protected by equal state representation as such 
are geographical minorities concentrated in sparse areas. 

2. But some of the minorities in these areas are left unprotected; indeed, 
representatives of the dominant group may actually use theiroverrepresenta
tion in the Senate to bar action intended to guard the unprotected. 

3. Minorities in heavily populated areas are underrepresented in a system 
of equal state representation. 

4. It is impossible to determine the relath•e intensities of these various 
groups, but the conclusion seems inevitable that the benefits and disad
vantages are alloca ted in an entirely arbitrary fashion and cannot be shown 
to follow from any general principle. 

I do not mean to suggest that the Connecticut Compromise should 
be undone; but I do mean to say t hat it is rather muddleheaded to 
romanticize a necessary bargain into a grand principle of democratic 
politics. 

VII 
What conclusions can we come to, then, about the intensity prob

lem? 
First, however strongly we may believe sensate intensity to be a fact, 

we cannot directly observe and measure interpersonal differences in 

sensations. Hence we cannot hope to establish any political rules to 
deal with problems of sensate intensity, ethically desirable as such 

rules possibly might be. 

Second, in so far as we may be content to defme intensity in terms 
of activities we can observe, in principle it should be possible to com

pare the relative intensities of preference among different individuals. 
Third, given various possible distributions of different intensities 
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among a majority and a minority, several do not seem to raise sig

nificant p roblems for democratic theory. For at least one distribution 
no democratic solution seems possible. A final case does, however, raise 

some interesting questions, namely, any situation where a relatively 

intense minority prefers an alternative opposed by a relatively apa

thetic majority. 

Fourth, although it has sometimes been suggested that the American 

constitutional system is peculiarly designed to deal with this third case, 

neither judicial review nor t he equal representation of the states in the 

Senate provides a solution. 

Finally, the analysis strongly suggests, although it does not prove, 

that no solution to the intensity problem through constitutional or 

procedural rules is attainable. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4 

A. M ajorili~s an4 IM amending process 

I tis worth noting that amendment by some proportion of the geographical 
units of a country, e.g., the states, in itself neither prohibits a bare majority 
of the electorate f rom amending tl1e constitution nor guarantees that a bare 
majority will be sufficient to do so. To show this, let us assume that (a) the 
legislatures of each state are perfectly attuned to the preferences of a major
ity of the electorate in that state, (b) the population is cquaUy distributed 
among the states, (c) the legislatures of three-fourths of the states must 
approve the amendment if it is to be adopted, and (d) three-fourths of the 
state legislatures approve the amendment and one-fourth disapprove. Then 
a formula can easily be constructed showing all the situations in which a 
majority of the national electorate does or does not favor the antendment. 
Let"' be the percentage of the electorate favoring the amendment in each of 
the tltree-fourths of the states whose legislatures approve the amendment, 
andy the percentage of the electorate favoring the amendment in there
maining one-fourth of the states whose legislatures oppose the amendment. 
Under assumption (a) above, "' must always be greater than, and y less 
than, 50. Then for a majority of the entire electorate to favor the amendment 
requires: 

Y> 200 - 3x . 

Hence if y is equal to or less than this amount, the amendment will be passed 
even though it is favored only by a minority of the national electorate. 

Table 4 suggests some of the possible valu"": 
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% Fav01able 
in State• 
Approvin8' 

(y) 

50.01 
50. 1 
51.0 
52.0 
53 .0 
66.0 
66 .66 

TABLE 4 

%Required 
in States 
Opposing 

(•l 
49 .97 
49.7 
47.0 
44.0 
41.0 

2 .0 
0 

Thus if a bare majority, say 51 per o;£nt of the electorates of 36 states 
favor an amendment, under our assumptions, it will be adopted. Yet such 
an adoption is consistent both with the possibility that a bare majority of 
the entire national electorate supports the amendment and with the possi
bility that a majority of the entire national electorate opposes it. That is, if 
more than 47 per CCI>t of the electordtes of the remaining 12 states support 
the amendment, then a majority of the national electorate supports it. But 
if less than 47 per cent of the electorates in the remaining 12 states support 
the amendment, then it will be adopted even though only a minority of the 
national electorate supports it. (The percentages may be regarded either as 
percentages of the electorate in each of the states, or as arithmetic means, 
or as percentages of the total electorate in the states for and in the states 
against, respectively.) 

The same argument may be used to show that even if the requirement 
were dropped to a bare majority of the states (»/2 + t) then the situation 
would be equally indeterminate, i.e., an amendment might be passed with 
majority support, or with less than majority support, or fail even though it 
has majority support_ 

If we eliminate our highly artificial assumption as to equal population 
or equal electorates in each of the states then the situa tion is even more 
erratic. For example, given the voting turnout of 1952 bare majorities in 
36 states with 31.3 per C£nt of the electorate could, in principle, amend the 
Constitution; thus a Constitutional amendment would need to have the sup
port of only 16 per cent of the total electorate. On the other hand, the 63 per 
cent of the electorate concentrat~-d in 11 states could neither amend the 
Constitution nor impose a veto on a proposed amendment. 

The point of all this is not to show that these events actually occur or are 
likely to occur. It is merely to show that a method of amendment based upon 
approval by geographical units does not per se lead to any determinate 
answer as to whether a majority can or cannot amend the Constitution. 

B. T/r.e Supreme C~urt a•ul Negro rights 

It might be argued that the six cases dealing with post-civil War legisla
tion extending and proWcting tl>e rights of Negroes should be cited as the out-
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standing example of !rustratjon of a persistent law-making majority by the 
Supreme Court. But it is impossible to show that there was a Congressional 
majority to frustra te. The legislation was all passed during Grant's two 
terms, when the southern Democrats were still excluded from Congress and 
the radical Republicans were a powerful force. The firs to! the Supreme Court 
decL•ion< occurred in 1876, and all of the others camdater: two in 1883, and 
one each in 1887, 1903, and 1906. That the election of 1876 was a turning 
point in the "road to reunion" has long been recognized by hi<torians; from 
that year on, the power of the white Sout.h in Congress was virtually re
stored. The bargaining that led up to the settlement, and the nature of the 
settlement itself, have recently been explored in detail by C. Vann Wood
ward in Reu11ion and Reacti<>n: The Ctnnprtnnise of 1877 and the End of Rettm
struclion (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1951). The year 1876, then, marks the 
approximate pointat which the dominant forces in the Republican party came 
to terms with the dominant forces in the South and agreed to tolerate, if not 
actually to support, a restoration of white supremacy. The last piece of legis
lation to protect the rights of southern Negroes passed a lame duck Congress 
in February, 1875, and was signed by the P<esident on March 1. Three days 
later the terms of office of the Republican House expired; it was not until 
fifteen years later that the Republicans again were in effective control of the 
House. The Republican leadership merely acquiesced in white supremacy; 
the leaders of the Democratic party demanded it. During the period from 
1875 to 1897 in all but four years the Democrats controlled at least one 
branch of the legislature. In four of the five presidential elections from 1876 
to 1892, the Democratic candidate polled more popular votes than theRe
publican, although only twice was a Democrat elected. The decision of 1877 
thus became a stable part of the bundle of fundamental compromises on 
which American politics has always depended. It was not until after World 
War II that the compromise was broken (if it ever was broken). Then, as is 
well known, southern Democrats used the filibuster in the Senate to veto 
the attempts of what might have amounted to a law-making majority to 
pass the legislation intended to protect the rights of Negro citi1.ensand others. 
In the face of this veto by fi libus ter, it was the Supreme Court itself which, in 
its historic decision in 1954, legislated Negro rights back into the Constitu
tion. Thus, paradoxically, the Supreme Court seems not to have been 
opposed to a law-making majority either when it took the rights of Negroes 
away or when it gave them back. 

C. A note '"' the cqmpar-istm of i11tensities of preferettee 

Let us assume that a single continuum of sensate intensity exists, such 
that intensities can be ordered !rom lesser to greater: 

X y : >>----=:._-l--!.--1-_:.--+ sensate intensity 
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Therefore if the intensity of preference of individual A is at x, his preference 
is Jess intense than that of individual B at y. 

But since we cannot observe intensity, bow can we know that individual 
A is at x and individual B is at y? Let us construct a scale, consisting, for 
example, of responses to the question: "Do you feel very strongly about this 
objective? Moderately? Indifferently?" 

indifferent moderate s trong 
>--==i--=;._+-=;;;..;;-.=-+-='7"''--~ scale 

x' y' :-' 

If this scale can be connected with another set of events in such a way that 
the relative order of a point (or a range) on the scale unambiguously indi
cates the relative order of a point (or a range) on the set of events, then the 
scale "measures" the set of events: 

r' y' s' >---T-----'1,.----7--+ scale 

>---+-1 ------!:1~1 set of events 
x" y" z" 

Let us suppose that we find empirically that our scale permits us to pre
dict some other set of ordered events, e.g., the relative amount of leisure for
gone by an individual to achieve the objective. That is, if individual A is at 
x.' on the scale, he will be at z." on the continuum of 11leisure forgone"; and 
if B is at y' he will also be at y": 

:r/ y' s' scale 

--~1-(A-)--~Jr~-)--~---

x" y" •" set of events 

Several steps are now possible: 

I. Although we cannot observe sensate intensities, we may agree to 
proceed as if sensate intensities are measured by this scale (or others): 

" ,. s sensate intensity (unobservable) 
--~----+----T---

1 1 1 
x' y' •' scale (observable) 

----7-1--11,.----T--1 
x" y" •" set of events (observable) 
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But note that although the scale and the set of events are both observable 
and related by observations, we have no observations to relate our scale, or 
the set of observable events, with sens.\te intensity. We merely "agree" that 
(a.) sensate intensity exists and (b) our scale measures it. Narrowly inter
preted, all that we have done, in effect, is to treat s-ensate intensity as a 
construct consisting of the outcome of a set of measurements of some 
observable items. 

2. Jn view of thl' we may agree to abandon the construct "scns.ate in 
tensity," i.e., for our purposes, we drop assumptions (a) and (b). We then 
treat our scale merely as a predictor for the observable set of events: if indi
vi<lual A is a t x' then he will. also be at x" (or there is some known probabil
ity, P, that he wiU be at x"). We may, if we wish, label our scale an "in
tensity" scale, provided we read nothing into the label beyond the set of 
m.easuremen ts. 

If our concern is ethical and we are worried about sensate intensities, then 
2 u unsatisfactory; but all solutions will, I think, be equally so. Jf our con
cern is empirical, e.g., if we are concerned with predict ing the stability of a 
social organir.ation, then 2 might be s-atisfactory, provided we can find a 
scale for the set of events we wish to predict. 



CHAPTER 5 

American 
Hybrid 

Like a nagging tooth, Madison's problem of majority tyranny has per
sistently troubled us throughout these essays. As we discovered at the 
outset, it is no simple matter even to define the terms satisfactorily. 
If momentarily it appeared that an examinat ion of "intensity" might 
give us an answer, in the end our exploration of intensity turned up no 
clear solution. 

Nevertheless, from what bas gone before, seven important proposi
tions bearing on this issue may, I think, be developed. If these proposi
tions are somewhat speculative, they are not merely consistent with all 
that has been argued so far but to a substantial degree are implicit in 
the argument. 

I 
The first of these propositions is that on matters of specific policy 

the majority rarely rules. 
In analyzing polyarchal democr.tcy we found it necessary to lay 

down seven separate conditions necessary to maximum attainment of 
the Rule during the election period, that is, we described seven con
tinua against which the relative attainment of the Rule during the 
election period might be measured. This emphasis on the conditions of 
the election period is significant, for I think none of the developments 
in the past century and a half in understanding the operation of demo
cratic societies, and certainly none of the recent developments in 
empirical political science should be interpreted as decreasing the 

JZ4 
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critical role of elections in maximizing political equality and popular 
sovereignty. Although it is fashionable in some quarters lo suggest 
that everything believed about democratic politics prior lo World 
War I, and perhaps World War n, was nonsense, I am inclined lo 
think that the radical democrats who, unlike Madison, insist upon the 
decisive importance of the election process in the whole grand strategy 
of democracy are essentially correct. To be sure, if the social pre
requisites of polyarchy do not exist, then the election process cannot 
mitigate, avoid, or displace hierarchical government. But if the social 
prerequisites of polyarchy do exist, then the election is the critical 
technique for insuring that governmental leaders will be relatively re
sponsive to non-leaders; other techniques depend for their efficacy pri
marily upon the existence of elections and the social prerequisites. 

Having said so much, it is important to notice how little a national 
election tells us about the preferences of majorities. Strictly speaking, 
all an election reveals is the ftrst preferences of some citizens among the 
candidates standing for office. Let us see what it does not do. 

Let us put to one side the fact that because of election machinery 
the outcome may <J.ctually run counter to the expressed preferences of 
a plurality of voters; for example, in three national elections in the 
United States, the candidate preferred by the most voters was not 
made President. Let us also put to one side the fact that when more 
than two candidates run for office, t he winning candidate may have a 
plurality but not a majority of votes; and it is usually impossible to 
say what the outcome would have been if there had been a run-off 
election between the two candidates with the highest number of votes. 
Thus in nine American presidential elections the winning candidate 
has had a plurality but not a majority of popular votes. Hence in 
twelve cases, or more than one-third of the presidential elections since 
Jackson,' the winning candidate has not been the first choice of a 
majority of voters. 

}' ar more significant is the fact that even when a candidate is evi
l. lldort Jackson, presidential electors were usually chosen by state legisla

tures. Consequently it is difficuJt to estimate the number of voters who supported 
a given caod.idate; compilations or popular votes in presidential elections usually 
bep ... ;Jh !he election or 1823. 
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dently a first choice of a majority of voters, we cannot be sure in a 
national election that he is also a first choice of a majority of adults or 
eligible voters• Although the American case is extreme, in every nation 
state where compulsory voting does not exist the basic proposition 
holds. In any given election we are almost never in a position to know 
for sure what the outcome would have been if some or all of the non
voters had actually voted. We have slight reason to suppose that the 
outcome would have been the same. ln a close election a small last 
minute rise in the proportion of voters drawn from those favorable to 
one of the sides can change the outcome; something like this seems to 
have happened in the last two weeks of the 1948 campaign. 3 More
over, one of the sides is often handicapped by non-voting more than 
the other; for example, when non-voting is inversely related to in· 
come, education, and other related factors, in a close division of opinion 
the candidate of the poor and uneducated is more likely to lose, even 
when he is the first preference of all the adults or eligible voters, than 
is the candidate of the educated and the well-to-do. In the 1952 presi
dential election, it appears that about 20 per cent of those who favored 
Eisenhower did not vote, whereas about 29 per cent of those who fa
vored Stevenson did not vote.• In a close division of opinion, the dif
ference in the proportions of non-voters would have been crucial.' 

2. However, modem sample surveys of public opinion are now helpful in this 
respect. 

3. See TM Prt·Ekction PoUs of 1948 (New York: Social Science Research Coun
cil, 1949); Angus Campbell and R. L. Kahn, TM People Ekcl a PresidenJ (Ann Ar
bor: Institute for Social Research, 1952); Angus Campbell, Gerald Gurin, and 
Warren E . Miller, The Vot<r Deci<Jes (Evanston: Row, Pete=n & Co., 1954). 

4. Can:pbell d al., op cis., p. 31, T&ble 3.2. 

5. It can easily be shown that in order for the winning candidate to be the first 
choice of a majority of all eligible voten, he must also be the first choice of a per· 
centage of the non-voters greater than : (X- 2W)/2Z, where X Is the number ol 
eligible voters, IV is the number of votes obt&ined by the winning candidate, and 
Z is the number of non-voters. For example, in 1948, Mr. Truman was the first 
choice of a majority of all eligible voters only if he was also the first choice 
of more than 50.7 per cent of the non-voters; in 1952, on the other hand, 
Mr. Eisenhower would only have needed the support of more than 41.2 per cent of 
the non-vcters. The estimates are based on data in tables in : TA• Polili<al Almanae 
of 1952 (1\ew York: Forbes & Sons, 1952), p. 22; Slalulies of :he Presi<J•ntioJ and 
C<mtrasio.•ol EJeeliotsS of N011. 4, I95Z (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
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Now if all the non-voters were indifferent as to the outcome, then, 
according to our argument in chapter 2, their preferences, or lack of 
them, could be ignored in determining what a majority of adults 
prefer. But unfortunately it is not true that all non-voters are in
different; for example, in one national sample studied in 1952, out of 
450 persons who said they cared very much which party won the presi
dential election, 76 (or 17 per cent) evidently did not vote. Of the 
Stevenson supporters who "cared very much" about the outcome, a 
much higher percentage (28 per cent) failed ro vote than among highly 
concerned Eisenhower supporters (10 per cent) .• 

Finally, in appraising the significance of elections as an indication of 
first choices, it must be remembered that a great many voters do not 
really perceive a choice between candidate A and candidate B; for 
many people the only perceived alternatives are to vote for one of the 
candidates or not to vote at all.' 

Even if we could rule out all these difficulties, it would still be true 
that we can rarely interpret a majority of first choices among candi· 
dates in a national election as being equivalent to a majority of first 
choices for a specific policy. Some people evidently vote for a candidate 
although they are quite indifferent about the issues. Others support a 
candidate who is opposed to them on some issues; in the 1952 sample 
already referred to, 29 per cent of those who took a Democratic posi
tion on the Taft-Hartley Act nonetheless supported Eisenhower. 
Furthermore, the supporters of a candidate often differ widely in their 
preferences on issues. In one sample of those who supported Eisen
hower in 1952, about 64 per cent thought the United States had gone 
too far in concerning itself with problems in other parts of the world, 

1953), p. 52; and V. 0. Key, A Primer of StoJislic.for Poli#coiSoi<nlisls (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., 1953), p. 197. 

6. My estimates are based on the data in Table 3.8, Campbell et al., op. <it., 
p. 37. 

7. In the 1948 election, in one sample of voters, 73 per cent said they had never 
thought of voting for the other candidate at any time during the campaign; in the 
1952 election, in another sample of voter&, the 6gure v.•as 78 per cent, ibid., p. 23, 
Table 2.7. This suggests the upper limit; the data do not indicate how many of 
these saw non·voting as an alternative to voting for their candidate. 
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about 27 per cent thought it had not, and about 9 per cent were neu
tral. 8 Thus it becomes possible for a resounding majority of the voters 
to elect a candidate all of whose policies are the first choices of only a 
minority. 

Imagine, for example, that voters must choose between two candi
dates who disagree on three policies as set forth in Table 5. Now let us 
suppose that each of these minorities is a distinct group, so that to
gether the three minorities make up 75 per cent of the voters. Let us 
suppose that the first minority regards foreign policy as the crucial 
issue and ranks its choices: u, x, z, w, y, • · That is, these voters prefer 
candidate A because he offers them a foreign policy of which they 
approve, even though they dislike his farm and fiscal policies. Now 
suppose that the second minority of voters regards farm policy as 

TABLE 5 

Candi· 
da.te A 

Supported by Prdtr5 Al· 
temative -

Foreign policy ... " 25 per ceot of voters 
Farnl policy . ... . w 25 per cent of voters 
Fiscal policy . . . . y 25 per cent of voters 

Candi4 

date B 
Pcefen Al-
teraative 

• 
"' • 

Supporttd by 

7Spercentofvote rs 
s 
s 

7 5 per cent of voter 
15 per cent of voter 

crucial and ranks its choices: w, z, v, u, y, x. That is, these voters prefer 
candidate A because he offers them a farm policy they like, even 
though they disapprove of his stand on foreign and fiscal policy. Ap
plying the same kind of reasoning to the third minority, it can be 
readily seen that candidate A might win 75 per cent of the votes, 
even though each of his policies is opposed by 7 5 per cent of the 
voters. This is an instance, not of majority rule or even of minority 
rule, but of minorities rule. 

In addition, in so far as voters prefer a candidate because of his 
policies, frequently the support represents approval or disapproval of a 
policy already enacted, even if little or nothing can be done to change 
the consequences of the policy. No doubt many people voted against 

8. My .,timates are based upon Table 8 .1, ibid. 
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Stevenson in 1952 because Truman had not stopped the Chinese Com
munists in 194 7. • The vote was more of a punishment for past action 
than a choice of future policy. Political leaders recognize this aspect of 
elections and frequently seek to avoid a decision until an election is 
over so that they may then act relatively free from campaign commit
ments. Thus paradoxically an election may actually prevent rather 
than facilitate policy choices by the electorate. 

Now the unwary student of contemporary democracies may hastily 
conclude that the deficiencies in elections I have alluded to are char
acteristic only of the United States, but except for peculiarities that 
I agreed to put to one side as remediable in principle, what I have said 
applies with equal force, I believe, to the politics of any large nation 
state. Although political scientists sometimes appear to believe that 
many of the virtues and few of the vices of American politics are to be 
found in the English parliamentary system, operating with two highly 
unified and disciplined parties, I am inclined to think that elections 
under that system are, if anything, even less controlling than our own•• 
The only important point to stress here is that in no large nation state 

9. 71 per cent of those who thought it 44was our government's fault that China 
went Communistic" supported Eisenhower, ibid. 

10. Great Britain furnishes an interesting confirmation of the fact that electoral 
majorities rarely detennine specific-policy. The British political system has few of 
the constitutional and political barriers to majority rule characteristic of the Ameri~ 
can system. Nevertheless, it is comparatively rare for the party in power to have 
been the first prderence of a majority of the voters-much less of the whole electo
rate-at the preceding election. Since 1923 there have been nine elec-tions. Only 
two of these indicated a majority of firs-t preferences for the ensuing government. 
Even the two exceptions are politically aberrant. In the election of 1931, candidates 
endorsing Ramsay MacDonald's nation.al coalition won a majority of the votes, 
the Labor party having been badly hit by MacDonald's withdrawal. In 1935, the 
Conse-rvative party candida-tes won on_fy 47.7' per cent of the votes, but candidates 
endorsing the National government won 54.7 per cent of the votes. Not since 1945 
bas any government been the first preference of a majority of the voters. Indeed, 
in 1945, 10.4 million people eligible to vote either did not vote or voted for candi
dat<s other than Labor or Conservative compared with 9.6 million for the Con
servatives and 12 million for Labor candidates. In 1950, this group numbered 8.2 
million, compared with 12.1 million Conservative voters and 13.2 million Labor 
voters. Cf. The Cunslilulionol Y<M Book, 1938 (London: Harrison, 1933), Vol. Lll; 
D. E. Butler, The Eletloral Sysl<m in Brii<Jin, 1918- J9Sl (Orlord: Clarendon Press, 
1953), p. 173; Jolin Bonham, Tiro MiMI.e CI4Ss Voto (London: Faber & Faber, 
1955), p. 120. 
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can elections tell us much about the preferences of majorities and 
minorities, beyond the bare fact that among those who went to the 
polls a majority, plurality, or minority indicated their first choices for 
some particular candidate or group of candidates. What the first 
choices of this electoral majority are, beyond that for the particular 
candidates, it is almost impossible to say with much confidence. 

What is true of elections must be even more true of the interelection 
period. Our polyarchal model tried to account for the interelection 
period by means of its eighth condition: 

8.1. Either all interelections decisions are subordinate or executory to 
those arrived at during the election stage 

8.2. Or new decisions during the interelection period are governed by the 
preceding seven conditions, operating, however, under rather different in· 
stitutional circumstances 

8.3. Or both. 

The reader may have felt at the time that this was a sorry way to by· 
pass a formidable problem. I think so myself, but one cannot say every
thing at once. 

We have just shown that condition 8.1 is, in practice, quite inade
quately attained. The link between elections and policy choices is not 
feeble; but if an election rarely reveals the preferences of a majority 
on policy matters, there is no majority preference to which interelec
tion decisions may be subordinate or executory. The other possible 
condition (8.2) meets with equally great difficulties, for most inter
election policy seems to be determined by the efforts of relatively small 
but relatively active minorities. I believe there is no case in the whole 
history of American politics where interelection activity was at any
thing like the level of activity in an ordinary election. If you examine 
carefully any policy decision, even a very important one, you will 
always discover, I believe, that only a quite tiny proportion of the 
electorate is actively bringing its influence to bear upon politicians. In 
an area as critical as foreign policy, the evidence is conclusive that year 
in and year out the overwhelming proportion of American citizens 
makes its preferences effective, if at all, by no means other than going to 
the polls and casting a ballot. In a recent survey of American attitudes 
on world organization, the percentages of various opinion groups who 
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reported that they had done nothing to spread their point of view, such 
as belonging to organizations, engaging in political activity, or even 
discussing their position with their friends, were as follows :11 

Among "isolationists": 87 per cent 
Among those favoring the United Nations as it is: 84 per cen t 
Among those favodng a stronger United Nations: 80 per cent 
Among those supporting some kind of union among the democracies: 84 per 

cent 

I am not suggesting that elections and interelection activity are of 
trivial importance in determining policy." On the contrary, they are 
crucial processes for insuring that political leaders will be somewhat 
responsive to the preferences of some ordinary citizens. But neither 
elections nor intcrelcction activity provide much insurance that de
cisions will accord with the preferences of a majority of adults or voters. 
Hence we cannot correctly describe the actual operations of demo
cratic societies in terms of the contrasts between majorities and minori
ties. We can only distinguish groups of various types and sizes, all 
seeking in various ways to advance their goals, usually at the expense, 
at least in part, of others. u 

II 
I have shown both that elections are a crucial device for controlling 

leaders and that they are quite ineffective as indicators of majority 
preference. These statements are really not in contradiction. A good 
deal of traditional democratic theory leads us to expect more from na
tional elections than they can possibly provide. We expect elections to 
reveal the "will" or the preferences of a majority on a set of issues. 
This is one thing elections rarely do, except in an almost trivial fashion. 
Despite this limitation the election process is one of two fundamental 

11 . Elmo Roper, 0 American Attitudes on World Organization," Public Opinion 
Quarl<rly, xvn (winter, 1953-54), pp. ws-w. 

12. In this respeet the otherwise excellent analysis of democracy in Joseph A. 
Schurnpeter, CapilaliJm, Socialism and D<rrux:r<Uy (2d ed.; New York: Harper & 
Bros., 1947), seems to me somewhat defective. 

13. Arthur F. Bentley, The Pr!J<ess of Government (Chicago: University of Chi
cago Press, 1908); David Truman, The GO'Oernnunlal Prouss (New York: A4 A. 
Knopf, Inc., 1951); F..arl Latham, T/u Groups Bo.sis of Polilus: A Study in BGJint 
Poinl Legislalion (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1952). 
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methods of social control which, operating together, make gove.m
mental leaders so responsive to non-leaders that the distinction be
tween democracy and dictatorship still makes sense. The other method 
of social control is continuous political competition among individuals, 
parties, or both. Elections and political competition do not make for 
gove.mment by majorities in any very significant way, but they vastly 
increase the size, number, and variety of minorities whose preferences 
must be taken into account by leaders in making policy choices. I am 
inclined to think that it is in this characteristic of elections-not 
minority rule but minorities rule-that we must look for some of the 
essential diHerences between dictatorships and democracies. 

lli 
But there is another characteristic of elections that is important 

for our inquiry. If the majority rarely rules on matters of specific 
policy, nevertheless the specific policies selected by a process of 
"minorities rule" probably lie most of the time within the bounds of 
consensus set by the important values of the politically active mem
bers of the society, of whom the voters are a key group. This, then, is 
our third proposition; and in this sense the majority (at least of the 
politically active) nearly always "rules" in a polyarchal system. For 
politicians subject to elections must operate within the limits set both 
by their own values, as indoctrinated members of the society, and by 
their expectations about what policies they can adopt and still be re
elected. 

In a sense, what we ordinarily describe as democratic "politics" is 
merely the chaff. It is tbe surface manifestation, representing super· 
ficia.l conflicts. Prior to politics, beneath it, enveloping it, restricting it, 
conditioning it , is the underlying consensus on policy that usually 
exists in the society among a predominant portion of the politically 
active members. Without such a consensus no democratic system 
would long survive the endless irritations and frustrations of elections 
and party competition. Wit.h such a consensus the disputes over policy 
alte.matives are nearly always disputes over a set of alternatives that 
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have already been winnowed down to those within the broad area of 
basic agreement. 

Lest anyone conclude that these basic agreements are trivial: a 
century ago in the United States it was a subject of political debate 
whether the enslavement of human beings was or was not desirable. 
Today this question is not subject to political debate. 

IV 
If majorities in a democracy nearly always govern in the broad mean

ing of the term, they rarely rule in Madison's terms: for as we have 
seen, specific policies tend to be products of "minorities rule." In the 
sense in which Madison was concerned with the problem then, ma
jority rule is mostly a myth. This leads to our fourth proposition: If 
majority rule is mostly a myth, then majority tyranny is mostly a myth 
too. For if the majority cannot rule, surely it cannot be tyrannical. 

The real world issue bas not turned out to be whether a majority, 
much less "the" majority, will act in a tyrannical way through demo
cratic procedures to impose its will on a (or the) minority. Instead, the 
more relevant question is the extent to which various minorities in a 
society will frustrate the ambitions of one another with the passive 
acquiescence or indifference of a majority of adults or voters. 

That some minorities will frustrate and in that sense tyrannize over 
others is inherent in a society where people disagree, that is, in human 
society. But if frustration is inherent in human society, dictatorship is 
not. However, if there is anything to be said for the processes that 
actually distinguish democracy (or polyarchy) from dictatorship, it is 
not discoverable in the clear-cut distinction between government by a 
majority and government by a minority. The distinction comes much 
closer to being one between government by a minority and govern
ment by minoritus. As compared with the political processes of a 
dictatorship, t11e characteristics of polyarchy greatly extend the num
ber, size, and diversity of the minorities whose preferences will infiu
ence the outcome of governmental decisions. Furthermore, these char
acteristics evidently bave a reciprocal infiuence on a number of key 
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aspects of politics: the kinds of leaders recruited, the legitimate and il
legitimate types of political activity, the range and kinds of policies 
open to leaders, social processes for information and communication
indeed upon the whole ethos of the society . It is in these and other 
effects more than in the sovereignty of the majority that we find the 
values of a democratic process. 

v 
Our fifth proposition is that in so far as tllere is any general pro

tection in human society against the deprivation by one group of the 
freedom desired by another, it is probably not to be found in constitu

tional forms. It is to be discovered, if at all, in extra-constitutional fac
tors. Take the intensity problem, for example; our brief examination of 
American constitil.ltional devices for protecting a relatively intense 
group from deprivation by a larger but relatively more apathetic 
group came to naught. Yet there may well be protections lying beyond 
constitutional forms. Without attempting to decide whether relative 
intensities can really be measured, we can say that if intensities can 
be m<>.a..~ur..! At. all, Mme kinrl of overt behavior must he taken as an 
index. If we accept as an index an individual's own statement about 
how he feels, then the following important hypothesis seems to be 
valid: 

Political activity is to a significant extent a function of relative inten
sity." 

Now it is also apparent that the probable outcome of a policy decision 
is partly a function of the relative amount of political activity carried 
on for or against the alternatives. Hence: 

14. For uample, .as might be expected, voting faDs off rapidly from those who 
are hvery much" interested in following a campaign to those who are "not much 
interested"; or from those v.·ho are "very much concerned about the outcome of 
the election" to those who are "not -at all" concerned. Campbell et tJJ., op. cil., 
Tables 3.6 and 3.8, pp. 35-37. On the other hand, gauged by opinion as to the im· 
portance of the outrome to the country, an interesting and unexplained difference 
is revealed in the sample. Among Eisenhower supporters considerably more of those 
who felt the outcome made much difference to the country voted than did those who 
felt the outcome made no difference. Amoog Stevenson supporters the differences 
were not ststistically significant; actually, in the sample a slightly smaller percent· 
age of those who thought the outcome of much importance to the country voted 
than among those who thought it of no importance to the country. 
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All other things being equal, the outcome of a policy decision will be de
termined by the relative intensity of preference among the members of a 
group. 

The main body of protections, however, is to be found in the pre
conditions and characteristics of polyarchy; the more fully the social 
prerequisites of polyarchy exist, the less probable it is that any given 
minority will have its most valued freedoms curtailed through govern
mental action. The extent of consensus on the polyarchal norms, 
social training in the norms, consensus on policy alternatives, and po
litical activity: the extent to which these and other conditions are 
present determines the viability of a polyarchy itseU and provides pro
tections for minorities. The evidence seems to me overwhelming that 
in the various polyarchies of the contemporary world, the extent to 
which minorities are bedeviled by means of government action is de
pendent almost entirely upon non-constitutional factors; indeed, if 
constitutional factors are not entirely irrelevant, their significance is 
trivial as compared with the non-constitutional. 

VI 
What, then, is the significance of constitutional factors? 
So far I have avoided a definition of "constitutional." As every po

litical scientist knows, to specify the meaning of "constitutional" at all 
rigorously is difficult indeed. One is likely to start with a definition and 
end with a Weltanschauung. Although I do not place much confidence 
in the utility of my definition, by "constitutional" I propose to mean 
determinants of governmental decisions (I leave these terms undefined) 
consisting of prescribed rules influencing the legitimate distribution, 
types, and methods of control among government officials. The rules 
may be prescribed by a variety of authorities accepted as legitimate 
among officials: the written Constitution, if there is one; decisions of 
a tribunal accepted as authoritative on constitutional interpretation; 
respected commentaries and the like. By non-constitutional factors, 
therefore, I mean all other determinants of governmental decisions. 

In this sense, all contemporary polyarchies seem to possess such 
strikingly similar constitutions that the range of the constitutional 
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variable is even more limited than might be thought at first glance. 
There are two causes for this similarity. In the first place, the char
acteristics and prerequisites of polyarchy impose a definite limitation 
on constitutional types available to any large polyarchal society. In 
the second place, given these characteristics and prerequisites, the ef
ficiencies arising from division of labor impose an additional and highly 
significant limitation. There is need for a more or less representative 
body to legitimize basic decisions by some process of assent- however 
ritualized. Unless the process is entirely ritual, there is within this 
legislature at least some need for leaders, for committees, and for 
part isan organizations. There is a need for bureaucracies of permanent 
experts to formulate alternatives and to make most of the staggering 
number of decisions that a modern government must somehow make. 
These bureaucracies must be highly specialized among themselves since 
they perform highly differentiate<! tasks: they compete and conflict 
with one another and with other official groups in the system. Bureau
cratic officials must, among other things, make decisions bearing direct
ly upon the actions of particular individuals. Hence a specialized 
bureaucracy is necessary to pass upon appeals from these preliminary 
decisions; another specialized bureaucratic task is to adjudicate con
flicts among individuals; both tasks are sometimes combined in the 
same specialized bureaucracy, namely, the judiciary. Bureaucratic, 
judicial, and legislative decisions must somehow be co-ordinated, and 
hence a specialized group of officials is needed as co-ordinators. Be· 
cause the task of co-ordinat ion is so often crucial, involving basic 
decisions among policy alternatives, it requires leaders of great status 
and power who can compete successfully at election time. The election 
process itself requires additional specialization; individuals dedicated 
mainly to the task of winning elections run nationwide party organ
izations. 

In time, all these manifold specialized groups become vested inter
ests with leaders and non-leaders dependent upon the permanence, the 
income, the prestige, and the legit imacy of their organizations. They 
become part of the fundamental warp and woof of the society. In this 
sense, every polyarchal political system is marked by separation of 
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powers: it has legislature, executive, administrative bureaucracy and 
judiciary, each of which is, in tum, divided and subdivided; in this 
sense, too, every polyarchal political system is a system of checks and 
balances, with numerous groups of officials in competition and conflict 
with one another. 

Given these limits on the range of the constitutional variable, what 
is the significance of constitutional rules in the operation of democratic 
politics? So far we have shown that constitutional rules are not crucial, 
independent factors in maintaining democracy; rather, the rules them
selves seem to be functions of underlying non-constitutional factors. 
We have also shown that the constitutional rules are not significant 
as guarantors either of government by majorities or of the liberty from 
majority tyranny. 

Our sb<th proposition is this: Constitutional rules are mainly sig
nificant because they help to determine what particular groups are to 
be given advantages or handicaps in the political struggle. In no 
society do people ever enter a political contest equally; the effect of 
the constitutional rules is to preserve, add to, or subtract from the 
advantages and handicaps with which they start the race. Hence, 
however trivial the accomplishments of the constitutional rules may 
be when measured against the limitless aspirations of traditional 
democratic thought, they are crucial to the status and power of the 
particular groups who gain or suffer by their operation. And for this 
reason, among others, the rules have often been the cause of bitter 
and even fratricidal struggle. 

VII 
Viewed in this perspective, we can see the American political system 

in the light of its special characteristics. Here we come to the seventh 
and last of the propositions bearing upon the problem of majority 
tyranny. A central guiding thread of American constitutional develop
ment has been the evolution of a pol itical system in which all the active 
and legitimate groups in the population can make themselves heard at 
some crucial stage in the process of decision. The remainder of this 
chapter will be devoted to sketching out in broad strokes the develop-
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mcnt and character of t his system, which I shall refer to as the "nor
mal" American political process. 

However, before turning to the way in which th is normal system 
developed, it may be wise to specify what is meant by "active and 
legitimate." From all that has gone before, it is clear that the politically 
inactive members of a polyarchal organization cannot directly influ
ence the outcome of decisions." Hence if a group is inactive, whether 
by free choice, violence, intimidation, or law, the normal American 
system does not necessarily provide it with a checkpoint anywhere in 
t he process. By "legitimate," I mean those whose activity is accepted 
as right and proper by a preponderant portion of the active. In the 
Sou th, Negroes were not until recently an active group. Evidently, 
Communists are not now a legitimate group. As compared with what 
one would expect from the normal system, Negroes were relatively 
defenseless in the past, just as t he Communists are now. 

A group excluded from the normal political arena by prohibitions 
against normal act ivity may nevertheless often gain entry. It may do 
so ( I) by engaging or threatening to engage in "abnormal" political 
activity-violence, for example; (2) by threatening to deprive groups 
already within the arena of their legitimacy; or (3) by acquiring 
legitimacy, and hence motivating the in-groups to incorporate the 
outgroup. T he extension of voting privileges in the period from the 
American Revolution to Jackson is an example of all three. The be· 
lated protection of t he lawful franchise of Negroes by t he Supreme 
Court in the past two decades is an instance of the third method. How
ever, as Negroes become a larger part of the active and legitimate 
electorate, the normal opponunities of the system become open to 
t hem and further protection of the franchise can then depend more and 
more upon use of checkpoints in the normal system. The full assimila-

15. Two seeming exceptions to this are: ( 1) If active members include among 
their own goals the protoctlon or advancement or inactive members; (2) if presently 
active member$ txp(.'Cl that presently inactive members may become active in the 
future. Both are important cases in the real , .. ·orld. The fiJ$t, however, can properly 
be caiJcd a case of indirect rather than di.rect influence on the outcome. The second 
merely requires that in principle the time dimension should somehow be specifted. 
This. however, wouJd become too complex £or exposition and it is perhaps preferable 
to let our oversimple proposition stand as it is. 
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tion of Negroes into the normal system already has occurred in many 
northern states and now seems to be slowly taking place even in the 
South. 

The "normal" system has developed through several stages. Except 
for Connecticut and Rhode Island, which continued their relatively 
democratic colonial charters, all of the states formed new written con
stitutions between 1776 and 1781. A number of factors-of which 
democratic ideas were only one-shaped these constitutions. In one 
respect, however, they tended to be similar: "under most of the Revo
lutionary constitutions, the legislature was truly omnipotent and the 
executive correspondingly weak."'' In eight states, the executive was 
chosen by the legislature, and in one, New Hampshire, the legislature 
chose a council, which in turn chose a council president; except in three 
states, the executive was elected for a one-year term; in six southern 
states, he could not be re-elected; generally he could not prorogue, ad
journ, or dissolve the legislature; the power of appointment was for the 
most part lodged in the legislature; save for two states, the executive 

had no power to veto legislation; in every state there was an executive 

council to watch over him, and in ten states this council was elected by 
the legislature. 

Because of the supremacy of the legislature, these state constitutions 
have sometimes been regarded as a triumph for populistic democracy," 

But this is very far from the truth. For the flaw in the system was that 
the legislatures themselves were frequently highly unrepresentative; in 

many states legislative supremacy meant not so much the dominance 
of the people as it meant control over policy by the relatively small 
elites of wealth and status who were able to control one or both 
branches of the legislature. The rules, that is to say, were rigged in 
favor of some groups and against others. Generally speaking, they were 
rigged in favor of the old centers of population on the seaboard and 

16. H. G. Webster, ' 'A Comparative Study of the State Constitutions of the 
American Revolution," Ameriton Acabmy of PolilicoJ and St>eiiJl Science, Annals, 
Vol. IX (1897). 

17. Cf. ]. Allen Smith, The Spirit of American G1111ernment (New York: Mac
millan Co., 1911), chaps. ii and ix. 
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against new settlers in the western portions of the states; and they were 
rigged in favor of the wealthy and against the poor. 

Thus in Massachusetts, the Revolutionary constitution established 
the control of the commercial interests over state policy against the 
power of the farmers; by heavy property qualifications for both office
holding and voting, the wealthy gained power at the expense of the 
middling groups and the poor; the Senate, in which representation 
rested upon taxes paid, was a stronghold of the well-to-do; even the 
lower house was weighted in favor of the eastern mercantile towns. The 
legislature and the courts, as might be expected, operated in favor of 
owners of debt and against the debtors. Debt and poverty went too 
far; rebellion flared up; Daniel Shays became a brief hero to the 
indebted and forever a symbol of the dangers of mass tyranny to the 
wellborn and the few; finally, ruthless repression was followed by mild 
reform. But the basic balance of benefits and handicaps imposed by the 
constitution remained unchanged.'& 

18. Cf. Oscar and Mary Flug Handlin, Comm1Jn-JJ<4JIIz: A Study •I the Role of 
G~rnment in tM Amuiazn Economy: Alas.saclmseJts, 1774-1861 (New York: New 
York Uoiveroity Press, 1947), pp. 26-27,41,44,45, 49- 52, and Appendix II, p . 267. 
In many respects the Massachusetts constitution was atypical, e.g., the governor 
had an absolute veto. "Although drafted by a convention elected by manhond 
suffrage, it was not only one of the most aristocratic of the Revolutionary period 
but also mere thoroughly ensured government by t..~c upper classes than the con· 
stitution of 1778 rejected by the same electorate." Elisha P. Douglas, Rebtls and 
Dtm<J<rals: Till Struggle for Equal Political Rit hl.s and M ajorily Rul< d11¥ing till 
A""'rican Reoolulwn (Chapel Hill: Univeroity ol North Carolina Press, 1955), p . 211 . 
In South Carolina, as might be expected, the constitution strengthened tide\'l'ater 
against piedmont. Ibid. , pp. 43-44. Cl. also Fletcher M. Green, ConstiJJuional De• 
odof>menl in the South Alkmtic StottS, 1776-1860 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1930). In an unpublished doctoral dissertation, Norman Stamps 
has shown how the Connecticut constitution, which was the old colonial charter, 
was highly democratic in appearance and nicely designed to permit tight control 
by a tight oligarchy. Nonnan Stamps, "Political Parties in Connoc.ticut, 1789- 1819" 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1950). In Pennsylvania the pat
tern was unique. Universal suffrage was virtually a fact by 1790, forty ye.ars before 
it became general throughout the United States. Evidently because ol this the 
balance remained more nea.rly favorable to the ordinary fanner and artisan than in 
other sta-tes, even after the constitution adopted under the impetus of radical de· 
mocracy during the Revolution was displaced in 1789. Dougl~ op. cit., chaps. xii
xiv; and Louis Hartz, EcotWm.ic Policy and DMnotratic Thought: Ptnns)•lNni4, 
1776-1860 (Cambridge: Harvard Univeroity Press, 1948), pp. 23 fi. In recent yearo 
the rise and decline of these state constitutions has lost the attention of political 
scientists. This is a pity. They provide a mine of information for the study of political 
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First and last, the men at the Constitutional Convention in Phila· 
delphia were realists; when they blundered it was not from lack of 
realism but from lack of knowledge. As realists they understood these 
things about the constitution they were designing: that constitutional 
rules must inevitably benefit some groups and penalize others; that 
the rules were therefore highly controversial and subject to bit ter 
conflict; that the rules must operate within the limits set by the prevail· 
ing balance of social forces; that they would, in tum, have consequences 
for the social balance; and that to endure, a constitutton would require 
the assent of more than the fifty-five distinguished gentlemen in Phila· 
delphia but luckily much less than the whole adult population. 

The men at the Convention were perhaps as brilliant an assembly 
as has ever gathered to devise a lasting constitut ion for a great nat ion. 
It is only an index to the pitiful limitations of human knowledge to 
note that, realistic and gifted as they were, many of their key assump
tions proved to be false, and the constitution they created has survived 
not because o! their predictions but in spite of them. 

Madisonian theory provided a brilliant and enduring defense-one 
is tempted to say rationalization-of the rules they set up. We bave 
seen in what respects the Madisonian approach is deficient. More 
relevant to our present purposes is the extent to which the members of 
this historic assemblage did not know what they were doing. They 
thought the popular House would be dynamic, populistic, egalitarian, 
levelling, and therefore a dangerous center of power that needed re
straint; they thought the President would represent the wellborn and 
the few and that he would use his veto against popular majorities 
lodged in the House. They were wrong; for the dynamic center of 
power has proved to be the presidency, and after Jackson the President 
could claim, and frequently did claim, to be the only representative of 
a national majority in the whole constitutional system. Meanwhile, the 
House has scarcely revealed itself as the instrument of those impas· 
sioned majorities that the men at the Convention so desperately 

institutions, and their decline has never been satisfactorily expJajned. However, for 
one aspect of the change, consu_lt Leslie Lipson, The American G()'IJernqr: From Figur~
h«ullo Leo<kr (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1939). 
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feared. Today the relationship they envisaged is, by and large, re
versed. It is the President who is the policy-maker, the creator of 
legislation, the self-appointed spokesman for the national majority, 
whereas the power of Congress is more and more that of veto-a veto 
exercised, as often as not, on behalf of groups whose privileges are 
threatened by presidential policy. 

Whether the men at the Convention anticipated judicial review is 
an issue that will probably never be settled; but there is not a single 
word in the records of the Convention or in the "Federalist Papers" to 
suggest that they foresaw the central role the court would from time 
to t ime assume as a policy-maker and legislator in its own right. They 
did not foresee clearly, if at all, the great organizing function political 
parties would perform, and the ways in which these instruments 
would transform the formal constitutional arrangements. The equal 
representation of states in the Senate, which has done so much to de
centralize the parties, the executive, and, indeed, the entire policy
making process, was not a matter of high constitutional principle but 
a necessary bargain opposed by many of the best minds at the Conven
tion, including Madison himself. 

Most of all, however, the men at the Convention misunderstood 
the dynamics of their own society. They failed to predict correctly the 
social balance of power that was to prevail even in their own lifetime. 
They did not really understand that in an agrarian society lacking 
feudal institutions and possessing an open and expanding frontier, 
radical democracy was almost certain to become the dominant and 
conventional view, almost certain to prevail in politics, and almost 
certain to be conservative about property. 

Despite their false predictions, however, the institutions their work 
helped to create have in large part survived. Three reasons may ac
count for this: First, for a variety of reasons apotheosis of the Constitu
tion began very early and in an astonishmgly short time controversy 
over the basic constitutional framework was all but eliminated; even 
the constitutional debate preceding our Civil War was ostensibly con
cerned with the question of the real intentions of the Convention. 
Second, perhaps in no society have the conditions of polyarchy been so 
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fully present as they were in the United States in the ante-bellum 
period (save, of course, for the posi tion of Negroes) . To assume that 
this country has remained democratic because of its Constitution seems 
to me an obvious reversal of the relation; it is much more plausible to 
suppose that the Constitution has remained because our society is 
essentially democratic. If the conditions necessary to polyarchy had 
not existed, no constitution intended to hmit the power of leaders 
would have survived. Perhaps a variety of constitutional forms could 
easily have been adapted to the changing social balance of power. It is 
worth emphasizing again that the constitutional system did not work 
when it finally encountered, in slavery, an issue that temporarily 
undermined some of the main prerequisites for polyarchy. 

In the third place, the Constitution survived only because it was 
frequently adapted to fit the changing social balance of power. Meas
ured by the society that followed, the Constitution envisaged by 
the men at the Convention distributed its benefits and handicaps to 
the wrong groups. Fortunately, when the social balance of power they 
anticipated proved to be illusory, the constitutional system was 
altered to confer benefits and handicaps more in harmony with the 
social balance of power. 

We see this strikingly both in the Jacksonian and in the Congres
sional phases of development. Had the state constitutions of the Revo
lut ionary period conferred more benefits on the small farmers and 
artisans and fewer on commerce and tidewater, it is at least possible 
that when the almost inevitable spread of universal manhood suffrage 
gave representat ives of the small farmers and artisans more control, 
they would have adapted the national constitutional system in a way 
quite different from the one which, in fact, they selected. Historical 
accident also helped to turn agrarian democracy away from legislative 
supremacy. In highly unified party government led by the President, 
Jefferson had invented a device that might just barely have permitted 
the myth of legislative supremacy to survive along witb vigorous 
execu tive leadership. But Jefferson's system required control by the 
Congressional caucus over both nominations and policy, and leadership 
of the caucus by the President. After Jefferson, the caucus seems to 
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have slipped gradually out of the orbit of presidential leadership. By 
1824 the forces rallying behind Jackson were unable to make use of it 
and his election in 1828 spelled the end of the Jeffersonian system. 

More than that, Jackson's presidency marks the effective end in this 
country of the classic identification of democratic rules with legislative 
supremacy. Radical democrats had feared executive power. Conserva
tive interests in the states favored legislative supremacy because they 
could control the legislature. Their spokesmen at the Constitutional 
Convention had in turn feared a national legislature they could not be 
certain of controlling and looked for their own defense to an executive 
with veto powers. By working hand in glove with the Congressional 
caucus, Jefferson overcame the barrier between execut ive and legisla
ture. Jackson, however, developed a new pattern of relationships, a 
new constitutional system, and since his day that system has largely 
prevailed, rather than the J effersonian, t he Madisonian, or the Revolu
tionary. The Jacksonian system may be interpreted as asserting that:" 

1. Groups not effectively represented in the legislature or judiciary 
may be effectively represented by the executive. 

2. The election process confers at least as much legitimacy on the 
executive's representativeness as on that of the legislature. 

3. The President has perhaps a better claim to represent a national 
majority. 

It is the growth of the third principle that, I believe, sets off the 
period after Jackson from that preceding it, for the idea that the elected 
executive might be the true representative of the majority was revolu
tionary in import. 

In the post-bellum period, Congress reasserted itself. It would be 
more accurate to say that highly powerful social groups, driving and 
ambitious, possessed of rising wealth and status, as.serted themselves 
through Congress. But the power of the new commercial and industrial 
interests was by no means unlimited; the two political parties were in
evitably a hodgepodge of delicate compromises: anything like a com
prehensive and co-ordinated national policy was, as the fate of the 

19. For e.xample, see W. E. Binkley, President a.nd Congrtss (New York: A. A. 
Knopf, Inc., 1~7), chaps. iv and v. 
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radical Republicans revealed, impossible. Compromise was maintained, 
therefore, by a highly decentralized policy-making system that worked 
essentially by bargaining. Effective control of the political parties was 
decentralized to state and local machines; control in Congress was de
centralized to the committees; and the executive was so decentralized 
that the President was harldy more than a member of the board of 
directors of a holding company. 

The subsequent growth of bureaucratic organizations under the 
nominal control of the President or of President and Congress together 
has been powerfully shaped by the legacy of Congressional government 
and the political habits and outlooks it gave rise to. In the context of 
decentralized bargaining parties and a decentralized bargaining legisla
ture, it was perhaps inevitable that despite the powerful efforts of many 
Presidents and the somewhat Utopian yearnings of many administra
tive reformers, the vast apparatus that grew up to administer the 
affairs of the American welfare state is a decentralized bargaining 
bureaucracy. This is merely another way of saying that the bureaucracy 
has become a part of what earlier I called the "normal" American 
political process. 

VIII 
I defined the "normal" American political process as one in which 

there is a high probability that an active and legitimate group in the 
population can make itself heard effectively at some crucial stage in the 
process of decision. To be "heard" covers a wide range of activities, 
and I do not intend to define the word rigorously. Clearly, it does not 
mean that every group has equal control over the outcome. 

In American politics, as in all other societies, control over decisions 
is unevenly distributed; neither individuals nor groups are political 
equals. When I say that a group is heard "effectively" I mean more 
than the simple fact that it makes a noise; I mean that one or more 
officials are not only ready to listen to the noise, but expect to suffer in 
some significant way if they do not placate the group, its leaders, or its 
most vociferous members. To satisfy the group may require one or 
more of a great variety of actions by the responsive leader: pressure 
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for substantive policies, appointments, graft, respect, expression of tbe 
appropriate emotions, or the right combination of reciprocal noises. 

Thus the making of governmental decisions is not a majestic march 
of great majorities united upon certain matters of basic policy. It is the 
steady appeasement of relat ively small groups. Even when these 
groups add up to a numerical majority a t election t ime it is usually not 
useful to construe that majority as more than an arithmetic expression. 
For to an extent that would have pleased Madison enormously, the 
numerical majority is incapable of undertaking any co-ordinated 
action, It is the various components of the numerical majority that 
have the means for action. 

As this is familiar ground, let me summarize briefly and dog
matically some well-known aspects of t he constitutional rules: the 
groups they benefit, t hose they handicap, and the net result. When we 
examine Congress we find that certain groups are overrepresen ted, in 
the sense that they have more representatives (or more representatives 
at key places) and therefore more control over the outcome of Congres
sional decisions than they would have if the rules were designed to 
maximize formal political equality.•• Equal representation in the 
Senate has led to overrepresentation of the less densely populated 
states. In practice this means that farmers and certain other groups
metal mining interests, for example-are overrepresented. State legis
latures overrepresent agricultural and small-town areas and hence do 
not redistrict House seats in accordance with population changes; even 
the House significantly underrepresents urban populations. The opera
t ion of the seniority principle and the power of the committee chair
man has led the voters in one-party or modified one-party states to be 
significantly overrepresented. According to one recent estimate, there 
are twenty-two such states'' Geographically these include the solid 
South, the border states, upper New England, four midwestern states, 

20. "Formal" because whether rules designed to maximize formal political 
equality would actually maximize political equality more than the present rules is 
a tough empirical question I wish to avoid. 

21. Austin Ranney and Wilhnoore Kendall, (•The American Party Systems ... 
American Political Science RevilVl, XLVIII (June, 1954), p. 477. 
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Oregon, and Pennsylvania. Of these only Pennsylvania is highly urban 
and industrial. Because of the operation of the single-member district 
system in the House, on the average, a net shift of 1 per cent of the 
electorate from one party to the other will result in a net gain of about 
2.5 per cent of the House seats for the benefited party; and because of 
the operation of the two-member district in the Senate, a shift of 1 per 
cent will result in a net gain for the benefited party of about 3 per cent 
of the Senate seats. Hence when large heterogeneous groups, like the 
farmers, shift their party support the legislative effects are likely to be 
considerably exaggerated. (Cf. Figs. 10 and 11.) 

All those politicians and officials concerned with the election or re
election of a President, and hence with the vagaries of the electoral col
lege, must necessarily be responsive to a somewhat different set of 
groups. Again, the general picture is so well known that I need only 
enumerate a few points. In general the presidential politicians must be 
responsive to populous states with large electoral votes; to states that 
are marginal between the parties, i.e., to the two-party states; to the 
"key" states, i.e., those both marginal and populous; to key groups in 
the key states-ethnic, religious, occupational; to relatively large 
nationwide groups; and to heavily populated urban and industrial 
areas. A careful examination of these will show, I think, that they are 
different from, and often have goals that run counter to, the groups 
that predominate in Congress. 

The bureaucracies are much more complex. In varying degrees they 
must be responsive to both presidential and Congressional politicians. 
But the presidential and Congressional politicians to whom they must 
respond are themselves rather a narrow and specialized group. In 
Congress, typically, it is the chairmen of the House and Senate Ap
propriations Committees, of the relevant subcommittees, and of the 
relevant substantive committees. Among presidential politicians, ad· 
ministrators must usually be responsive to the Budget Bureau, to the 
departmental secretary, and, of course, to the President himself. 
They must also be responsive to their o-..'tl specialized clienteles. The 
most effective clientele obviously is one like the farrners, that is also 
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well represented in Congress and even in the executive branch; some

times bureaucracy and cl ientele become so intertwined that one cannot 
easily determine who is responsive to whom. 
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IX 

This is the normal system. I have not attempted to determine in 
these pages whether it is a. desirable system of government nor shall 
I try to do so now. For appraisal of its merits and defects would require 
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a subtle and exte11ded discussion lying beyond the bounds of these 
essays. 

This much may be said oi the system. If it is not the very pinnacle 
of human achievement, a. model lor the rest of the world to copy or to 
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modify at its peril, as our nationalistic and politically illiterate glorifiers 
so tiresomely insist, neither, I think, is it so obviously a defective 
system as some of its critics suggest. 

To be sure, reformers with a tidy sense of order dislike it. Foreign 
observers, even sympathetic ones, are often astonished and confounded 
by it. Many Americans are frequently dismayed by its paradoxes; in
deed, few Americans who look upon our political process attentively 
can fail, at times, to feel deep frustration and angry resentment with a 
system that on the surface has so little order and so much chaos. 

For it is a markedly decentralized system. Decisions are made by 
endless bargaining; perhaps in no other national political system in the 
world is bargaining so basic a component of the polit ical process. In an 
age when the efficiencies of hierarchy have been re-emphasized on 
every continent, no doubt the normal American political system is 
something of an anomaly, if not, indeed, at times an anachronism. For 
as a means to highly integrated, consistent decisions in some import
ant areas-foreign policy, for example-it often appears to operate 
in a creaking fashion verging on total collapse. 

Yet we should not he too quick in our appraisal, for where its vices 
stand out, its virtues are concealed to the hasty eye. Luckily the normal 
system has the virtues of its vices. With all its defects, it does nonethe
less provide a high probability that any active and legitimate group 
will make itself heard effectively at some stage in the process of 
decision. This is no mean thing in a political system. 

It is not a static system. The normal American system has evolved, 
and by evolving it has survived. It has evolved and survived from 
aristocracy to mass democracy, through slavery, civil war, the tenta
t ive uneasy reconciliation of North and South, the repression of 
Negroes and their halting liberation; through two great wars of world
wide scope, mobilizat ion, far-flung military enterprise, and return to 
hazardous peace; through numerous periods of economic instability 
and one prolonged depression with mass unemployment, farm "holi
days," veterans' marches, tear gas, and even bullets; through two 
periods of postwar cynicism, demagogic excesses, invasions of tradi-
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tiona! liberties, and the groping, awkward, often savage, attempt to 
cope with problems of subversion, fear, and civil tension. 

Probably this strange hybrid, the normal American political system, 
is not for expor t to others. But so long as the social prerequisites of 
democracy are substantially intact in this country, it appears to be a 
relatively efficient system for reinforcing agreement, encouraging 
moderation, and maintaining social peace in a restless and immoderate 
people operating a gigantic, powerful, diversified, and incredibly com
plex society. 

This is no negligible contribution, then, that Americans have made 
to the arts of government-and to that branch, which of all the arts 
of politics is the most difficult, the art of democratic government. 
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Reevaluating Madisonian Democracy 

When this book was lirst published a half century ago, l was highly crit
ical of what I called "Madisonian Democracy." Now I find myself both 
more sympathetic with Madison and more critical. I'm more sympa
thetic because I 've come to understand how experience with the rapidly 
emerging American democracy led James Madison to views that I 
would regard as somewhat more democratic than those he expressed at 
the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and soon thereafter in the Feder 

alist. I'm more critical because of his willingness to exclude a very large 
part of the adult population from enjoying the rights of citizens in the 
political system he helped to create. 

Despite my criticism of Madison, T bear a deep respect for the depth 
and range of his understanding of political life and his constant search 
for propositions that rose above the level of description to reach a higher 
level of generality. ln this sense he was a d istinguished political scientist 
Even more, his capacity for modifying his earlier conclusions through 
later observations gave him the perspective of a true scientist of politics. 

Yet his view of politics went beyond empirical observations. For his 
interest in politics was profoundly anchored in concerns not only for 
what was, but also, in his view, what ought to be. His lifelong effort to 
understand politics was clearly motivated by a desire that Americans 
might achieve a good polity. 

In Madison 's view, a good polity for Americans would necessarily be 
a government that derived its just powers from the consent of the gov
erned, or, as we might say today, a democracy. His role in the evolution 

!52 
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of democratic ideas and institutions was extraordinary. By his creative 
leadership at the American Constitutional Convention in 1787 and his 
persuasive contributions to the Federalist immediately therafter, he 
helped to inaugurate one of the most fundamental changes in democrat
ic ideas and practices tha t has occurred ove r lhe entire history of this an
cient form of government. Henceforth, "government by the people" 
would no longer be restricted to assemblies of citizens in small units like 
city-sta tes. Nor would the right to choose representatives to legislatures 
in la rger units be restricted to an exceed ingsly tiny number of men 
drawn from the privileged few, as it then was in the parliament.~ of 
Britain and Sweden. Judged from this perspective, Madison was, in his 
own cautious fashjon, a revolu tionary. 

Yet if we were to judge Madison by standards widely used today in 
determining whether a la rge political system possesses all the institu
tions minimally necessary for it to be considered a democracy, we would 
have to conclude that when he a ttended the American Constitutional 
Convention and wrote his essays for the Federalist in 1787, he was not 
much of a democ rat. As readers of his well-known contributions to the 
Fede-raJist arc aware, he even insisted that the term democracy was not 
appropriate for the government he envisioned. instead, it should be des
ignated a republic. 

In the years following the convention and the Federalist, as he en
gaged in the ongoing project of crea ting institutions necessary for a peo
ple to self-govern, l.VIadison began to express views that were more 
"democratic" than those he bad announced earlier. We might think of 
the views he presented at the convention and in the Federalist as com
posing his constitutional theory <>f I 787, while his later views expressed 
his post-1787 constitutional theory. ' A stunning instance of the shift 
from the first constitutional theory to the second is his role in the forma
tion of the Republican Party. 

Yet even in his post-J 78i constitutional theory, the more democratic 
Madison endorsed views and practices that were far less acceptably 

l . The extentlo which Madison CXI)ressed his reaJ views in the Fr.tlt:rtJiisL is a mat
ter of some di...;.agreement. See note 7. below. 
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democratic than those that would come to prevail during the next two 
centuries. 

T H E MAN 

When the Constitutional Convention assem bled in 1787, Madison was 
only thirty-six. "At five feet six and less than 140 pounds," one historian 
has written, '"little Jemmy Madison' had the frail and disc.ernihly frag
ile appearance of a . .. schoolmaster, forever lingering on the edge of 
some fatal ailment."2 With his modest stature and rather high-pitched 
voice, he was hardly an imposing ora tor. Yet the knowledge he brought 
persuasively to bear on the issues, together with his gentleness and fair
minded ness, made him probably the single most influential member of 
the convention. 

With a BA at twenty from the College of New Jersey (Princeton), at 
twenty-five he was a delegate to the Virginia Convention, at twenty
seven acting secretary and member of the Virginia Council of Sta te, at 
twenty-nine a delegate to the Continental Congress, at thirty-three a 
member of the Virginia House of Delegates, and a t thirty-fi ve an ap
pointee to the Annapolis Convention. In preparation for the Constitu
tional Convention at Philadelphia, be undertook a study of"ancient and 
modern republics [and] ancient and modern confederacies,'" wrote a 
brief note entitled "The Vices of the Political System of the United 
States," and drew up the essentials of what would shortly be introduced 
at the convention as the Virginia Plan for the new constitution.• At the 
age of thirty-six, James Madison was better prepared for a constitutional 
convention than most American political leaders of later generations 
would be a t fifty-six (>r sixty-six. 

:MADISON'S FOUR QUESTIONS 

Madison's most influential views were, and are today, those he ex· 
pressed in the Perleralist, notably in Federalist 10 and 51. f ew persons, 

2. Ellis 2001,53. 

J. Miller 1992, 15. 

4. Pa clovc:r 1953, 22. 
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including most political scientists, I believe, had paid sufficient attention 
to the important ways in which he modifted these views as he gained ex
perience with the political system that he helped so much to create.-' 

At the Constitutional Convention, in the Federalist, and in letters and 
other writings of the time, Madison regularly sought to answer fou r 
questions: 

1. \~that is the new system of government to be called? 
2. Does a common good exist and, if so, can we know what iL is? 
3. \ ¥hat are the major threats to achieving the common good? 
4. Can these threats be overcome and, if so, how? 

A REPUBLIC OR A DEMOCRACY? 

By "pure democracy," Madison said, he meant "a society consisting of a 
small number of citizens, who assemble and administer the government 
in person .. .. " Democracy thus defined-pure democracy-stands in 
contrast to "a republic, by which I [Madis(mj mean a government in 
which the scheme of representation takes place . . . [and] .. . the delega
tion of the government .. . [is granted] to a small number of citizens 
elected by the rest . . .''' 

In advancing this definition, Madison confronted a genui ne problem. 
In the eighteen century no genera lly accepted name existed for the kind 
of government that he and his contemporaries were struggling to create: 
a government that acquired its legitimacy from the sovereignty of the 
people, but in which the people wou ld govern indirectly by electing rep
resentatives with t he power of enact the laws. Although classification 
schemes from Aristotle to Montesquieu were often presented with more 
nuance and subtlety than I need to explore here, a common practice was 
to divide constitutions or political regimes into the rule of the one, of the 
few, or of the many, each of which might be div ided in turn into good 

5. Samuel Kernell (2003) argue-s that "the Madison ian model '"'as formuhU.<.'(I artcr 
the fact, specificaHy in Federalist 5 I and its companion essays, in order to promote the 
Constitution's ratification'' (p. 93). If his interpretation is correct, then Madison !s first 
constituLionaJ U\cory was :-;imply "'campaig-n rhetoric" (1). 114), and his later views 
might be inten)reted as an expans ion of views he actually held earlier but had sup
pressed in his public rhetoric. 

6. Federlzlist 10 (Hamilton, jay, an<l Mr)dison 2000, SS-59). 
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and bad forms, depending on whether the rulers sought to achieve the 
common good or merely their own interests. T he good and bad forms of 
rule by the one were monarchy or despotism. Rule by the few would be 
aristocracy or oligarchy. What about rule by the many? Should the good 
form be called a democracy or a republic? What about the bad form? 

Around 400 BCE the Athenians, drawing, naturally, on their own lan
guage, chose to call their system a "democracy," from demos ("the com
mons/' or "the people") and kratos ("rule/' ''sway," or "authority"). At 

about the same time, the Romans called their system a republic, from 
the Latin ·l'es, thing, affair, and publicu.s, public. In the thirteenth cen
tury, when the Italian city-states of Venice, Florence, Siena, Lucca, 
Genoa, Bologna, and Perugia adopted constitutions providing for a 
measure of self-rule, they all, of course, drew on their own language and 
history and called their governments republics. 

T he difference in word usage boiled down to language, not political 
institutions. Yet whether called democracies or republics, the political 
systems of Athens, Rome, and the Italian city-states were totally inap· 
propriate for eighteenth-century America. To be sure, a long with their 
citizen assemblies, the Athenian democracy and the Roman republic 
bad some elements of representation. But by no stretch could their po
litical systems serve as models for a representative government in the 
United States of America. As for the Italian republics, they may have 
been aristocratic or oligarchic republics, but they were dcfmitely not 
democratic republics.' 

To add to tbe confusion, tbe two terms-democracy and republic
were, it appears, commonly used more or less interchangeably among 
Americans in the eighteenth century.8 My guess is that Americans who 
were more favorable toward rule by the people tended to use the term 
democracy, while those who were more dubious preferred tbe term re
public. 

In any case, Mad ison 's famous distinction between the terms democ-

7. In the words of a leading historian. they were 1'constitutiona1 oligarchies" (Mar· 
tines 19i9, 148). 

8. Adams I 980, 99 -IIi. 
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racy and republic was somewhat arbitrary and ahistorical. Even some 
of his contemporaries, like James Wilson, referred to lhe new represen
tative system as a clcmocracyY 

T he term democracy soon came into generalusagc. 10 T he Republican 
Party, founded by J efferson and Madison, was swiftly renamed tbe 
Democratic Republican Party and its successor, in 1828, the Democratic 
Pa1'ly. Tocqueville's famous volumes published in 1835 and 1840 wc1·c, 
as we all know, named Democrcu;y in America. 11 

9. Speaking at the Pennsylvania ratifying convention in November I i Si, a mere 
two months a ftcr the convention ended, james Wil.son, who wa.s Madison's ally al the 
Convcnlion ruuJ, like Madison, one of ilS most influential members remarked : 
" ... l'flhe three species of simple governments . .. . arc the monarchical, aristocral.ical 
and democratkal. ln a monarchy, the supreme power is vested in a single person; in 
an aristocracy .. . hy a hcxly formed upon the principle o f representation, but enjoy
ing t heir .station by cle.sccnt.. or election among themselves, or in right of .some persona l 
or territorial qualifications; and laslly, in n dcmocntcy, it is inherent in a pcople, and 
is cxcrci.S(lcl by Lhcnuclves or by tllt ir reflrtsentatives . . .. I 0 Jf what descri ption is the 
Constitution before us? In its prin ciples, Sir, it is purely democrdtical: varying indeed 
in ils form in order to admit all the advantages, and to exclude all the d isadvantages 
which are lncidenlal to the known and established constitutions of government. But 
when we take an extensive and accurate view of the s treams of power that apJ)ear 
through this great and comp•·chcnsive phm . . . we shall be able to trace them to one 
great noble source, THE P I.;QPLI•:. tsicl" (llailyn 1993, 802-3, emphasis added). 'l'hc 
following June, at the Virginia ratifying constitution, responding to the criticisms of 
Patrick Henry, John Marshall contended that ••The Constitution provided for *a well 
rcgtrlatcd democrACy,* where no king, or p resident. could undermine representative 
government" (Simon 2002, 25). 

10. An interesti ng dcvimion from this ptllLCI'n persisted in presidential inagurual 
addresses. I lind thalthroughoullhe nineteenth o:ntury, if a president referred to t he 
American political system in an inaugural address, he used the terms republic or re
puhlican a nd, with only one exception, never democracy or clemocratic. The exception 
was the ill-fated William Henry Harrison who in 184 t said of the Framersthat "there 
were in it fthe Constitution] features wh ich appeared not to be in ha1·mony with their 
ideas of a s imple ICJ)rcsentative democracy or rel)u blic." From this we can infer Lhat 
the terms ''republic" a nd ''representative democr--cK;yl' were understood as equivalent. 
1 need hardly add that durlng the twentieth century, in their inaugural addresses pres
idents frequently referred to the United States as democratic or a democracy. In his 
rour inaugural addresses, F'OR used these tc.rns twenty times a nd "republic"' not once. 
RCI'l;lUl!lnd U1e first Hush used both in c<Jual numbcrs, while Clinton !Uld the seoond 
Bush employed only the term "democrucy•• in their inaugural nddresse5. 

II. In Europe, as the Oxford English Dictionary reminds us, "republic'• came to 
mean ''without a monarch," as in France. GermflJ1y, and e lsewhere . Thus the Scandi
navian counlries, along with Holland a nd Spain, arc not rcpuhlics; hut, as in t he rest 
of the world, their people righlly call them democracies. 
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The plain fact is that James Madison has decisively lost the battle of 
terminology.12 I would dismiss the whole questi on as trivial if it were not 
for the freq uency with which I have encountered the assertion that the 
founders created a republic, not a democracy. One could interpel this to 

mean chat by excluding more than hal f the adul t population from the 
rights necessary for a system to meet today's democratic standmds, the 
founders created an oligarchy- an oligarchic republic, if you will, not 
altogether unlike the medieval Italian republics. But it is my impression 
that those who make this claim want to use the autbority of the founders 
to reject the legitimacy of "democracy" as an appropriate standard for 
contempormy America. To which I would like to reply, if the United 
States is not, and should not be, a democratic republic, then what kind 
of republic is it or should it be? An a1·istocratic republic? An oligarchical 
republic? 

Let me now turn to Madison's response to the second question; Does 
a common good exist and, if so, can we know what it is? Adopting a view 

that was common in his time, Madison assumed that a common good ex
isted and could be definite ly known, at least by some. Yet despite Madi
son 's confidence, after two mi llennia phi losophers continue to disagree 
over two central issues. Just how can we know what the public good 
tru ly is? And what persons would be most likely to know and actually 
seck to achieve the public good? As to the first issue, is knowledge of the 
public good sel f-evident? Tf not, can it be derived by pure 1·eason, and 
t>erhaps only by pure reason, as Kant would assert? If pure reason is in
sufficient, docs knowledge of the public good depend on intuitions? On 
feelings and emotion? Experience? All of these? 

Madison's position was unequivocal: he came down firmly on the side 
of reason and, like Kant, refused to allow any place for emotions and 

passions. '3 Here, Madison's understandi ng of human natu re seems to 
have deserted him, whicb is particularly surprising because his view 

12. An authori taLive example: The O.'(j'ord Btt~;tislt Diclimusry defines democracy 
liS •government by the people; Lha( ronn or government in w3> ich the SOVCI·eign power 
res ides in the people as a whole, and is exercised either directly by them (as in the 
small republics of antiquity) or by officers elected by them." 

13. Matthews 1995, 81. 
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flatly contradicted that of David Hume, whose work he had reread be

fore attending the convention and whose argument on the advantages of 
size for reducing the evil effects of faction anticipated Madisons's. 14 Be

cause the physiological connections between reason and emotion were 

la rgely unknown until the late twentieth century, aseptic views like 

Madison's and Kant's were beyond effective refutation. In light of what 
is known today, however, the assumption that reason can be wholly sep

arated from emotion appears to represent a fundamentally mistaken 
view of human natUJ·e. 15 

As to the second issue, Madison appears to have believed, not unlike 

Plato, Confucius, and many of his contemporaries, that certain persons 
of greater widsom and public virtue might know better than others what 

the public good truly is, and would also be more inclined to act on it. A 
crucial advantage of a representative republic over direct or assembly 

democracy, Madison asserted, is that the requisite wisdom and virtue 

are more likely to ex.ist among the elected representatives than among 

the people who elect them. In Federalist 10 he wrote that the effect of 
elections is 

to refine and enlarge the public views, by passing them through the medium of a 
cboseu body of citizens, whose wisdom may best disceru tlte true i"terest.s of 
their own co,.ntry, aud whose patriotism and love of justice will be least likely to 
sacrifice it to temporary or partial considerations. Uuder such a regulation, it 
may well happen that the public voice, pronounced by the representatives of the 
people, will be more consonant to the public good than if pronounced by the peo
ple themselves convened for the purpose (My italics) 

Madison was too experienced in the ways of politics and politicians to 

assume that this desirable outcome was inevitable, and he immediately 

adds a realis tic qualifier: 

On the other hand, the effect (of elections) may be inverted. ~fen of fractious 
tempers, of local prejudices, or of sinister designs, may, by intrigue, by corrup
tion, or by other means, first obtain the suffrages, and then betray the interests, 
of the people. t6 

14. Miller 1992, 53 ff. 

15. Damasio 1995. 

16. Federalist tO(Hamilton, Jay, and Madison 2000, 59). 
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Before turning to Madison's solution to this dilemma, I want to un
derscore his implicit assumption that the "public good," the " interests of 
the people," could he definitely known and described. If Madison were 
alive today, I find it hard to believe that he would advance this assump
tion as if it needed no further justi.Jication. Today's Madison would 
surely ask a question like this: In concrete situations when people dis
agree about the public good, as they commonly do, how can we know 
what is best? In Madison 's own time, didn't the interests of slave own
ers, including enlightened slave owners like Madison himself, conflict 
with the interests of others-not least, of course, those who were en
slaved? Don't basic human rights trump property rights? Or are prop
erty rights inviolable even when they violate fundamental human val
ues? 

If some citizens believe that their interests conflict with the interests 
of others, bow should the matter be decided? What is the proper place 
of public deliberation, and how is it to be achieved? When interests con
flict, should we be guided by the utilitarian formula of "the greater good 
of the greater number," and if so just who constitutes the "we" entitled 
to make that decision? Or, given the pitfalls hidden in that formula, 
should the decision follow some other moral principle? If so, what? And 
just what is the legitimate role of majority rule? 

Even if Madison 's assumptions about the public good may have been 
persuasive in his own time, today his contention that the public good can 
be definitely known by elected representatives would find scant SUJ>port. 

This leads me to my third question. In Madison 's view, what are the 
major threats to achieving the common good? In bis 1787 constitutional 
theory Madison was primarily concerned, I think, with two of these. 
One I have already mentioned: "Men of fractious tempers, of local prej
udices, or of sinister designs, may, by intrigue, by corruption, or by other 
means, first obtain the suffrages (votes], and then betray the interests, of 
the people." His main solution to this problem of leadership-a solution 
widely supported by his colleagues at the convention-was the famous 
separation of powers into the different branches of government that 
would serve as checks and balances. Because l want to focus here on 
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some changes in the views Madison came to express 11s he, the country, 
and indeed the world gained more experience with la rge-scale represen
ta tive government, I'll say no more about this solution and instead turn 
briefly to the other major threat: factionalism. "By a faction," he wrote, 
"I understand a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or 
minority of the whole, who arc united and actuated by some common 
impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, 
or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the comnnmity." Where 
liberty exists, factions are inevitable. "As long as the reason of m:ln con
tinues fallible, and he is at liberty lo exercise it, different opinions w ill be 
formed ... . The diversity in the faculties of men ... . [is] an insuperable 
obstacle to a uni formity of interests ... . The latent causes of faction are 
thus sown in the nature of man . . . . [Tjhe most common and durable 
srmrce offrtctions has been the various anrl unequal dist-ribution of prop
erty." 17 

How might the dangers of faction be mitigated? "If a faction consists 
of less than a majori ty," Madison wrote, "relief is supplied by the repub
lican principle, wh ich enables U1e majority to defeat [the minority's] sin

ister views by regular vote."'s But what if the faction were itself a ma
jority? "In our Governments," he wrote to Jefferson in 1788, "the real 
power lies in the majority in tbe Community, and the invasion of private 
rights is chiefly to be apprehended, not from acts of Government con
trary to the sense of its constituents, but from acts in which the Govern
ment is the mere instrument of the major number of the Constituents.• •• 
Like many of his coJleagues at the convention, and the classic writers 
from Aristotle onward who had helped to shape their views, 20 Madison 
believed that the greatest threat to fundamental rights would come from 
majorities of citizens who possessed liltlc or no property. For if the many 

1 ; . Ibid., 54-56 (emphasis added). 

18. Ibid., 57. 

19. Padover 1953, 25·1 . 

zo. Richard 1994. 
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lacked property, they would, driven by the overpowering force of self
interest, surely attempt to infringe on the property righL~ of the few who 
did own property." 

Turning to Madison's fou rth q uestion, if factions that threaten the 
basic rights and liberties of others are inevitable, what is to be done? A 
Bill of Rights, Madison believed, might be helpful, but it was not suffi
cient. "My own opinion," he wrote in his letter to Jefferson in 1788, 1'has 
always been in favor of a bill of rights ... At the same time I have never 
thought the omission a material defect, nor been anxious to supply it 
even by subsequent amendment, for any reason other than t11at it is 
anxiously desired by others. I have favored it because I supposed it 
might be of use, and if properly executed could not be of disservice." He 
was lukewarm about its necessity and doubtful about its effectiveness 
because "experience proves the inefficiency of a bill of rights on those oc· 
casions when it is most needed .. . . Repeated violations of these parch
ment barriers .. . have been committed by overbearing majorities in 
every st.ate."22 

Was Madison's early fear of majorities influenced by the possibility 
that they might threaten the one form of property- slavery- that was 
essential to his livelihood? Whatever tJ1e reasons, in his earlier years 

21. Since I wrote this essay, two excellent books have appeared providing highly 
relevan~ evidence on the numerous poUtk.al movements, organizatjons, and ac.tivides 
that greatly a larmed members of the UI)I)Cr rural and urban strata.. Madison and his 
counterparts were aU too aware of the dangers to their influence and property that 
might result if majorities of men of more modest bac.:kgrotmds and resources were a l
lowed acce-ss to polilka1 inltucncc and 5)4)wcr: Gary R. Na:sh, T!Jr U,k,ow" Americau 
Rewlutio?t, The Uuruly Birth of Democracy and tlte Struggle to CreaJe America (New 
York: Viking1 2005), and Sean Wilentz, Tlte Rise of Ame,.ican Democracy, Jtif.ferson. to 
Lincolrr (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2005). 

22. Padovcr 1953. 254. AtLhe Virginia Ratifying Convention in June 1788, Patrick 
Henry gave a lengthy and passionage criticism of the Constitution for, among other 
things, its omission of a Bill of Rights that would protect the freedom of religion, trial 
by jury, and "the other great righu; of mankind" that were, he noted, pre.~rved by "our 
ow11 Constitution» (i.e., the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Virginia). In his re
ply, Madison argoed1 "If ~here were a majority of one sect, a biU of RJghts would be a 
poor proLC:ction fo r libcrw HapJ>ily for the Stoles, they enjoy the utmo.s~ freedom of 
religion. This freedom arises from a multiplicity of sects, which pervades A merle-a, 
and which is the best and only security for religious liberty in any society" (Bailyn 
I 993, 6i$, 69()). 
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Madison clearly feared that government by majorities might seriously 
endanger the rights of minorities. 

So what was to be done? Madison's solution included several ele
ments: federa lism, a constitution of limited enumerated powers, and, as 
I have mentioned, the election of representatives.23 But Madison's most 
original contribution, the one for which he is probably best known and 
for which he has been cited endlessly, was to enlarge the size of a re
public. "Extend the sphere," he asserted, "and you take in a greater va
riety of parties and interests; you make it less probable that a majority 
of the whole will have a common motive to invade the rights of other cit
izens; or if such a common motive exists, it will be more difficult for all 
who feel it to d iscover their own strength and to act in unison with each 
other."' 4 Increasing tbe size of tbe system, then , was "a republican rem
edy for the disease most incident to republican government."25 Was 
Madison correct? I ' ll return to this question in a moment. 

Like everyone else in 1787, Madison confronted a challenge for which 
historical experience provided little guidance. Given that a large-scale 
representative democracy had never before existed in human history, his 
conjectures were probably as well founded as they could possibly have 
been. 

Yet the constitutional system that Madison and his colleagues had 
helped to create wou ld swiftly change in response to the powerful dem
ocratic impulses that soon emerged. Madison himself helped to 
strengthen these democratic impulses and their impact.. For the three 
decades after the convention, he was deeply immersed in political life. 
E lected to the new House of Representatives in 1789, he quickly as
sumed a major leadership role. Whatever his reservations may have 
been, he introduced and quickly gained the passage of the Bill of Rights. 
In 1788, shortly after retiring from the House, he wrote the Virginia Res
olutions, attacking the Alien and Sedition Acts, and the following year, 

ZJ. I am grateful to Richard Matthews for calli.ng roy attention to the first two of 
these. ln 1/ Men Were Angels, he provides an exceUent account of Madison's views on 
these and other important constitutional issues. 

Z4. Federalist 10 (Hamilton, Jay, and Madison ZOOO. 61). 

25. fbid. (Hamilton, jay, and Maclison 2000, 64). 
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after returning to the Virginia House of Delegates, he defended tbe Res
olutions. In 1801 he was made secretary of state, where he remai ned 
throughout Jefferson's tenure. On Jefferson's retirement in 1808, he was 
elected president, as he was again in 1812. Ten years after retiring from 
the presidency h e succeeded Jefferson as rector of the University of Vir
gin ia. In 1829 he was a delegate to the Virginia Constitutional Conven
tion. Dul'ing his final years he stau nchly OI>POScd nu llification and d-e
fended the union. He died in 1836 allhe age of eighty-five. 

Madison's experience from 1790 onward led him, I believe, lO develop 
somewhat grealter trust in majorities-majorities consisting, of course, 
exclusively or white males-and a greater distrust or minorities that, in 
his view, threatened the interests of the majority. Put simply, Madison, I 
believe, rapidly moved toward answers that were different from, or al 
least had a muc.h different emphasis thru1, those he presen ted at the con
vention and in the Federalist. Madison inc•·easingly emphasized fOUl' 

propositions: 

1. The greatest threat in the new Ameriw'ln republic came from a minority, 
not. the majority. (By majority I'll continue to mean a majority or white maJc cit
izens.) 

2. To protect Lheir rights, lil>erties, and entitlements from minority £actions, a 
majority needed to organize a political pru'ly . 

. >. To ensure that majorities would not threaten property tights, it was neces
sary (and perhaps sufficient) that a majority of citizens owned property. As prop· 
erty owners, they would have an interest in protecting- not invading-the 
rights of lli'Opcrty. 

4. In the end, in a democratic rei)Ublic, majorities must be allowed to prevail. 

I wanllo ill ustrate Madison's change in views by noting very briefly 
some well-known historical developments bearing on each of these new 
propositions. L ike bis close ally Jeffe•·son, Madison swiftly concluded 
that representatives of the Federalist Party were supporting and even 
achieving policies harmful to the interests of a majority of citizens. 
T hese included the pernicious Alien and Sedition Acts, the assumption 

of stale debts, Hamilton's successful effort lo establish a national bank, 
and his support for Britain in its conflicts with France. 

Il became obvious that to be effective the opposition needed its own 
political organization. Thus Jefferson, Madison, and other like-minded 
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opponents of the Federalists created the Republican Party, which soon 
came to be called the Democratic-Republican Party, and finally, witJ1 
Andrew j ackson, simply the Democratic Party. Like virtually all advo
cates of democracy, Madison bad come to see, as he put it much later, 
that "no free Country bas ever been without parties, which are a natural 
offspring of Freedom.""' Creating a political party, however, repre
sented a step away from Federalist 10. For a politica l party is a kind of 
faction, a faction that is organized by party leaders to w in votes in e lec
tions. T he word party itself, as Giovanni Sartori emphasized some years 
ago, derives from the Latin verb meaning to divide. Though party was 
sometimes seen as less derogatory than "faction," the two terms were 
often used interchangeably. A party is but a "part of a political society," 
not the whole." In effect, then, organized political parties competing 
against one another in elections a re important elements of the solution 
to tbe twin problems of faction and the defense of majority interests28 

But competition between political parties would not necessarily di
minish, and might even intensify, the danger to property rights if the suf
frage were extended to those without substantial properly, particularly 

those without landed property- in Madison 's terms, "non freeholders." 
That danger would be reduced, of course, if most members of the elec
torate owned or expected to own property, and thus had an interest in 
protecting properly rights. T hough a solution a long these lines was di f
ficult, if not impossible in, say, Britain, in America the availability of 
land to the west provided a solution-to be su re, at the expense of the 
indigenous population. A westward movement that Madison bad per
haps not dearly foreseen in I iSi was rapidly resulti ng in a la rge popu
lation of independent farmers who, as property owners themselves, 
would have little interest in threatening property rights. 

Although Madison 's later views were hardly those of a passionate 

26. Farrand 1987.3:452, appendi.x A. 

27. Sartori (1976, 5 ff.), provides an excellent account of the evolution of the term 
.. party'" rlnd its distinction from "faction." 

28. For a carefully presented view of the evolutiOI) of Madison's views on partiesJ 
sec Riemer 1968, 173-74 . 
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supporter of universal su ffrage and political equality, a note he wrote in 

182 1 begins with the comment that his "observations in 1787 do not con
vey the speaker's [that is, Madison's ) more full & matured view" of the 
right to suffrage, which is "a fundamental Article in Republican Con

stitutions." After considering the alternatives, he concluded that extend
ing the suffrage to those without (landed) proper ty was preferable, on 
grounds of feasibility and justice, to any more restrictive alternative. "In 
a just & a free, Government," he wrote," . . . the r ights both of property 
& persons ough t to be effectual ly guarded. Will the latter be so in case of 
a uni versal & equal suffrage? .. . Confining the rig ht of suffrage to free
holders . .. violates the v ital principle of free Govt. that those w ho arc 
to be bound by the laws, ought to have a voice in making them." Aftc1· 
examining four allemative arrangements that would deprive or limit the 
suffrage of those without property, Madison conc'luded: 

Unde1· every view of the subject, it seems indiSI>ensable Umt the Mass of Citizens 
shou ld not be without a voice . ... and if the on ly a ltema tive be between an equa l 
& universal right of suffrage for each branch of Govt. and a confinement of the 
entire right to part of the Citizens, it is better that those having the greater inter
est at stake namely that of property & J)ersons both, should be deprived of half 
their share in the CovL; than those having the lesser interest, that of pc,·sonul 
rights only, should be deprived of U1e whole. •• 

Political equality means that the majority must be allowed to prevail. 
Although Madison may never have fully overcome his worries about the 
potential threats to property rights arising from voters with little or no 
landed property, as he observed the expansion in property ownership 
among his fellow citizens, he seems to have become somewhat more 
committed to the fundamental principle of majodty rule. 

Toward tbc end of his life, particularly after John C. Calhoun had be
gun his attacks on the principle of majority r ule, Madison's defense of 

29. Farrand 1987,3:450-55, appendix A, punctuation as in original. His continu
ing concerns for property are revealed by his unwilJingness to reject one alternative: 
"4ConHning the right o f electing one Branch of the Legislature to freeholders, and ad· 
mitUng all others to a common right wiU1 holdc,·s or IJropcrty, in electing the other 
branch." He IJOinlS outlhat Lhis had been tl'ied and abandoned in New York but ''is 
.still on trial inN. Carolina.., .It is certain U1at the trial, to be satisfactory ought to be 
continued for no inconside rable pe riod; untill [sic) in fact the non freeholders should 
be a majority" (p. 454). 
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the principle was forceful and unambig uous. In a letter written in 1833, 

Madison contended: 

[\\rjhatever opinions may he formed on the general subject of confederal systems, 
or the interpretation of our own, every friend to Republican Government ought 
to raise his voice against the sweeping denunciation of majority Governemts as 
the most tyrannical and intolerable of all Governments .... 

[T]he general question must be between a republican government in which 
the majority rule the minority, and a Government in which a lesser number or 
the least number rule the majority . . .. T hose who denounce majori ty Govern
ments altogether because they may have an interest in abusing their power, de
nounce at the time all Republican Government and must maintain that minority 
governments would feel less of the bias of iuterest or tbe sed uctions of power:"' 

That same year in a "Memorandum on 'Majority Government,'" he 

wrote: 

lf majority governments . . . be the worst of Go,•ernments those who think and 
sa)• so cannot be within the pale of the republican faith. They must either join 
the avowed disciples of aristocracy, oligarchy or monarchy, or look for a Utopia 
exhibiting a perfect homogeneousness of interests, opinions and fcclin.gs nowhere 
yet found in civilized communities.3 1 

I lind it regrettable that Madison is almost entirely known for his 1787 
constitutional theory, for there can be little doubt that as l1e and the 
American political system both evolved, he revised his views in ways 

that were far more democratic. Yet even Madison's revised constitu

tional theory contained at least three serious flaws. 
The first is h is argument in t he Federalist that increased s ize reduces 

the dangers of factionalism. At the convention itself he had-rig htly, I 
believe-" contended that the States were di vided into different interest 

not by their differences in size, but by other c ircu mstances; the most ma

terial of which resulted partly from climate, but p rinc ipally from (the ef
fects of) their having or not having slaves. T hese two causes concurred 
in forming the great division of interests in the U. States."n 

His m uch better known argument in tl1e Fede1·alist (especially in es
says 10 and 51) may well have been useful as a rhetorical point that 

30. Madison, Writings, 9:520- 28, cited in Meyers 1973, 525. 

31. Madison, Writings, 9:526, cited in Riemer 19'68, 157 . 

• lZ. Farrand 1987 , I :486. 
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would help to reduce fears expressed at the convention, and outside the 
convention by Anti-Federalists, that the interests of the people in small 
states would suffer in the proposed federal system.33 But if we consider 
the latter argument as an empirical proposition in political science, two 
comments seem to me justified. It could not possibly have been tested 
adequately in his own time. And two centuries of experience since then 
flatly contradict his proposition. 

Among the representative democracies of our time, the smaller coun
tries are no more vulnerable to faction than the larger ones: consider the 
three Scandinavian countries, together with Finland, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, and New Zealand. Or consider that among the seventy or 
so countries of the world that meet today's standards for democracy
rather higher standards, by the way, than Madison 's-countries with 
populations under a million are much more prevalent than larger coun
tries.34 Or if we move to a much smaller scale, an analysis of town meet· 
ings in Vermont reveals a remarkable combination of vigor, civili ty, par
ticipation, and respect for the direct democracy. Indeed, the smaller the 
town, the more these qualities tend to appear.35 

Madison was right in thinking that diversity tends to increase with 
size.36 But he overlooked the costs of heterogeneity and the advantages 
of homogeneity:" For example, until immigration recently created new 
cultural diversities in Sweden, its extraordinary homogeneity enabled 
Swedes to negotiate national policies with a very high degree of consen-

33. This is clearly the cas<: in his response t.o the (ultimately successful) insistence 
by delegates of the small states on equal representation in the Sellales. Three large 
states-Virginia, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania-were, he argued, deeply divided 
by their different interests. For example, in "staple productions they were as dissimi
lar as any three other States in the Union" (Ibid., 44 i). 

34. Diam•md 2002 , 26, table I. 

35 . Bryan 2004, 69-81, 136, 231, 296-97. See also Bryan and McCiaughry 1989. 

36. For evidence and discussion, see Dahl and Tufte 1973,91 ff. 

37. Alesir.a and Spolaore (2003) propose that"tl>e sizes of naliona.l states (or coun
tries) are due t.o t he trade-{)ffs betw(!(!n U>e benef•ts of size and the costs of heteroge
neity of preferences over public goods and preferences provided by government. . . . 
Our main argument [is] that democratization, trade liberalization, and reduction of 
warfare are associated with the formation or small countries, whereas historically the 
collapse of free trade., dictatorships, and wars arc associated wiUl large countries» 
(pp. 6, 15). 
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sus in the cabinet, the parliament, and the entire country38 At the other 
extreme, consider the difficulties the European Union now faces in cre
ating a constitution, given the diverse and conflicting interests, views, 
values, and political cultures that continue to exist among Europeans. 

It is difficult, even impossible, to reconci le Madison 's seeming opti
mism about the beneficial affects of size with his clear recognition of the 
crucial difference in interests among property owners in different states 
stemming "from (the effects of) their having or not having slaves." 
Didn't the framers make the Civil War virtually inevitable by incorpo
rating into the union the Southern states with economies, social systems, 
and cultures based on slavery? Whether separation rather than union 
would have been more desirable in the long run is a question too com
plex to examine here. My point simply is that enlarging the sphere might 
just set the stage for irresoluble conflict. 

I have sometimes wondered whether Madison stressed the advan
tages of size in order to counter the objections of the Anti-Federalists, 
perhaps the most vigorous opponents of the new federal system. If so, it 
was a shrewd move. But that does not make his conjecture empirically 
valid. 

The second major flaw that remained in Madison's revised constitu
tional theory is the tacit exclusion from full citiz.ensbip of an enormous 
share of the adult population. Like other men of his time, Madison 
seems to have taken for granted that suffrage should be restricted to 
men, and that there was no question of the right to vote, as well as many 
other fundamental rights, being extended to women. And while women 
had few rights as citizens, slaves had no rights at all. Like Washington, 
Jefferson, and many other eminent Virginians, Madison owned slaves, 
which he had inherited from his father. Like Washington and Jefferson, 
he believed that slavery was an evil,39 and he seems to have treated hu
manely those he possessed. Like his fellow Virginians, however, he chose 
not to free his slaves during his own lifetime or to contest the institution 

38. Lewin 1988, 195- 206. 

39. Rakove 1996,337. Ralph Ketcham (1990) writes: "Though brought up among 
staves and dependent on their tabor, he abhorred the institution or slavery and sought 
to have as little as possible to do wilh it" (p. 148). 
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publicly.40 Nor did he follow Washington 's example and emancipate 
them at his death. Instead, no doubt fearing his wife's impoverishment, 
he willed them to her.• 1 Like Jefferson, he supported schemes of gradual 
emancipation "and the colonization of freedmen in Africa or some other 
remote region." In 1819 he even proposed that money obtained from the 
sale of western lands be used to purchase enslaved persons from their 
masters-after which they would be shipped to Africa.•> Of course, the 
scheme went nowhere. 

T he third major flaw in his post-I 787 constitutional theory had been 
mainly overlooked by biographers, historians, political scientists, and 
constitutional lawyers until Garry Wills called it forcefully to our atten
tion.43 This was the in famous two-fifths ru le, according to whi ch, in the 
words of Section 3, Article I: "Representatives and direct Taxes shall be 
apportioned among the several states ... according to their respective 
Numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of 
free Persons . .. three fifths of all other Persons." Who were these "other 
Persons"? Slaves, of course.•• Wills a rgues, rightly, T believe, that the ex-

4(). An cxcption wa.$ one Billc:y. '"In J i33, as Madison rm:parcd tO retur-n to Vir
ginia from Philadelphia: he di scovered that, after nearly four years io tlle company of 
(ree servants, Billey was ' too thoroughly tainted to be 6t companion for fellow slaves 
in Virginia. ' ... \Vhy, Madison asked his father, should Billey be punished 'merely 
for coveting the Uberty for which we had paid the price or so much blood, and have 
proclaimed so often to be right, and worthy the pursuit, of every human being'" 
(Ketcham 1990, 148}. All of Madison's pronouncemcnLS a bout the evils of s lavery a rc 
in private leUc:rs or documcni.S. 

41. "[l)n his wHI Madison said of his slave-S merely that none of them should be 
sold without the s lave's consent as well as Dolley Madison's. A lifetime of opposition 
tO slavery had thus been reduced in 1\rfadison's will to A gesture, likely to be ineffec
tual, not of freedom, but only of decent treatment. As happened again and again in 
s lave states, t he demands of creditors and est-ate legatees subverted Madison's in ten· 
s ions" (Ketcham 1990, 629). 

42. Meyers 1973, 398; Ketcham 1990,625-29. 

43. Wills 2003. 

44. \Vhen l\bdison discussed the conflict of interests between property owners in 
free and slave SLate~ early in the Convc:ntion, he: had l)ropos.ed that instead of tl1c tw~ 
fifths rule, s laves "should be represented in one branch according to Lhe number of 
free inhabitants onlyi and in the other according to the whole no. counting the slaves 
as (if) (n .. -e. By this arrangement the Southern Stales would have the advantage in the 
House, and the Northern in the other. He had been restrained from proposing this ex
pedient by two considerations: one was his un\Villingness to urge any diversity of in· 
tercsts on a n occasion when it is but too apt lo a rise of itself-the other was the in-
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tra seats in the House- and therefore in the electoral college- had, in 
Wills's words, "a great deal to do with the fact that for over half a cen
tury, right up to the Civil War, the management of the government was 
disproportionately controlled by the South. "45 lt even "undermined the 
very possibility of debating or changing the status of slaves- as the gag 
rules of the 1830s and 1840s would demonstrate.••• Although Madison 
seems not to have played a big part in the adoption of this constitutional 
provision, be supported it at the convention and throughout his life. 

Madison was limited in important ways by his time and place, yet he 
helped to launch the world's first experiment in what would later come 
to be called representative democracy. The political institutions, prac
tices, and ideas about popular government to which he contributed con
tained dynamic-even revolutionary-elements that, once set in mo
tion, would continue to evolve, sometimes quite rapidly. 

Madison was a part of that evolution. In his 1787 constitutional the
ory, a fear of majorities required that barriers to ti1eir power be imposed 
by constitutional and other means. Tn his post- I 787 theory, he came to 
defend majorities. Yet many of tile crucial elements of the constitutional 
system that reflected his earlier, and not his later, views have remained 
in place to ti1e present day. 

I sometimes wonder what further revisions Madison would make in 
his constitutional theory if he were alive today. I'm incli ned to think that 
after he had reflected at lengti1 on the changes since his time in demo
cratic ideas and practices, both in his own country and elsewhere, he 
might well prove to be a vigorous contemporary critic of the Constitu
tion he helped so much to create. 
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